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Is man immortal? Does his person- 
ality, in some mysterious way, survive 
the death of the body?

For centuries, men of all cultures 
and civilizations have asked these 
questions. Only in our time has scien- 
tific research been attempted. Now, in 
this book, the results of the turn-of-the- 
century investigations in England, 
and of recent inquiries in the United 
States are summarized by distinguished 
authorities. Leaders in the field of 
parapsychology, such as J. B. Rhine, 
H. Addington Bruce, J. G. Pratt and 
the late William R. Birge report what 
has been done, and what may be done 
in the future.
i

The Sciences of physics, chemistry 
and biology also have made advances 
and discoveries which cast new light 
on the nature of man. These discover
ies lead to new hypotheses about the 
nature of the universe and the possibil- 
ity of human survival. Physicists C.C. 
Gregory, R. A. McConnell and Julius 
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INTRODUCTION

Now that we begin to see ahead the outlines of interplanetary 
Problems and enter into an era of rocket travel, we may as well adjust 
our minds to an age of flight. Despite all human desires, which appear 
to be set against the recurrence of conflict and bloodshed, there may 
well be future wars. Periods of violence between sections of the human 
race have been concomittants of history since earliest times, and will, 
one suspects, knowing the nature of man, continue.

There is something about this era of flight, however, which 
transcends the threat that it implies. Rockets may bring new and 
amazing knowledge of' the realms outside our planet to ennch and 
expand our mental horizons. Knowledge of physics, meteorology, mag- 
netic fields and cosmic radiation will become commonplace, and one 
even drearns that worlds unlike our own may be penetrated. One faces 
the future of this exploration into new mysteries with an emotion which 
must be, for the explorers themselves, an almost religious awe. New 
speeds, new world records, and therefore new horizons for the human 
body and the human mind, are promises of an age that is already with 
us.

The true purpose behind this new era, which already promises 
fast transportation and new industry, should not really be the only goal. 
The leaders among these new explorers must seek to understand the 
greater purpose and fulfillment of life, and comprehend the fuller con- 
cepts of knowledge facing man, and so adjust to our own stül-small 
place within the cosmic scheine. With such horizons facing the human 
mind, the world of Communications takes on a new meaning. One looks 
forward with interest to the appearance of these new explorers, for 
surely a new Gutenberg with his movable types must be among the 
dreaming few, or a De Forest with his radio tube. We must look for
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qualities of vision that produced the young Alexander Graham Bell and 
Oliver Lodge. These were dedicated men, receptive to the revelations 
of the vibrätions contained in the ocean of air around us. They turned 
their thoughts to Communications to bring peoples and nations closer 
together.

The cosmic pool of memory from which all Inspiration is drawn, 
awai'ts the higher mathematician, the physicist, the chemist and the 
engin^er. A world ofddeas is ready to be explored, a world from 
which all tentative models and hypotheses are drawn, as are the pre- 
dictions which unfold them to our observation. That we have the 
scientific mechanisms for such exploration is true. The place of applied 
Science is recognized, but what is needed for the new communication 
are explorers with Imagination, persistence and curiosity, but above 

all faith.
Fear of extinction motivates much of man’s thought and action. 

It is at the root of our passionately competitive society. It dominates 
global conflict. It spurs national and racial aspirations. To have lived 
too little and too briefly, to have experienced suffering rather than en- 
joyment, to leave a life’s work unfinished—these feelings of incomplete- 
ness power human desire for a life beyond the body’s death.

This volume is devoted to the age-old question, the millenia-old 
hope, for “another chance” at human existence, for immortality, or at 
least for some sort of personality survival after death. There is an un- 
spoken taboo in our society, a taboo against discussing man’s hope for 
life beyond death in objective terms. The scholar’s disdain, the self- 
conscious intellectual’s too-quick smile, and the minister’s rolling phrases 
respect that taboo. They avoid rather than face the issue; they are 
designed to head off the unsophisticated questioner, the sincere in- 
vestigat&r, the truly perplexed.

There are, of course, ample numbers of pre-fabricated answers. Al
ternatives offer themselves galore. Charles Darwin, who gave the world 
the concept of the survival of the fittest, once wrote, “As for a future 
life, every man must judge for himself between conflicting vague prob- 
abilities.” But scientific thought has progressed since Darwin wrote these 
words, a Century ago. We are justified in asking today whether one
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probability may be greater than another, whether new knowledge has 
made our ideas less vague since Darwin’s time. Every man must still 
judge for himself—but what new discoveries, what additional evidence, 
what more enlightened speculation are we capable of commanding in 
the mid-twentieth Century?

The study of human survival after death is not a form of esoteric 
dabbling. This was acknowledged by the American Psychological Asso
ciation during its September session on “The Concept of Death and Its 
Influence on Behavior.” Death is important to life, because it provides 
the span of human existence with a goal. To deny or to ignore death 
cannot but distort life’s pattem. In a sense, our concept of death and 
our hopes about survival dictate our concept of daily existence. There 
are few who could say convincingly that they do not desire an extension 
of existence, preferably in a “better” way.

Possibly all this is just another of nature’s way of tricking the 
earth’s plants and creatures into perpetuating themselves, into compet- 
ing with each other and continuing the daily struggle of existence. The 
life pattem that endows a chestnut tree with hundreds of chestnuts, so 
that perhaps one of them may strike root, may also provide the in
dividual with a drive not only to live, but to desire to live forever— 
merely to live at all.

Out of a study of phenomena that pointed to an after-life, cur
rent psychical research has evolved. The patient men of integrity who 
began this research in England some seven decades ago were examining 
evidence of human survival after death. As the eminent F. W. H. 
Myers said in his foreword to The Human Personality and Its Survival of 
Bodily Death'. “The question for man most momentous of all is whether 
or not he has an immortal soul; or—to avoid the Word immortal, which 
belongs to the realm of infinites—whether or not his personality involves 
any element which can survive bodily death. In this direction have 
always Iain the gravest fears, the farthest-reaching hopes, which could 
either oppress or stimulate mortal minds.”

Myers also observed that “man has never yet applied to the prob- 
lem which most profoundly concerns him those methods of inquiry 
which in attacking all other problems he has found the most effica-
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cious?’ Since these words were written, psychical research has emerged 
from the seance room and has entered the laboratory. Elements of 
telepathy, clairvoyance and other experiences have detracted as well 
as added to the application of the survival hypothesis. For some twenty 
years, quantitative and Statistical experiments have revealed human 
Personality facets that had not been suspected or explored.

Now the time may have come to apply these newly-found tech- 
niques* of research to the still-unanswered question: Have we gained, 
or are we about to gain, knowledge that will help to solve the enigma 
of human life beyond death? This, we feel, is a challenge to all scien- 
tists who are engaged in that most momentous study of all: the nature 
of man. Psychologists and physicists represent only two categories of 
scientists who may be qualified to meet this challenge. The circle of 
research is closing. The work jthat began at the end of the last Century 
needs to be taken up anew, in the light of added knowledge and with 
the tools of recently acquired techniques. No longer will man be satisfied 
with “intimations” of immortality; he is seeking, and may be proud 
to state it frankly, a certainty of his own being.

PART ONE

PHILOSOPHY

The Problem Defined
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A search for the meaning of mediumship has resulted in deeply 
probing questions that challenge the Imagination of scientists

THE ANSWER IS NOT YET
Eileen J. Garrett

rf the world of fifty years ago, aviation was in its infancy, electncity 
and the telephone were still new wonders in the hands of the few. 

The structurc o£ the atom was largely unexplored, the electron was 
mysterious. The quantum theory and the theory of relativrty had barely 
been introduced in Science, and to speak to our elders then of the con- 
version of energy into matter would have hopelessly confused them.

The absolute answers of half a Century ago seem to have dissolved, 
and in their place we find questions whose Solutions, when they are 
achieved, seem then to lead to further questions. So, it seems to me, 
has it been with psychic research as with the physical branches of Sci
ence. But one could wish that the same dedication and resource devoted 
to the physical might have been given to the exploration of those new 
and unsuspected horizons of the mind first discerned some seventy years 
ago—a mere breath in time.

My own testimony, like that of others, to the reality of the spiritual 
world, is based upon direct expcrience of fact and not upon theory.
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When I found myself subject to visions and thought tränsferences with- {
out any known locomotion, possessed of mediumistic powers that needed |
to be examined, controlled and analyzed over the initial years of train- 
ing, I had to go within myself, with the help of others, to find and 
analyze these obscure human faculties and establish them in such a way 

that they could be used for experimental purposes.
Does any residual doubt lurk in my mind as to the Communications 

I recave? This is a question often asked of me. There is no doubt 
as to the reality of these Communications; their cause and origin present 

the problem.
QPEAKING as one who has had dose contact with all mental phe- 

nomena for a great many years, and who regards the field of psychic 
research as a vaster territory than is even suspected, I feel the right 
to question the meaning of the messages, appearances of the alleged dead, 
and all the symbolism relating to this particular field. Although I have 
seen apparitions of thousands of the alleged dead, and have received 
what appeared to be Communications from them, I do not yet truly 

know whence these Communications come.
So, although I can attest to the actuality of my experiences, I am 

unable to explain or Interpret them. Or rather—there are so many pos- 
sible explanations and interpretations that I am unable to state cate- 
gorically “This is how and why.” So long as the process of calculation 
and measurement does not extend itself to cover this field of the mind, 
I must always retain a slight distrust of these mental phenomena, and 

therefore of myself.
I may show this most clearly, I believe, by reporting on one of the 

many hundreds of experiences (with changed names, of course) that 
I have£had in the field of what is called supernormal phenomena. I can 
offer many explanations for this incident, but I cannot teil which one 
is the correct one, or if the explanation lies beyond any I can with my 

present knowledge advance.

JN 1928 I had a very serious illness. I spent twenty-two weeks in a 
West London hospital, under treatment for paratyphoid fever. On

October 3? on release from the hospital, I went to Brighton. Despite 

. . THE ANSWER IS NOT YET.

the coldness of the water, I insisted on walking in the sea against the 
advice of my doctor. That aftemoon, one hour later, I suffered terrible 
internal pain. I was put into an ambulance and hurned back to London, 
where I had to undergo a major gall-bladder Operation. About October 
6, I was taken back to my apartment, after this long absence, in order 
to recuperate in my own bed.

On this particular occasion a friend, Mrs. Duncan, was there to 
welcome me home. Dr. Herbert Barth had taken me home, and there 
was a charming nurse in attendance. I was put in bed, where I feit 
comfortable and happy, and Mrs. Duncan left the room to make some 
tea. I could hear Herbert talking on the telephone, and expected the 
nurse was in the room of my daughter, Babs.

Quite suddenly I looked across the room; I thought the teatable 
was moving. It was—it “walked” to the bed. Mrs. Duncan came in with 
the tea tray and said, “You are a naughty child! You have been out 
of bed.” I told her I had not been out of bed but that the table had 
come over to me. * '

About 6:30 they began to make me comfortable for the night. 
Herbert—to whom at that time I was engaged to be married—said to 
me, “Your doctor, Dr. Peter Young, is coming to see you, but he may be 
late. I' would advise you to settle early and sleep; you have to sleep 
without drugs tonight.” I chatted for a while and then Herbert left me. 
I did not see Dr. Young, although he came in and was happy to find 
me fast asleep. I cannot teil you what woke me. I know only that I 
awoke, and, as I invariably do, I looked at the clock beside my bed. 
The time was ten minutes past two.

I looked across the room, expecting to see the nurse sitting in the 
armchair. I remember looking away and looking back, thinking to my
self, "That isn’t the nurse!” I did not -see a figure then, but I saw 
hands being extended towards the gasfire. As I looked at the hands, I 
cöuld see the blood circulating through them, and on the little finger 
of the right hand there was a ring, and on it the initial E.H.D. The 
mitials immediately seemed to stand out, to focus my attention.

I then withdrew my gaze from the initials and looked at the feet 
extending beyond the chair on the floor. They were not the feet of the

9
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nurse. They were a man’s feet, ip evening slippers. He wore two pairs 
of socks, black over red, as though to keep his feet warm. Then I saw 
-the man, bending forward a little, and looking at me sideways, where 
I lay in my bed. I saw then that he was dressed, and that he wore two 
coats: a kind of smoking jacket, and over this a light overcoat. He 
looked pale and wom, about fifty; he was good-looking with a thin 
mustache and very blue eyes in a gaunt face. He looked very ill. His 
hair was fairish, and receding. He was thin about the neck.

As I looked I heard him cough, and he hit his ehest and said to 

me:
“You see what it has done to me. It will also kill you if you re- 

main here. This damp place is over an arm of the canal, and it throws 
off ‘telluric’ rays which will undoubtedly make you ill.”

He then got up slowly, in a kind of creaking männer, resting 
heavily on the arms of the chair. I saw him full-face as he looked at 
me. Then with deliberation he walked out of the open doorway. I was 
certain that he went along the passage rather than into the salon which 
was direetly opposite, and I never walked along this passage during my 
brief stay in that house without getting cold shivers down my back. 

^^HEN this stränge man häd gone out into the passage, only then 
did I realize that something abnormal had occurred. Until that 

moment, the experience had not troubled me. But now I immediately 
tugged at the bell. Herbert told me that by the time he came into the 
room I had fainted. Later on, about five o’clock in the moming, I told 
him this story. He made a few notes, and advised me to teil it to Dr. 
Young, which I did, somewhat shamefacedly, when he called later that 
moming.

As I told him the story and described the man to him, he ex- 
ig c^imed, “By God! That is my old patient who died three months ago. 

If I may have your permission, I would like to teil his widow.”
This was my landlady, whom I had never met, having taken the 

apartment through an agent. This lady came to see me, and told me 
that her husband—the previous tenant—did die, having had bronchial 
asthma for a long time; that the ring on his finger had been removed 

efore he died and was now in her possession.

I asked Dr. Young if he had known that the house was built on 
swampy soil and he said, “No.” He had had no reason to think about 
it, as he lived in another part of London. I do not think I had ever 
thought very much about the rivers of London until this happened; but 
then I made a study of them and found that there was indeed a delta 
under the house, which was situated in the junction of Harrow Road 

and Westboume Grove.

ITOW can this experience be explained, and what was it I saw, if it 
Awas not a ghost?

Was it an impression left by that man who had suffered in this 
room? Had he discovered that the house was built on an arm of the 
Regent’s Canal, and had this worried him? Had these things preyed 
°n his mind while he lived in that house, and was I “tuning in” on the 
feelings and the impressions he had left?

Or did my sympathetic association with Dr. Young build up a 
Apathie communication between myself and my physician whereby— 
aH unawares—I was able to pick up from him this knowledge of his 
former patient?

How much did my state of health contribute to this experience? I 
had been, as I have said, severely ill for more than twenty weeks, first 
*ith paratyphoid fever and then with an Operation. Did the fact that 
earlier I had had tuberculosis affect the condition? Was it the imminence 
of death, which then I dreaded, that made it possible for me to become 
thus sensitive to all this in the room? Approaching death, one does be
come very aware of different levels of consciousness.

Other factors to be considered might include my own emotional 
himult at the time. I had completed a divorce in the spring of 1928, 
ar*d was contemplating another marriage with a man to whom I was 
devoted—or could it be that I was more devoted to the valuable work 
he was doing, particularly with paralyzed children, with which I was 
able to help him?

Three weeks after the experience recounted here I was approach- 
*ng Monte Carlo when I said to the friend traveling with me. “Herbert 
18 coming down, but I am not going to marry him.” And I did, indeed, 
release myself from the engagement.

11
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This and other minor disturbances were accumulating. Was I 
dramatizing something in order to cffect an escape from the house and 
from a complex personal Situation?

T do not have the answers to these questions. Like the physicist, I can 
* only ask more as I consider this experience, and so many others, in 
the framework of the knowledge I have.

We have as yet no real understanding of the laws of dynamics that 
govem our relation to the ether. Biology and psychology are not alicn 
Sciences, nor are their operations purely mechanized. They belong, how- 
ever, to a physical universe, and it may well be that the cnlarged field 
of physics of the future will give answers not already at Land. It may 
also be found that these entities that appear may be the unconscious 
products of our own magical make-up, as yet not clearly understood^ 
Yet, since the advent of Christ, our religious practices have change 
as we aim to worship and follow His precepts. His resuricction led the 
Christian Church to accept a spiritual world as the greatest of realities.

My own testimony, as I have said, is based upon direct experience 
of fact and not upon theory. Test the facts whichever way one may, 
they can only be accounted for by the interaction of intelligences 
other than our own. There would appear to be intelligences of every 
grade, all of them possessing some subtle power as yet little understood 
by our limited comprehension, for such understanding nceds an en 
hanced perception of reality and a clearer conception of the nature 
of the universal mind and its working—a problem towards which Sci
ence is now focusing its attention.

The tapping of the mind of a living person, I think, may be dis- 
missed as the cause when spontaneous phenomena occur. Must one then 
conclude that somewhere there is a “being,” or a reservoir of knowl
edge? This brings me to the concept of universal mind, which I realize 
is not acceptable to all. There are many ways of inquiring into and 
confirming this knowledge for those who do not wish to engage in the 
theory of communication with the dead. Not everyone can immediately 
achieve spiritual vision, but there are exercises and disciplines that, 
properly practiced, lead one to the possession of higher knowledge and 
seership.

I know how difficult it is to describe States of ecstacy or of grey 
despair. There are no adequatc words to reveal the quality and new 
dimension when one is bound by the language of the physical senses. 
These other experiences do not easily translate themselves into coldly 
intellectual phrases. I wish it were otherwise, for such demonstration 
in words would surely convey a richer image of the universe. I know 
that when I get “messages,” or impressions, concerning a dead person, 
the content of these Communications bears no relationship to the in- 
terior fumishings of my own mind. For years I was troubled with the 
hogey of the subconscious mind during the days of my experimental 
niediumship, but when I learned to cscape the trappings of this medium
hip, I found myself still possessed of telepathic powers, clairvoyance 
and the ability to escape through the mechanics of trance mediumship. 
Still faced, at times, with the question of giving help to the bereaved, 
the surviving personality of their departed shows up without the me- 
chanics offered by the seance room. I am confident that the material 
and its substance has the same relation to mc as the messages relayed 

through a telephone operator.

rJ'HEN comes the question: Where are the dead? In the present state 
of our knowledge there exists no direct and scientific answer. I have 

endeavored for years to discover if these phenomena are in part an 
°utput of the medium’s mind. But mental phenomena do not work at 
CaU for all who make demands. Nor can we say what are the particular 
dynamics of personality that producc them, or hold them back.

I know that there are unexpected Stores of energy related to the 
adrenal glands that play a part in physical mediumship. Along these 
hnes paranormal physical phenomena may one day be explained by 
niedical knowledge. We may then find that physical mediumship may 
^avc nothing whatever to do with “entities” outside ourselves, or with 

Problem of survival after death. When examined, these phenomena 
are often found to be of fraudulent origin. And yet, I feel surc that 
diere are sources of unknown energies within the body, energies that can 
Pr°duce physical manifestations which, it may well be discovered, can 
even be transmitted to heal our ills, mental and physical.

13
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The basic spontaneous phenomena received through clairvoyance 
and trance would seem to be outside the ränge of the normal reach of 
the senses, since it appears possible to receive knowledge by means of 
transference from the actual latent mental content of other human be- 
ings. We know that both physical and mental phenomena have been 
authentically demonstrated, and do occur, but the nature of the mechan- 
ism that produces them still remains unsolved. To talk simply in terms 
of “mind tapping” or “mind reading” is futile. Notwithstanding all the 
theories and charges that are continually being made as to the methods 
of receiving such knowledge, mediumship remains a fundamental phe- 
nomenon to be seriously and patiently explored.

Where, then, does the knowledge come from? There are some 
critics who condemn the idea that there may be discarnate entities 
existing somewhere who can communicate. To theorize about this intro- 
duces the possibility that it is true. Where, then, are the people that the 
clairvoyante sees, describes and Claims to speak with? Are they, as some 
people conclude, part of a cosmic memory?

For myself, I know that they are “out there,” not far beyond my 
sense of touch and feeling, because there are times when I feel that if 
I reach out a hand I must surely contact the reality of their bodies. 
For they do not always appear as spectres but often as warm, living, 
breathing people. Where are they?

TT is easy enough to explain them away by saying that they are in 
another dimension, but I am troubled that Science has not as yet dis- 

covered this dimension. It is the fault of Science that it has not taken 
the trouble to explore the ether around us.

I must ask myself again, are these entities really alive and carrying 
on the extended life they describe? If they are, I sometimes wonder why 
me process of death is necessary, for their activities appear to have 
changed very little, and to be but a heightened continuation of life as 
we know it here and now.

Or, I ask myself, can it be that I am the mirror for a reflection 
of what they have left stamped upon the cosmic atmosphere, and is this 
one of the purposes of life, that we do leave behind an indelible and

THE ANSWER IS NOT YET 

eternal record? If that is so, perhaps this is the process by which knowl
edge is revealed to us, by what has so often been described as an ac- 
cidental measure. Is there an unsuspected key within the interior mind 
that unwittingly contacts the mind of one gone before who has left his 

record for others to read?
I might accept the idea that the earth itself is a mirror of that 

greater consciousness, for very often I seem to feel that when I look into 
this more vivid existence it has an exhilaration, an excitement, a Sensa
tion of color more intense than can be expressed in words, and then I 
aiG content to believe that the earth life of which I am a part can be 
compared to the reflection of the moon which a child sees on looking 
into a pond at night. It is difficult for the child to know which is the 
reality, and I find myself very much in the same confusion as the child. 
^or when I come upon these people—as I so often do—I do not find 

great changes that one expects in those who have passed through 

ti*6 Initiation of death.
And yet there is a subtle change. They are more distinct, more 

decided, more certain, more alert, in many cases younger, more vigorous 
and more consciously aware of themselves than they had ever been 

before the transition.

J could accept the fact that there is a dimension of acceleration outside 
the conscious life where the dead live and have their being—and 

tben I would not ask so many questions—if it were not for the fact 
*bat in these States of exhilaration I am equally able to observe build- 
lngs as well as people, their dimensions and their measurements, even 
^ough there is no concrete evidence of their existence. I may walk 
along a road ancj suddenly find myself confronted by an old church or 
farmhouse or mansion, or even a wood or other natural feature. I am 
lost in wonder that I had not seen all this before, and then it disappears. 
ßut while I have perceived it, it has been completely real, and I have 
been able to examine the minutest of details, even to smell the odor of 
*he trees and note the costumes and actions of the people of the time, 
as they were going about their business just as they had done years 

°r centuries before.
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These experiences are not mine alone. They are the spontaneous 
experiences, at times, of every sensitive, and even of others who have 
never thought seriously about their intuitive faculties; there are many 
such cases on record.

In my condition of “awareness,” the colors I see are more intense 
than color as we know it—they are, as it were, vibrating, living and gen- 
erating energy. Sometimes I see machinery, but I cannot explain it be- 
cause I have never seen any like it. I can see through the machinery 
just as easily as I can see through the body of the man who appears to 
me. The condensation of vitality in this dimension is something impos- 
sible to describe in our limited language.

The scenery has this samc quality. If I look for a little while into 
the color of the deep greens and blues, and into the purple, more intense 
than all, I see rare plants and all kinds of growth, and then I am unable 
to find any words that could translate the experience into mortal under
standing. And surely this must happen to others who are in the habit of 
passing to and from this state. It may be why people say that nothing 
of importance comes through. I believe that much of importance is 
transmitted, but I do not think that wc oursclves have the capacity to 
translate it, and it is in this stage that we fail.

A S long as I see this whole tapestry of past events, and often of the 
future, living its life side by side with the events of the moment, 

then I am compelled to ask whether survival as wc comprehcnd it is 
indeed the real answer, or is what is left that well of memory? It is my 
etemal quest for the answer to this enigma that is driving me with 
passionate dedication to spend all the moments of my life making it 
possible for scientists and philosophers, theologians and psychologists, to 
search for the answer which so far has eluded me.

Does everything in life—the people, the trees, the forests, the build- 
ings, everything—the natural and man-made alike—leave an indelible 
mark upon the cosmos? And if so, why? Can Science give us the answer?

4 Fr euch philosopher-playwright ivrites of intimate emotional 
experiences with survival that elude empirical investigation

A PHILOSOPHY OF LOVE

Gabriel Marcel

rJ^HE circumstances which, nearly forty years ago, led me to become 
interested in parapsychological research offer a somewhat stränge 

story, but one which I think needs to be told in some detail.
I do not clearly remember what my state of mind may have been 

with regard to parapsychology before the war of 1914. It seems to me that 
1 d>d not at that time know any of the facts in detail, but that I was 
ready to listen to them, and at this moment there comes to my mind 
an experience I had in Switzerland during the winter of 1910-11.

One Sunday morning—I remember it very clearly—an Englishman, 
who had arrived a few days earlier with his family, came and found me 

the little sitting-room of the hotel, where I was quietly reading. Hav- 
lng learned that I was a philosopher, he wanted to teil me his story and 
ask me what I thought of it. He explained that the young woman I 
had seen with him was his second wife. He had first been married to 
a 'vornan he adored, who had borne him the three lovely children I had 
admired at his table. However, she had met with an untimely death. 
*n his despair he thought of putting an end to his own life; at that 
tlrne he had no religious faith to deter him from suicide.
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But, if I am not mistaken, some friends of his dissuaded him by 
telling him that death was not the end of everything, and that he could, 
perhaps, get into touch with his dead wife, either through a medium or 
directly. He had followed this advice and, after a period of struggling 
against evidence or proofs which his critical mind found inadequate, he 
had reached a state of such certainty that he had again found not only 
his balance but—I could even say—the joy of life. He explained to me 
that he no longer needed to call upon the medium who had at first been 

«jthe necessary intermediary between him and his wife, but that he now 
lived in constant communication with his wife, without even having to 
resort to automatic writing. He gave me examples of this, so that I 
could widerstand how his wife took her share even in the details of his 
daily life, and that it was also she who had urged him to marry the 
young woman I had seen, for their children’s sake.

This man, who was called Major Piercy and normally lived in 
Herefordshire, had a large property in Sardinia, near Golferanci. He 
invited me to visit him there but, perhaps through some kind of pru- 
dence, I didn’t write and remind him of his invitation; then war broke 
out and I lost touch with him. I have always regretted this, for he was 
a stränge and original man; he had written a book which he gave me, 
and in this he gives a spiritualist inteipretation of a number of facts 

related in the Bible.

HERE I will mention one rather comical episode which I
very clearly. He told me that a medium, whose assistance he had 

called upon at the period when he was still trying to get into touch 
with his wife, told him he saw a Hindu in front of him and escn e 
him in detail. Unable to discover the meaning of this Vision, the major 
found it discouraging rather than otherwise: wasnt it all pure nonsense. 
It was then that, in writing, if I am not mistaken, the woman w o 
occupied all his thoughts said to him, ‘But, stupid, can t you see e m?, 
this Hindu the affectionate nick-name you so often gave mc en oo. 
So the origin of this vision was a kind of pun, which was typical o . e 
young woman, it seemed, and in keeping with her joking tum o mm

with his dead wife. I may add that

This story made a profound impression oh me, but no doubt it 
aPpealed to the dramatist rather than the philosopher in me. I wondered 
Wlth curiosity what could be the state of mind of the dazzling creature 
* had myself seen, who had been willing to share her life with Major 
Piercy, while perfectly aware that he was, if I may so, spiritually a 

Bigamist living in constant intimacy 
J never obtained any enlightenment on this point; I had no opportunity 
to talk to the young woman in private and obviously I would not have 
allowed myself to question her. All I can say is that she in no way 
Save the impression of being gnawed by anguish or jealousy. On the 
c°ntrary, she had a most peaceful expression; and had, moreover, a baby 
of her own and seemed on the best of terms with her step-children.

This story occupied my thoughts for a long time and provided one 
the main themes for a play, the first version of which I wrote during 

the war under the title of The Swordbearer and the second, the one 
that has been published, under the title of The Iconoclast written in 

1920.
If I were now asked what attitude I was inclined to adopt towards 

such a story as that, I think the word “open-mindedness” described my 
P°shion most accurately. That is to say, I would not have allowed any- 

the right to say to Major Piercy, “You are being deceived by an 
Fusion or mirage produced by your unconscious.” But neither would I 
have gone so far as to state categorically that Major Piercy was really in 
touch with his first wife. Perhaps I should say that I was of two minds: 
tllat one part of me was inclined to think Major Piercy right, while the 
other, more critically-minded part, was on its guard, and even to some 
ex*ent shocked by the triviality of the circumstantial details.

BUT between the meeting which I have just told you about and the 
Period when I wrote The Iconoclast I was led, during World War I, 

to carry out an experiment which I must now describe to you.
As my health rebarred me from active Service, I devoted a great 

part of my time to the Red Gross service for tracing missing soldiers (as 
Weh as civilians living in areas invaded by the enemy). During this time 
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I often saw a painter and his family who lived ncar me. Possibly some of 
you will have heard the name of this artist or his daughter, herseif a 
painter, as they had relatives in England and hcld several exhibitions 
here. Andre Davids and his wife were keenly interested in parapsy- 
chology. But their temperaments differed from each other; he was highly- 
strung and his moods changed from confidence to depression, while she 
was of a more religious turn of mind and possessed what might be 
called a Spiritualist mentality, taken in the least scientific meaning of 
the term.

They had both told me many facts that interested me and had 
lent me books. It was on their advice that I rcad Sir Oliver Lodge’s 
Raymond. One day they told me they thought I might have medium- 
istic gifts—which surprised me considerably—and persuaded me to try 
an experiment with the planchette. Sceptical though I was, I saw no 
reason to refuse; but the first experiments seemed to me most disap- 
pointing. I may add that I constantly had the impression that I was 
cheating, and the kind of internal tension to which this distrust about 
myself gave rise created the most unfavourable atmosphere possible.

The Situation improved in the following circumstances: a young 
woman, Mrs. Adolphe Rcinach, whom I did not know pcrsonally but 
whose family had been in touch with mine, hearing that we were per- 
forming these experiments, came and asked whether we could try to 
obtain some news of the fate of her husband. He was a reserve officer 
in the 46th Infantry Regiment and had been missing since the 30th of 
August, 1914, in the fighting which took place at Fosse, in the Ardennes 
when, if I am not mistaken, the rear-guard of our army was beating a 
retreat after the disaster at Charleroi. Mrs. Adolphe Reinach had never 
taken part in any Spiritualist experiments, nor had she any opinion 
about their possible results, but, all normal means of Information having 
proved useless, she came to ask for our help as a last resort.

It should be added that I had made an enquiry about Lieutenant 
Reinach at the Red Cross and had not been able to obtain any news of 
him, but it seemed to me more than probable that he had been killed 
in the fighting at Fosse and, owing to the retreat, had not been buried 
by our troops, which would account for his family not knowing what 

bad happencd to him. Naturally, I in no way committed myself about 
the possible results of experiments with the planchette, but I agreed 
that the young woman might come to the seances. The stränge thing 
that immcdiately happened was the change in the behavior of the 
Planchette. Whereas, before the young woman arrived, the planchette 
rnoved for me in an uncertain, I might even say suspicious way, it now 
nioved with undeniable clarity; it was no longer possible for me to think 

that perhaps I was involuntarily cheating.
Very soon a being was revealed through the planchette who 

claimed to be Lieutenant Reinach, but at first the conversation was dis- 
aPpointing. He was asked whether he remembered the names of his 
children and the answer was negative. (But I will observe that, even 
Jf these names had been correctly given, there would have been no real 
Proof of identity as the whole thing could be explained by thought read- 
ln8- So, paradoxically, one might say that his failure to remember them 
w°uld be.) What seemed to us very curious, in view of the fact that 
Turing his lifetime Adolphe Reinach was an agnostic, was that he now 
aPpeared to us to have been converted, after passing on to the other 
World, to a very strict and formal religion which seemed that of the Old 
'■Testament rather than the New. I repeat that this was in contradiction 
to the idea we had all been able to form of him.

the end of several seances an episode occurred which made a 
profoühd impression on me. One evening when Mrs. Reinach was 

n°t with us, but had been replaced by her father—I no longer remember 
for what reason—and when the planchette seemed to be imbued with 
Wllat I can only call ardent and affectionate energy, the entity ad- 
^ressed the absent woman by the name of Clio. None of us understood 
>vhat the name of this muse could be doing there, and, when the young 
Vv°nian appeared a few moments later, we asked her if she knew the 
J^aning of it. She gave a start and said, “I understand perfeetly. When 

visited the museum in Caracalla’s Baths in Rome a few years ago 
Wlth my husband and my brother, they both came to a stop in front of 
a statue of Clio, amazed at the resemblance they found between it and 
Myself.”
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This little incident has always seemed to me very important; since 
any idea of fortuitous coincidence was excludcd, it seemed as though 
we there had proof of a communication inexplicable within the bounds 
of normal experience. Of course the idea of thought reading between 
living peopie might be put forward, since the memory of Clio’s statue 
‘belonged,’ if I may thus express it, to Mrs. Reinach, and consequently 
it might have been from her that I or Mrs. Davids (who often placed 
her hand on the planchette with me) had “fished out” this memory.

It must, however, be admitted that the process of “fishing” for 
memories is very difficult to conceive and, let me add, one should be on 
one’s guard against an Imagination which materializes memories by 
representing them as little fish in a pool, with thoughts as hooks to catch 
them with.

Moreover, a little later a phenomenon was observed which seemed 
to me impossible to explain by thought reading. When we were ques- 
tioning the presence in the planchette about the circumstances in which 
what we call death had occurred, his answer, I would like to point out, 
definitely contradicted the idea which I had myself been able to form 
through my Red Cross work for missing persons. He said, “I was not 
killed during the fighting, but only wounded, and I succeedcd in hiding 
in a house belonging to some local people, with two other men whose 
names I will give you. One was called Leriche, the other Nanot.”

For the moment I will leave the latter name aside and concentrate 
on the case of Leriche. The name was completely unknown to Mrs. 
Reinach and myself; I looked up my files and she referred to the cor- 
respondence she had had with the depot or with men in her husband’s 
regiment. Nowhere did the name of Leriche appear. Fortunately, I had 
obtained permission to consult the official list of missing persons which 
wäs kept in the Military Academy and, with a beating heart, I went 
through the list of the 46th Infantry Regiment, which had suffered 
severely since the beginning of the war. I calculated that there must be 
about eight or nine thousand names, among which I could only find 
one Leriche, shown as missing in the same fighting at Fosse as Lieutenant 
Reinach.

Here again it seemed impossible to put forward the idea of coin
cidence; but, on the other hand, while admitting that it is possible to 
^cad into a conscious mind, it is absurd to imagine that one could read 
lnt° a list of names, which is not a living thing. It therefore seems that 
We had something like a proof of communication with a disembodied 
consciousness foi- whom the name of Leriche existed and had a mean- 
ing.

As regards the name of Nanot, I found nothing. Indeed, the in- 
fonnation given us about his place of birth was not confirmed by en- 
Quiries made on the spot; quite the contrary. Until the end of the war 
1 thought it was a pure and simple mistake; but one day, two months 
after the armistice, my eyes feil by chance upon the following lines in— 
lf I am not mistaken—the newspaper Petit Parisien: ‘Mrs. Annot seeks 
nevvs of her husband in the 89th Infantry Regiment, missing in the fight- 

at Fosse.’ The 89th formed a brigade with the 46th. And how could 
°ne help being struck by the similarity between the names of Nanot and 
Annot, the only difference being that one letter was transposed? How- 
eveL so far as I remember, the Christian names were different, and we 
are not here faced with a fact which is in itself conclusive.

I should add that the story told us of the circumstances in which 
Adolphc Reinach finally died seems to me a product of the imagination. 

is that, after being denounced by a traitor, he was intemed by the 
Germans in the fortress of Montmedy, and that later a German doctor, 
who nourished a special hatred against him because he was the son of 
a Politician who had helped to pass the thrce-year law, took him out 
ln a boat on the river and then capsized the boat so that he was 
^r°wned. Not only was I unable to obtain any confirmation from the 
Gcrman Red Cross of the existence of this doctor, whose name was 
&lVen us, but, so far as I have been able to learn, the river at Mont- 
mccly is not navigable.

Yet, at the time, this story as told us had such a ring of truth that 
nearly believed it. We were also told that the doctor’s crime would 

fall upon the head of his son, who would perish in Russia. An in- 
Clcdible scene then occurred: the young wife interceded with the pres- 
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ence on behalf of the innocent son in defiance of the inflexible laws 
of divine justice.

Shortly afterwards, Mrs. Reinach and her mother left Paris and 
settled somewhere on the Normandy coast, I believe. But then something 
very stränge happened. Intoxicated by what seemed my astonishing suc- 
cess, I went so far as to believe that I was perhaps endowed with a mis- 
sion to be a consoler and, as a philosopher and medium, to prove from 
undeniable facts and incontrovertibly the existence of individual sur
vival, and thus bring to all the afflicted who flocked to me day after 
day the only real comfort possible. But, as though such a presumptuous 
claim had to be punished, from that moment the phenomenon began 
to disintegrate, and I only obtained Communications so incoherent that 
sometimes they seemed to me to be connected with a lunatic asylum. 
In some other cases experience flatly contradicted, instead of confirm- 
ing, the Statements made by the beings who claimed to be communi- 
cating with me.

In these circumstances my enthusiasm began to dwindle and to 
give place to complete discouragement; I began to question the whole 
matter and to wonder whether I had not been the dupe of pure illusion. 
It was then that a stränge incident occurred which seemed to be sent 
to restore my lost confidence, at least up to a point. It must have been 
in May or June of 1917. The presence which at that time revealed 
itself and falsely claimed to be, if I remember aright, a certain Domerat, 
pupil of a celebrated mathematician, said it knew the events that would 
occur in the following months. We questioncd it on the two points which 
pre-occupied our thoughts: the outcome of the action being fought on 
the Chemin des Dames, and the events in Russia, but we obtained no 
interesting Information on either point.

On the other hand, on the subject of the Italian front—which we 
asked no questions about—the planchette told us that the Italians 
would once more take the offensive in vain, that the Austrians would 
then counter-attack, cross the Isonzo—which would be diastrous for 
the Italians: a hundred thousand prisoners! (in fact there were more) — 
and that Udine would be taken. “But then,” I exclaimed, “Venice will 

be threatened?” And the planchette answered categorically, “No, they 
will be halted before Treviso.” Thus the battle of the Isonzo and its 
consequences were announced to me three months before the event.

JT is obvious that the experience I have recounted is in a certain way 
strangely unsatisfactory. At best it contains an adulterated mixture 

°f truth and error. However, I can say that, such as it is, it helped to 
change my way of looking at the world. It is as though I had been 
given the ability to look from within at facts which a great number of 
People only envisage from outside, because they have no experience of 
them.

In a general way we know that all this research is centered on 
Jncarnation, taking the word in its philosophical, and not its theological, 
sense, as indicating the condition of a being perceived as connected with 
something which can doubtless be considered an object and therefore 
Capable of being investigated by Science, but which is in no way limited 
by this objectivity. At that period I thought I saw—and I am still 
strongly inclined to think so today—that it is from this idea of a non- 
°bjective aspect of the body that it is possible to throw some light on 
telepathy, for instance.

But here I will take as an example what is called—incorrectly, 
by the way—psychometry, that is to say, the clairvoyant’s ability, when 
an object is handed to him, to become aware of its absent owner, who 
^a-y be dead, and to supply extraordinary Information about him. Here 
We have to concentrate on the fundamental difference between the 
clairvoyant and the expert. I am thinking, for example, of the expert 
sPecializmg in finger-prints and employed in this capacity by criminol- 
°gists. Obviously he carries out strictly objective investigations con- 
nected with variations—no doubt very slight, but in a certain thing 
V/bich is subject to all kinds of differences capable of being, if not per- 
ceived, at least discerned with certain apparatus. The expert here acts as 
a detector, whatever may be the means he resorts to in performing the 
detection.

The most important point is to know whether the clairvoyant too 
acts as a detecting apparatus. The temptation is certainly to answer in 
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the affirmative, since the clairvoyant reveals something which was 
hidden. But the whole problem is to know whethcr the word “detection” 
is not used in a strictly different sense in the two cases, and it is pre- 
cisely this difference in quality that should be emphasized. It is evident 
that in some way—we do not know exactly by what mcans—the clair
voyant is led to re-live a certain Situation. But a sense or a Situation 
cannot exist in an object like an imprint upon it. All that we can say or 
glimpse is that for the clairvoyant the object is like an opportunity for 
him to re-live its history.

Of course I am aware of the attempts that can be made to In
terpret these Communications as a kind of game of hide-and-seek be
tween the conscious and the unconscious. But I confess that such 
mterpretations don’t seem to me at all convincing and that they generally 
seem based on an assumption which I reject. This assumption is really 
that of monadic idealism; but this in incompatible with inter-subjectivity 
as perceived by us, even in this world. I remain convinced that3 as re- 
gards the problem of survival, inter-subjectivity is the key, for, to my 
mind at least, the idea of solitary and narcissistic survival nas no mean- 
ing.

This is what I mean: Let us center our attention for instance on 
the intercourse between a mother and her deceascd son, and let us 
admit provisionally as a working hypothesis that the son has in fact 
undertaken to make himself feit to his mother and to communicate 
with her. If I say that this relationship is dyadic, I mean thereby that 
it is strictly an I-Thou relationship, and that it excludes any Inter
vention, any breaking-in of a third person. It may happen that imponder- 
able particulars, a word, an inflection3 a chuckle, irresistibly convey to 
the bereaved mother the assurance of her son’s presence and selfhood, so 
that she exclaims: “It is you—yourself—given back to me!”

Now let us dramatize this Situation. The entity, the alleged son, 
may say: “Mother, I want you to know me, you alone, not that foreign 
and intruding third. I don’t care a hang for what he thinks, besides I 
am unable or even entirely unwilling to put myself in his place. I do not 
allow him to intrude upon our I-Thou relationship. Love as such can 

not tolerate such an infringement.” But it can, of course, and it will 
happen that the mother herseif becomes inwardly divided; that is to 
say, that something in her own mind grows doubtful or critical and 
takes the place of the unwelcome third; she herseif needs a confirmation, 
she herseif requires something evidential in the strict sense of the word.

I don’t mean to say that in this field the distinction between de- 
hision and reality simply vanishes; indeed I should recoil from such a 
statement. What I am wanting to point out is something very different: 

think that we are bound to mistrust fundamentally a criteriology which 
aPplies to a world of objects, of “Its,” whereas the I-Thou relationship 
which I might also describe as a loving togethemess does not in any 
WaY belong to this world. The conclusion of it all seems to be that a 
really coherent and meaningful theory of survival cannot be carried out 
CXcept in connection with a philosophy of love.

I am fully aware of the difficulty inherent in such a position, but 
think it is imperative to grasp the metaphysical import of the problem, 

and primarily to get clear about the utter impossibility of putting it in 
terrUs which are in my opinion grossly inadequate. Let us take such a 
Case as that of Major Piercy and his wife. I flatly deny the possibility 
f°r any third person or expert to come and teil him: “You are mistaken; 
w*thout knowing it you have been playing hide and seek with your own 
Unc°nscious.”

I deny it for several reasons: the first of these reasons is that nobody 
Can possibly put himself in a position from which he could validly pro- 
duce such a Statement; this would imply an overstepping of the limits 
Mithin which an assertion can be legitimately made. The second reason 
1S that I am more and more inclined to think the words Your own 
Unconscious are probably meaningless; there is every reason to suspect 
that the boundaries implied in the use of possessive words cannot in any 
WaY be traced in the hazy realm we call by the name unconscious.

ßut on the other hand I fully admit that the kind of certainty which 
Pfades such an intercourse is bound to remain somehow private; it 
Can expand no doubt to some extent—for instance, I personally do not 
Seriously doubt that the intercourse in the Diapason du Ciel is genuine—
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but I am equally aware that it would be impossible to convince such 
and such persons whom I happen to know and whose good faith I fully 
acknowledge. The assent is bound to remain sporadic: this is in a cer- 

’tain sense deeply irritating but must be faced. Experiences like these 
are after all somehow religious; William James saw this, and I believe 
he was right.

This inner limit, I feel, must also be assigned to so-called empirical 
research.

^recision, rather than ambiguity and vagueness, are needed now 
to open the way toward scientific studies into human survival

what could survive?

C. J. Ducasse

4

TN a recent book, Mind in Life and Death (London, 1956), the well- 
A known British automatic writer, Geraldine Cummins, reports a series 
of Communications purportedly from President Franklin D. Roosevelts 
former confidential secretary, Marguerite Le Hand, which were received 
some three years after her death. They contain many details that were 
never known to the automatist but were quite correct and which appear 
to constitute good prima facie evidence that the messages emanated 
from the surviving Miss Le Hand.

One repeatedly requested identifying item, however, which the pur- 
ported Miss Le Hand steadfastly refused to supply, was the pet name 
(“Missy”) that had been hers in the Roosevelt household. And some of 
the persons who had been familiär with her character hold that that 
very refusal itself is additional evidence of her identity, for, in the im
portant confidential position she had occupied, cautious reticence had 
been imperative, and the habit of it had become one of the personal 
traits for which she had been noted.
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This feature of the Communications, however, is open to a different 
Interpretation; for reticence, when exercised concerning facts here as 
insignificant as a personal nickname—which anyway was already known 
to millions of newspaper readers even better than her Christian name— 
is patently stupid; and Miss Le Hand was anything but stupid. This 
and certain other items in the scripts suggest that the Communications 
emanated, not really from Miss Le Hand herseif, surviving, but rather 
from a surviving set of her memories and habits; then functioning, how
ever, as such commonly do in dreams, without control by intelligent 
judgment.

fJTHESE Communications are cited here to make concretely evident
one ambiguity which infects the then naive question as to whether 

the human personality survives after death. Until this phrase has been 
purged of ambiguity, persons who are convinced that “the human per
sonality survives bodily death,” or convinced that it does not, or who 
are curious as to whether or not it does, are in fact in the position of 
being full of curiosity or conviction as to . . . they know not just what! 
Their position thus resembles that of the good deacon the late Professor 
J. B. Pratt mentions, who, as a firm believer in God, was asked by the 
pastor at a prayer meeting to say what was his idea of God; and who 
then described it as “a kind of an oblong blur!” (The Religious Con- 
sciousness, New York, 1943). Evidently, so long as one does not know 
just what one means by the phrase “the personality’s survival after 
death,” one cannot teil what kinds of observable facts would or would 
not constitute evidence of such survival. Persons who use the phrase 
usually think they know well enough what they mean by it. But this is 
only because they have never adequately considered the diversity of 
meanings confounded under that wishful vague phrase.

The first Step, then, in any attempt to deal with the question of 
“survival after death” in a männer offering some hope that one may 
succeed in really establishing something about it, is to bring out into 
the light by explicit Statement at least the chief of the diverse questions 
otherwise mingled under that phrase.

WHAT COULD SURVIVE?

Let us consider, then, first the notion of “personality.” Does one 
mean to include in it any strictly bodily features? That is, features such 
88 body build—stocky or slender, tall or short; gait, color of eyes and 
hair, wrinkles or creases of the skin, shape of the face, or tone of voice? 
If one does include such physical traits, then, since they are certainly 
destroyed when the body disintegrates, they can constitute only a part, 
and a relatively unimportant part, of “the personality” about which one 
asks whether “it”—or rather then the mental or psychological part of 

survives.
But the doubt which suggested itself as to what exactly survived in 

tlxe case of Miss Le Hand (assuming that something really did) shows 
that sub-parts must be distinguished within the non-physical part of the 
Personality—at least a sub-part consisting of memories and mental 
habits; and another, consisting of capacity for intelligently critical judg- 
^ent as to action appropriate to the purposes and circumstances present 
at the time. And the first of these two sub-parts might survive but the 
Second perish.

Or, although the second might survive also, it might do so more 
Of less completely separate from the memories and mental habits ac- 
9uired during earth life; and, during its discamate existence, be exer- 
Clsed upon such novel kinds of experience as that existence may pro- 
V1de instead of the kinds which had been provided by the functioning 
°f the bodily sense organs before death destroyed them.

J1* is well to note in this connection that a psychological cleavage of 
this kind—although one less radical because the change of environ- 

is itself less radical—sometimes occurs in the present life. An ex- 
aruple would be that of a person who finds himself suddenly placed in 

environment to which his previously acquired memories and habits 
alinost wholly incongruous, and where his intelligence therefore has 

*° be applied to dealing with the novel problems of the drastically dif- 
erent Situation in which he now finds himself.

Such was the case of the wife of the captain of a ship which, some 
during the nineteenth Century, was wrecked on the coast of Cape 

Ofk in northern Australia. She alone survived the wreck. Then she 
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became the wife, or property, of one of the exceedingly primitive abori- 
gines, and lived the life of the tribe. When found there some twenty 
years later, she had almost no memories of the first part of her life and 
remembered little of the language she had then spoken for all these had 
been uscless in her new environment. Her intelligence had to be devoted 
to acquisition and application of beliefs and habits appropriate to her 
new savage life.

The preceding rcmarks as to the composite nature of the psycho- 
logical part cf the human personality are to the same general effect 
as the view of Professor H. H. Price, that survival may not be a matter 
of all or none. Surcly, the progress of psychology during the last hun- 
dred years has shown that the human personality—as distinguished from 
the traditional “soul” of the theologians—is not an indivisible entity 
but is a complex of various components. Normally, these are integrated 
more or less adequately and, in so far, they function together as one 
whole. But that whole is susceptible to dissociations, which permit cer
tain components to function independently to some extent, operating 
then in their own special ways because then uncurbed or uncensored by 
the influence of the other components.

course, besides the question as to specifically what components of 
a personality are the ones about which one asks whether they 

survive—or whose survival particular items of empirical evidence ap
pear to testify to—a number of subsidiary questions present themselves. 
For example, survival for how long? Forever, or only for a finite term? 
And if only for the latter, then at its close, what? Total annihilation? 
Or again, death of only a part and persistence of some nuclear re- 
mainder?

What has been said so far has concerned only the question as to 
which of the components of the human personality one has specifically 
in view when one asks whether there is for man a life after death. But 
another question has to do with what the word “life” can mcan in that 
phrase. For unless, by “life after death,” one means immediate bodily 
resurrection or reincamation, the word “life” must have a psychological 
rather than a biological meaning. But even at the biological level there 
are two different senses in which an organism can be said to be “living.”

When we are called upon to dccide whether a given animal or 
human body is living or dead, what we go by is whether heart-beat and 
hreathing are going on and ordinary body temperature maintained. If 
they are, we say that the body is “living”; otherwise, that it is “dead.” 
hüt a body may be “living” in this sense and yet be in deep sleep, in 
c°rna, in a faint, or under anaesthesia. Ordinarily, then, that a body is 

living” means something which, although dependent on its physiological 
activities, is additional to them; namely, that the body responds to stimu- 
lations of its sense Organs and acts in ways which adjust it to its circum- 
stances or adjust the circumstances to the maintenance of its physiological 
activities. Eating, drinking, getting food, hiding, or fighting are charac- 
Jeristic of the “animal life” of a body, as distinguished from its merely 
“vegetative life.”

Now, in the stream of psychological events and activities which con- 
stitute the “life” of a mind, two analogous levels can be discemed. On 
the lower of the two, the psychological activities are mainly automatic, 
like the physiological ones in the case of the body. Examples would be 

functioning of rote memory; the revival of other memories or ideas 
which, whether by contiguity or similarity, had become associated with 
a certain idea, now recurring; emotions or impulses aroused by thoughts 
of certain kinds; and exercise of other mental habits. Such mental ac- 
Üvities are automatic in the sense that their occurrence is not dependent 
uPon, and does not await decision or exercise of judgment as to their 
aPpropriateness on a given occasion. Rather, judgment in connection 
"^h them enters, if at all, after their occurrence, either then allowing 
Or disallowing them a role in whatever decision is under consideration 

at time.
Occurrence of them, however, whether or not followed by judg- 

me*t, is what constitutes “life” of the mind’s automatic part; and “life 
after death” might consist of this and of nothing more. Moreover, such 
*cquired psychological traits—many of which would, in a given person, 
be peculiar to him—would, because of this, be considered evidential 
of his identity if after his death their life were manifest in mediumistic 
Communications purporting to come from him.

But such life would not be life of the part of his mind whose being 
^ve consists in learning new things and acquiring new capacities, be- 
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coming somewhat different day by day, improvising, inventing, or creat- 
ing. True, this part of a person’s mind might continue to live after death, 
but establishing this by mediumistic Communications would be very 
difficult, as its being alive consists in changing, acquiring new memories 
and new habits, and not in recalling or rehearsing the old ones familiär 
to friends still living on earth. Yet, being alive in the sense of so 
changing is what constitutes being alive as an individual human being 
(whether incarnate or discarnate), instead of alive only as a psy
chological robot.

For life only of the mind’s automatic part would, in all essentials, 
be life only in the sense in which it is possessed, in various degrees, by 
what are called servo-mechanisms or feed-back mechanisms. These might 
be purely physical such as those which automatically alter the course of 
a rocket or torpedo, or biological such as those which, under changing 
conditions, maintain constant within narrow limits the body’s tempcra- 
ture, or psychological, such as consist of systematically interconnected 
habits, a particular one or other of which is automatically brought into 
exercise by consciousness (whether veridical or not) of a particular kind 
of Situation.

Of course, reunion with their deceased loved ones as these were at 
the time they died is what bereaved persons naturally think of and 
crave—reunion after their own death or, until then, through medium
istic Communications. But if twenty years, or even ten or less, have 
passed since the Separation, and if the deceased as well as the bereaved 
have continued to live in the sense in which a personality lives as a 
truly individual human being, then the “reunion” would in many cases 
amount only to a meeting of comparative strangers; strangers, indeed, 
who might not be particularly congenial. Although mutually well-dis- 
posed and sharing some valued memories, the participants might never- 
theless have acquired divergent tastes and interests, formed attachments 
inharmonious with the old. Even in the present life, the experience of per
sons who were close friends in youth, and who meet years later, is often 
similarly disappointing. Piety to the past moves each on that occasion 
to decent expressions of cordiality and good will. But, after these have 
been exchanged, each hastens to go his own separate way, having be- 
come concretcly aware that the past relationship cannot be recaptured.

THE varicty of possibilities concerning “the human personality’s sur
vival after death” will, it is hoped, have made evident how impera- 

Uvc is the necd to state which particular one of those possibilities is that 
whose reality one is seeking to test. When the question one asks has thus 
becn made clcar and definite instead of, as commonly, allowed to re- 
^ain ambiguous and vague, then a potentially fruitful program of in- 

9uiry becomes possible.
Its first task will be to consider whether the particular conception 

of survival one is concerned with is theoretically possible; that is, free 
fr°m intemal contradictions. If it is, then the next question will be 
whether that conception is scientifically possible; that is, not incom- 
Patible with any certainly known empirical facts or laws of nature. If 
*be c°nception of survival one has in view passes this test also, then the 
logically next question is: What kind of empirical evidence, and in what 
^uantity, would, if we should happen to have it, conclusively prove, or 
short of this establish a positive probability, that that particular concep- 
tlon of survival is true? And, once an acceptablc description of what 
w°uld constitute such evidence had been formulatcd, the final question 
w°uld then be whether the specified kind and quantity of evidence is 
aIready available; or if not, how, if at all, it might be obtained.
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n Oxford University philosopher inquires into modern physics 
and Psychology about the possible nature of life after death

WHAT KIND OF 
“NEXT WORLD”?

H. H. Price

jF .We are to discuss the problem of survival intelligently, we must 
trY to form some idea of what the life after death might conceivably 

be hke. If we cannot form such an idea, however rough and provisional, 
U is pointless to discuss the factual evidence for or against the “survival 
hypothesis.” A critic may object that there is no such hypothesis, on 
the ground that the phrase “survival of human personality after death” 
bas no intelligible meaning at all.

When we speak of the after-Iife or of life after death, the “life” 
We have in mind is not life in the physiological sense (by definition 
tbis ceases at death). “Life” here means consciousncss or experience. 
And consciousness has to be consciousness of something. Experiences 
^Ust have objects of some sort. In this way, the idea of life after death 
ls Mosely bound up with the idea of “The Next World” or “The Other 
World.” This Other World is what the surviving person is supposed 
to be conscious of. It provides the objects of his after-death experiences.
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The idea of life after death is indeed a completely empty one unless 
we can form at any rate some rough conceptiohs of what “The Other 
World” might be like.--------

On the face of it, there are two different ways of conceiving of 
the Next World. They correspond to two different conceptions of sur
vival itself, and something must first be said about these. On the one 
hand, there is what I shall call the “embodied” conception of survival. 
On this view personality cannot exist at all without a body of some 

?kind. At death one loses one’s physical body. So after death one must 
have a body of another sort, an etheric body or an astral body, com- 
posed of a “higher” kind of matter. It is generally held, by those who 
accept this view, that each of us does in fact possess such a “higher” 
body even in this present life, and that this is the explanation of what 
are called “out of the body” experiences (experiences of being out of 
the physical body).

It is interesting to notice that this conception of survival is com- 
patible with a new version of materialism. According to the classical, 
or ordinary version of the materialist theory, the one which philoso- 
phers call epiphenomenalism, consciousness is unilaterally dependent on 
processes in the physical body and could not continue once the physical 
body has disintegrated. But suppose it was suggested, instead, that con
sciousness is unilaterally dependent on processes in the “higher” body. 
This would be a new version of the materialist theory of human per
sonality, and it would be compatible with survival, as the old version 
is not. Similarly there might be a new version of behaviorism. Instead 
of saying that consciousness is reducible in one way or another to the 
behavior of the physical organism (a view which excludes the possi- 
bility of survival) someone might suggest that it is reducible to the 
behavior of the “higher” organism. Perhaps some view of this kind— 
“higher body” materialism as one might call it—will be the prevailing 
one among the tough-minded naturalistic thinkers of the 2 Ist Century. 
Perhaps it is already the prevailing view among the tough-minded 
thinkers of the Next World, if there is one.

I turn now to the “disembodied” conception of survival. On this 
view what survives death is just the soul or spirit, and it is a wholly

. 1 are consciousness, thought,immaterial entity. Its essential att"b,“t“ otions. this present 
Memory, desire and the capacity o a g physical organ-
We the immaterial soul mteractscomi Action ceases; or rather 
■sm, especially with the brain. At death, tte 
death just is the permanent cessation disembodied state. Most
alter the immaterial soul this way, Plato and

the thinkers who have conceived doctrine of a substantial
Oescartes for instance, have also accepte compatible
soul. But the disembodied conception d . phüosophers,
wuh the “Serial Analysis” of personality Whists as weU. We 
David Hume and William James, an y events which con-
ahould merely have to say that the senei, rf mental 
stitutes a person can be divided into w , closely
and a post mortem part; and that ose whereas those in the 
«tociated with physical events in a cert
econd part are not associated w of course, compatible with
®nal conception of personal iden ty ’ Buddhism, at least, ac- 

tbe “embodied” conception of surviv , to accept both.)
c°rding to some Western interpretations of it, appear

^ORRESPONDING to these two different conceptions of survival, 
there are two different conceptions of the Next World; a quasi- 

physical conception of it on the one hand, and a psychological con- 

CePtion of it on the other.
If we accept the “embodied” conception of survival, we think of
Next World as a kind of material world. It would be the environ-

Of the etheric or astral body, and composed of the same sort of 
‘higher’» matter. Presumably this body would have sense organs of 

Sorne kind, though they might be very different from our present ones, 
and by means of them we should be aware of our after-death environ-

In this way we should be provided with objects to be conscious 
of» and could have desires and emotions concerning them. Among such 
°bjects there would be the “higher” bodies of other surviving human 
beings; and possibly we might also encounter some personalities em- 
b°died in the same männer who had never had physical bodies at all.
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The Other World, thus conceived, must of course be a spatial one. 
Both the “higher” body and the objects which constitute its environ- 
ment would have to have propcrties which are at any rate analogous to 
shape, size, location and mobility as we know them in this present life. 
But if the Other World is a spatial one, tvhere is it? Is it “above the 
bright blue sky” perhaps (that is, in or beyond the stratosphere) ? Or 
is it somewhere in the bowels of the earth? Could we reach it by means 
of a rocket, or by digging a deep enough tunnel? Anyone who accepts this 
conception of the Other World must hold that such questions arise from 
a misconception. We have no a priori reason for assuming that the 
physical space with which we are now familiär is the only space there 
is. There might perfectly well be two worlds, both spatial, but without 
spatial relation to one another, or indeed there might be more than 
two. Suppose that in the Next World there is a New Jerusalem, and 
that it is quite literally a spatial entity, with a shape and a size and 
complex spatial relations between its parts, as the traditional descriptions 
of it imply. It does not follow the New Jerusalem Stands in any spatial 
relation at all to the old Jerusalem in Palestine. The Next World and 
all that is in it might just be in a space of its own, different from the 
space of the physical universe. Moreover, it might be a different sort 
of space as well. Its geometry need not be even approximately Euclidian. 
It might have more than three dimensions. When I say that the space 
of the Next World “might” have some queer features, I mean that its 
possession of them is compatible with the “embodied” conception of 
survival from which this whole line of thought Starts. And similarly 
the causal laws which prevail in it might be very different from the 
laws of physics. Indeed they must differ to some extent from the laws 
of physics if such phrases as “higher” body and “higher kind of matter” 
are to have any meaning.

BUT now suppose we start from what I called the disembodied con
ception of survival. If the after-death personality is something 

wholly immaterial, can there be any sort of other world at all? It seems 
to me that there can. We could think of it as a kind of dream-world. 
To put it in another way, we could suppose that in the next life mental

imagery will play the part which our present
People sometimes ask what is “the purpos question js not so
llfe in this world, or whether it has any* hers suppose. We might 
utterly senseless as most Contemporary p 1 jn tbjs present
even be able to suggest an answer to it. e P° memOries out of 
«orld, we might say, is to provide us wdh a^stoc 
which an image world may be cons .,unreal„ about mental

We are liable to think that there is articular. This seems to
lrnages in general and about drcam-imaoes in certainly, but

to be a confusion. Mental imageS do actUally exist or occur. 
they are as real as anything can be. tactual ones) are spatial
Moreover some mental imagcs (visua a baps when people
entities, though they are not in Ph^ca sp*C®’ . the WOrd in a kind 
SaY that mental images are “unrea t ey mental images make no 
of evaluative sense. Perhaps they mean . or unexciting, that 
aPpeal to our feelings, that they are u -nt of view. But surely

.. «a,. >T w .o,Uns is false, as anyone who has ever as feit as any of
S°od and for ill our dream expcriences people, indeed for many 
°Ur waking ones, or more so. And or som experience when
People on some occasions, the mental / than the physi-
a^ake are more interesting—more att™ * mental images may be in- 
Cal objects they perceive. Moreover, ' images can. They
terosting in an alarming or homfymg wa , much rather be

force themselves on our attention when
'Vithout . to because this way of con-

It iS Worth while to emphasize P a iogicaHy irrelevant
ceiving life after death does enab e us o ^ea of survivai} the
J* emotionally powerful objection to„ contrary, such a dream- 

^jection that it is “too good to be true. unpleasant

next world, composed of mental for ali of us
Xv°rld for some people and a rather u p
S°me Of the time- hnlnoical world and not a physical one.

It would of course be a psych g experience it. The
Xt might indeed seem to be physical to those w 
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image-objects which compose it might appear very like physical objects, 
as dream objects often do now; so much so that we might find it diffi- 
cult at first to realize that we were dead (a point often mentioned in 
mediumistic Communications). Ncvertheless, the causal laws obeyed by 
these image-objects would not be the laws of physics, but something 
more like the laws of depth psychology which such investigators as 
Sigmund Freud and C. G. Jung have begun to explore. It is of course 
sometimes said that dreams are “incohcrcnt,” and this again may be 
part of what is roeant by calling dream objects unreal. But dreams (or 
waking fantasies) are only incohcrcnt if judged by the irrelevant Stan
dard of the laws of physics; and this is only another way of saying that 
dream objects are not physical objects, and that an image-world, as 
we are conceiving of it, would indeed be an “other” world, which is 
just what it ought to be.

To put it rather differently, the other world, according to this con
ception of it, would be the manifestation in image form of the memories 
and desires of its inhabitants, including their repressed or unconscious 
memories and desires. It might be every bit as detailed, as vivid and as 
complcx as this present perceptible world which we experience now. Wc 
may note that it might well contain a vivid and persistent image of one’s 
own body. The surviving personality, according to this conception of 
survival, is in actual fact an immaterial entity. But if one habitually 
thinks of oneself as embodied (as one well might, at least for a consider- 
able time) an image of one’s own body might be as it were the persistent 
center of one’s image world, much as the perceived physical body is the 
persistent center of one’s perceptible world in this present life.

It may be thought that such a Next World would be a purely 
private and subjcctive one, that each discamate personality would ex
perience a Next World of his own, with no access to anyone else’s. 
Bift suppose we bring telepathy into the picture. It may well be that in 

this present life the physical brain inhibits the Operation of our telepathic 
powers, or at any rate tends to prevent the results of their operations 
from reaching consciousness. In the after-life, if there is one, telepathy 
might well be much more extensive and continuous than it is now. If 
so, we might expect that A’s images would manifest not only his own 

desires and memories, but also the desires and memories of other Per
sonalities B, C, D, etc. if these were sufficiently similar to his own. In 
this way, there might be a common image world for each group of suf
ficiently “like-minded” personalities, common to all the members of the 
Sr°up though private to the group as a whole. There would still be 
^any Next Worlds and not one (a Suggestion which most rehgious 
traditions would, I think, support) but none of them would be wholly 
Private and subjective.

1 us now compare these two conceptions of the other world, the 
quasi-physical conception of it which goes with the “embodied” 

c°nception of survival, and the psychological conception of it which 
gOes with the “disembodied” conception of survival. At first sight these 
Uv° ways of thinking of the other world appear entirely different and 
^deed incompatible. If one is right, surely the other must be wrong? 

ut Perhaps they are not quite so different as they look. They do agree 
°n several important points. In both, the Next World is a spatial one (I 
w°uld remind the reader that visual and tactual images are spatial 
Cntities). In both, the space of the Next World is different from physi- 
Cal space. In both, the causal laws are other than the laws of physics. 
111 the first, the discarnate personality has a body, but it is not an 
°rdinary physical body. In the sccond he has a dream body or image 
body.

What we have really done in this discussion of the Other World 
to start from two different analogies and work out their conscquences.

first analogy which we considercd was a physical one, suggested 
by °ur experience of the material world. The second was a psychologi- 
Cal one, suggested by our experience of dreams and other forms of 
Itlental imagery. Some people will fecl more at home with the physical 
anaI°gy; others will be more attracted by the psychological one. But 
Perhaps the choice between them is only a choicc between starting points. 

oth analogies have to be stretched in one way or another if we are to 
achieve our aim, which is to give some intelligible content to the notion 

hie “next life” or the “next world.”
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It may well bc that the two lines of thought, if pushed far enough, 
would meet in the middle. It is at any rate an attractive speculation 
that there may be realities in the universe which are intermcdiate be
tween the physical and the psychological realms as these are ordinarily 
conccived. The contents of the other world, if there is one, may be in 
this Intermediate position, more material than ordinary dream-images, 
more image-like or dream-like than ordinary material objects; like ma
terial objects in possessing spatial properties of some sort, and some 
degree at any rate of permanence; like mental images in that the causal 
laws they obey are the laws of psychology rather than the laws of 
physics.

part two

PARAPSYCHOLOGY

What Can Research Do?
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Veteran American pspchic researcher looks back upon several 
lncidents that influenced his outlook on human life and death

WHY I BELIEVE
IN SURVIVAL

H. Addington Bruce

]VEARLY one hundred years have passed since the walk, on a starlit 
night, in December, 1869, when, at Cambridge University, Frederic 

W' H. Myers put to his former teacher and close friend, Henry Sidg- 
"'■<*, the question: “Do you think that though tradition, Intuition, 
metaphysics have failed to solve the riddle of the universe, there still 
’s a chance of solving it by drawing from actual, observable phenomena, 
Shosts, spirits, whatsoever it may be, valid knowledge as to a world 

unseen?”
It was a time of great spiritual unrest and doubting. To the grow- 

ing materialism that had followed the change from cottage to factory 
industrialism had been added, thanks to Darwin, Huxley, and their 
cv°lution-theory mates, fear that man himself was nothing but an 
animated mechanism. The soul was rapidly going out of fashion, as was 
the mind itself. The crude doctrine, “The brain secretes thought as the 
liver secretes bile,” had already been enunciated.
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Everybody knows what happens to the brain when the body dies. 
Even such keen thinkers and spiritually-minded men as Sidgwick and 
Myers were beginning to wonder whether man is essentially a spiritual 
being. For both Sidgwick and Myers the latter’s question that Dccember 
night was a crucial one. Sidgwick’s affirmative answer tumed out to 
be a fateful one. Eventually it led to the founding, in London, of the 
Society for Psychical Research. Sidgwick was its first presidcnt and 
Myers its most devotcd, productive and influential member up to his 
death just after the tum of the Century.

With the twentieth Century now more than half gone, the Society 
for Psychical Research in London remains the leading Organization of its 
kind, but similar societies have sprung from it throughout the civilized 
world. And, with the coming of an American, Dr. J. B. Rhine, there 
has developed out of psychical research the new Science of parapsy- 
chology, devoted chiefly to meeting the challenge of orthodox Science 
for experimental proof of such psychic phenomena as those of telepathy, 
clairvoyance, precognition (supernormal knowledge of coming events) 
and retrocognition (supemormal knowledge of events of the past).

Today, moreover, both psychical researchers and parapsycholo- 
gists have amassed thousands of well-authenticated instances of human 
experience testifying not only to the essential spirituality of man, 
but to the survival of human personality after bodily death. Both dur- 
ing Myers’ life and since, we have, indeed, witnessed the accession of 
many an eminent man of Science to the steadily increasing number of 
workers in psychical research.

rj^HE evidence that man is no mere mechanism, that man is indeed 
a spiritual being and as such is a being capable of surviving bodily 

death, may be divided into two classes, inferential evidence, and direct, 
specific evidence. Into the former fall such phenomena as those known 
by the terms of telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, and retrocognition. 
Among the latter are certain mediumistic written or oral utterances, 
certain apparitions, and certain other so-called hallucinations that pro- 
vide evidence.

Today we have ample reason for affirming that such hallucinations 
—with telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, and retrocognition—are

Anvbodv can experience any of part of the universal human hentage. Pvnerience them without 
them, if only most occasionally. Some perso ^^rence as “peculiar,” 
ever appreciating the fact, or dismiss eur more frequently than 
“weird,” “odd,” “queerSome expenenc OCCasions. Long
others, though still only on rare, 01 compar myself and to rel-
ago I learned the truth of this from happeni g evidential studies
atives and friends of mine. These supplemen^^ My experiences were 
that have convinced me of survival as a ^an can at times
either inferentially or indireetly as evi e time, and is a
hanscend space or time, on occasion both pace
spiritual being capable of surviving dcat i ■ Mr.

For the past four years I have been Qonn. Prior to that I 
and Mrs. Samuel T. Smith, Jr., in a street Cambridge, Mass., 
lived for more than forty years on a s or pjedesei mansion of Revo- 

a house diagonally across from the hist Riedesel Ave. house,
^tionary War fame. When I moved into my^ McMichael Woodworth, 
the Riedesel mansion was occupied by . , Band man at Harvard 
the scientist who was Alexander Aga^*Z to me. All his family had 
^niversity. Woodworth soon became i Y soon we became
*ed before I met him, when he was hvrng alone, 
frequent visitors to each other’s house. mansion was 0Ccupied

After Woodworth himself died, t e tw0 daughters. In
hy Professor Putnam, of Harvard, his w gitting before a hearth 
due course Mrs. Bruce and I callcd on^ rernember something
f’re in a room long familiär to me, 1 iaPPe had said to me: 
ßurton Kline, now living in Westfield, • J-> housej BiUy»s home 

“If ever there were such a thing as a „
W°UH be haunted by him, he loved 11 Mrs. putnam: 

Remembering this, I casuallyJem^„_t bear stränge noises in it at 
“Yours is a very old house. ou

v U „a “The place is positively haunted”Strange noises,” she echo
hen she went on: Ecking downstairs in the middle

“For one thing, we often hear a turning off the electric
the night, as if some one were goi g 
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lights. Only the other aftcmoon the girls heard something stranger 
than that.

“They occupy adjoining rooms. Dressing for dirmer, they suddenly 
ran out into the hall. Both of them declared they had heard a man 
exclaim, not in an angry voice, but in a laughing way:

“ ‘You get to hell out of here!’ ”
I deemed it prudent not to teil Mrs. Putnam just what these State

ments meant to me.
Woodworth was a nighthawk, sometimes downstairs until two or 

more in the moming. It was his habit to keep all downstairs lights going 
until he retired. Then he would walk from room to room, plunging 
each into darkness.

Also Woodworth was a man who delighted in getting into an argu- 
ment, and he would react in an unusual way when he found himself 
getting the worst of the debate. He would lean back in his armchair, 
smile broadly, and declare, “Oh, you get to hell out of here.”

'JTIE clicking of the lights reminds me of something that followed the 
death of another friend, Moses Weid Ware, whose home was direetly 

across from mine, at No. 5 Riedesel Ave.
Mr. Ware’s funeral was on a Tuesday at Christ Church, ncar 

Harvard Square. He was buried Wednesday in his wife’s family lot in 
New Jersey.

When putting out my house lights for the night, I always followed 
a routine, beginning with the downstairs library light, and ending with 
the kitchen light. The hall light I could put out by a push button on 
the floor above.

That Wednesday night, to my astonishment I found the library 
light on though I had put it out, I could have swom, first of all the 
downstairs lights. Friday evening, after going to bed and falling asleep, 
I was awakened by Mrs. Bruce, who told me she had heard a clicking 
in the kitchen.

“See if the light is on,” she said.
“It can’t be,” was my answer. “I know I turned it off.”

Nevertheless, the kitchen light was on, and I had to make a 
second trip downstairs. Then Mrs. Bruce feit sure I must have for- 
gotten to turn it off when I first went down. “What about the clicking 
you heard?” I inquired. “Did you imagine that?”

On the Sunday following that Friday we went to a musicale. As we 
ueared the house driving back, we noticed a light in a third floor front 
r°°n», though neither of us had been on the third floor that day. 
Grumbling, I climbed the stairs to the third floor. Before putting out 
^he light on that floor, something impelled me to say:

“You’ve done enough signalling, Weid. I now know you are still 

around. Goodbye.”
Never again, so long as I lived in my Riedesel Ave. home, was 

there any mysterious lighting of rooms that should have been in darkness.
In that same house I had what was, to my knowledge, my only 

a<^Venture in clairvoyance.
A neighbor and old friend, Howard L. Blackwell, had brought up

morning mail. Among it was an envelope postmarked Mexico City, 
^aughingly, Mr. Blackwell wondered what kind of an advertisement I 
Was getting from Mexico. Without knowing why I did so, I told him, 
before opening the envelope:

“It’s not an advertisement. It’s a letter from a gentleman who 
yants me to send him some money to pay off a debt for which he 
ls imprisoned. When the debt is paid and he is released, he can get 
a^ some hidden resources he has, and then he will pay me double the 

arnount I send him.”
Then I opened the envelope. To my surprise no less than Mr. 

Blackwell’s, the letter was as I had stated. It was, in fact, a Mexico 
Glty Version of the old Spanish prisoner swindle.

to precognitions, I have had perhaps a bit moic than my fair 
share of these. One of my most puzzling came on a December 

Cvening in 1941.
I was in my study when the telephone rang. The caller was Pro

zessor O. M. W. Sprague, the famous Harvard economist. He had called 
to teil me he could not keep a speaking engagement at the Algonquin 
C,ub in Boston.
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“On account of your wife’s serious illness?” I askcd.
“Yes,” he answered.
“She won’t die till August,” I said.
“She can’t possibly last that long,” he told me.
Actually Mrs. Sprague died August 5, 1942. Some time later, 

shortly before Professor Sprague’s own death, I telephoned to ask his 
permission to use his name in anything I might write about prccog- 
nition. On this occasion Mr. Blackwell was with me. Professor Sprague 
readily granted the permission, then added:

“How did you come to say August as long before as December? 
I have been wondering greatly about that.”

“So have I,” I told him. Yet, at the time I said August, I was so 
convinced that I had spoken truly that I did not look in the newspaper 
for any notice of Mrs. Sprague’s death until August of 1942 arrived.

As already said, I have had many precognitions, almost as many 
as the telepathic experiences I have had. Some of my precognitions that 
found realization about twelve hours later, I have already reported in 
Tomorrow (Winter issue, 1953). One of these had a sequel I did not 
then report.

This particular precognition was a symbolic one, as most of my 
precognitions have been. It came to me as the sound of a football, 
filled with rubber instead of air, bouncing twice in my upper hall just 
after I had gone to bed. So convinced was I that this really was a pre
cognition, that in the moming I spoke about it to a friend, Mrs. Eugene 
Kendall, now of Pride’s Crossing, Mass., adding:

“I know I am going to get some bad news, and get it soon.”
I got it that aftemoon when two police officers came to notify 

mt» that, less than six months after my wife’s death, her only brother, 
Nathaniel W. Bowes, had suddenly died at his desk in the Federal 
Shipping Office in New York City. That same day his wife was under- 
going a serious Operation in Philadelphia, where she had spent Christ- 
mas with her married daughter, Mrs. Robert L. Hobart. The dead 
man’s only son, C. Glover Bowes, was likewise in Philadelphia, awaiting 
the outcomc of the Operation, which happily was successful.

It became my duty to arrange for a funeral Service, and I had 
Mr. Bowes’ body brought to my house. To my house also came Glover’s 

Marie. The night before the Service, in her second floor bedroom, 
Marie feit her hand, outside the coverlet, pulled by something. Later 
she told me:

"I looked up, and there stood father beside my bed. He said, 
‘Don’t be frightened. I only want to say goodbye to you as I go along.’ 
^ut I was terribly frightened.”

Incidentally a question I put to the undertaker, Joseph H. Ricker, 
°I Cambridge, revealed to me the meaning of the bouncing football 
symbol. I asked him, “Was Mr. Bowes’ body marked in any way when 
y°u rcceived it from New York?” He answered:

“Queer you should ask that. There were two bruises on his fore- 
head. He must have bumped his head twice when he feil forward on 
his desk.”

^^S to my telepathic experiences, they began long before I left my 
native Canada to migrate to New York. I had met my future wife 

ln 1892, when she came to teach in the Toronto Conservatory of Music, 
became engaged in June of 1893, shortly before she retumed to 

^er Boston home for the summer.
The evening of July 4 I was lying in a hammock on the Canadian 

S1de of Niagara River, watching the fireworks on the American side.
at once I heard her voice calling me, and distinetly recognized it as 

hers- Disturbed, I hurried indoors to write her a letter. Back came one 
telling me that the heat of that July 4 had so affected her she thought 
s^e might never see me or Toronto again.

This was more than sixty years ago. That I since have had, off and 
°n> similar intimations that supernormal transmitting and gaining of 
knowledge is indeed possible, may in part be because of my Highland 
Sc°ttish ancestry. My latest psychic experience came to me quite re- 
Cently, July 27, 1956, to be precise.

As stated, I now am living with old friends, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel 
■r- smith, Jr., in Hartford, Conn. That July aftemoon, about half-past 
°ur o’clock I was seated reading on our second floor back balcony.
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Nobody was in the grounds behind the house, or in the adjacent drive- 
way. Suddenly I heard a call, in a feminine voice, soft and low:

“Hello, Mr. Bruce.”
Startled, I exclaimed:
“What’s that? Who’s there?”
Mrs. Smith, hearing me, came out to the balcony. I told her what 

I had heard.
“You must have imagined it,” said she.
She changed her mind when, at six o’clock, she was notified that 

a friend of whom she was particularly fond had died at half-past four 
that aftemoon. This lady, though we had never met, was also a friend 
of mine as we had long been corresponding on literary subjects. Mrs. 
Smith described her voice to me as having been noticeably soft and 
low. Yet I had heard the call as distinctly as I heard Mrs. Smith when 
she stepped on the balcony to speak to me.

This last experience, of course, could have been a telepathic one 
of the so-called “deferred percipience” sort, assuming that I had been 
in the dying woman’s thoughts shortly before she died. In that event 
it would fall into the inferentially evidential type, instead of the direct 
“veridical hallucination” type of evidence for survival.

I am aware, of course, that there still are some, perhaps many, 
serious students of psychic happenings who hold, as Myers’ colleague 
Frank Podmore always did, and as I myself did in my earlier writings, 
that telepathy is an obstacle rather than a help in gaining evidence for 
survival. And no doubt many a mediumistic, apparitional, or other case 
instanced in the past as presenting direct survival evidence, is actually 
the product of telepathy between persons still in the flcsh.

Even so, telepathy being—with clairvoyance, precognition, and re- 
trocbgnition—a distinctly non-physical function, I now appreciate, as 
I did not in my younger manhood, that telepathy logically points to the 
probability, I am tempted to say the certainty, of the survival of per
sonality after death. When people, by telepathy, can communicate in a 
flash though thousands of miles apart, in defiance of “established” 
laws of nature, it is absurd to suppose that personality must cease to 

exist with the crumbling of the body. The odds really are heavily 
against this.

Unfortunately, the ZßitSeist> the sPirit 1116 timess bas been in 
favor of the opposite view ever since Science began its exploration of 
tbe material universe. Even the mass of laymen have thus far been 
f°Howing the lead of the orthodox scientist. This was true even so far 
back as the days of Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau. 
^ecall, if you please, Emerson’s lament, “Things are in the saddle and 
ride mankind,” and Thoreau’s bitter, “Most men lead lives of quiet 
5desPeration.” To be sure, in our age of jazz music, jitterbugging, rock 
n r°n, and death-inviting high-speed automobile driving, the despera- 

tlQn is hardly as quiet as when Emerson strolled through the streets of 
C°ncord and Thoreau lived in peace near the shore of Walden Pond.

Happily3 the work of the psychical researchers and the parapsycho- 
^gists, with more and more seientists of other fields joining in that work, 

promise that the citadels of materialistic science will yet be forced 
to capitulate, and a brighter day for mankind dawn. That is, unless 

capitulation does not come before civilization itself is blotted out 
bV the power of that latest “triumph” of materialistic science, the cre- 
ation of the atomic and the hydrogen bomb.
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The faculties of the sensitive have not yet yielded to current 
^ailable study methods—what paths remain to be explored?

HOW CAN WE
STUDY MEDIUMSHIP?

William R- Birge

continued existence of deceased personalities the only explanation 
the verbal material obtained in the mediumistic trance? A number

. lrnportant methods have been designed to force an affirmative and 
Clentifjcai|y legitimatc response to this question.

üb common feature of mediumistic research methods is a de-
Crate attempt to exclude all non-paranormal sources which might 

Cc°tint for the Information provided by a medium (examples of non- 
^aranormal sources are chance coincidence, sensory perception, and ra- 

inference). This exclusion of normal explanations, which involves 
Esting of a medium’s extra-sensory perception, is the sole objective 

ttiany mediumistic methods. Other methods go beyond this objective— 
l^ey scek a possible confirmation of the survival hypothesis by excluding, 

Edition to normal sources, the psychic capacities of all living in- 
d,viduals.

While this paper will center on the latter of these two method- 
Pes> it is obvious that a method which permits a “normal” explanation
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of mediumistic data is worthless as a test of survival. Thus the develop- 
ment of an adequate mediumistic survival test may well depend upon 
the development of an adequate mediumistic test in extrasensory per- 
ception (ESP). The interdependence of the two method-types goes 
even further than this. Those methods which were devised to test only 
the ESP capacities of mediums were motivated by the desire to sharpen 
research tools which might prove uscful in resolving the survival prob- 
lem. Here distinctively and there suggestively, the survival riddle has 
cast its shadow over the entire field of mediumistic research.

rJ^HE twenty-year span between 1886 and 1906 may be considered 
the first period of the concentrated investigation of mediums. Düring 

this time the celebrated American medium, Mrs. Piper, was studied in- 
tensively by membcrs of the American and British Societies for Psychical 
Research. The significant characteristics of the early research methods 
were their lack of experimental rigor and their almost exclusive reliance 
upon qualitative observations in the evaluation of the material. The 
data were collected at a seance in a private home. A typical procedure 
involvcd the introduction of the sitter, usually anonymously, to the 
medium before the bcginning of the seance. The medium would pass 
into a trance state, and there would follow a completely free conversa- 
tion between the sitter and the trance personalities of the medium which 
generally involved a deceased relative or friend of the sitter.

These early years of mediumistic research yiclded a mass of sur
vival evidence and marked the paths which future research followed. 
The hypothesis of normal sources, including dcliberate fraud, skillful 
guessing, and conscious and unconscious sensory cues was vigorously 
rejected by every investigator of the Piper trance phenomena. Chance 
coincidence was also eliminated from responsibility for so remarkable a 
production of “hits.” In the minds of the investigators, the explanatory 
hypotheses could be na’’rowed down to telepathy and survival.

The course of future research was to involve more rigid Controls 
on the hypothesis of normal sources, the treatment of chance factors 
in terms of an objective, quantitative estimate of their probability, and 
the deliberate attempt to secure data which could not be accounted for 

bY telepathy of the living. This latter hypothesis has since been re- 
f°rmulated to include clairvoyance and precognition as well as telepathy.

rj^lE period of cross correspondences covers roughly the years between 
1906 and 1914. An outstanding fcature of this method is that it 

Was n°t consciously devised by living persons as a test of the survival 
hypothesis. It gives the appearance of having originated with persons 

°n the other side.”
Let us assume that we are members of the other side group in 

Ofder to explain the method of cross correspondence. We are classical 
^holars who are intensely interested in psychical research and are fully 
[nformed about the telcpathy-survival controversy. Now we know that 

've manifest personal memories through a medium, these will not be 
^ken as conclusive proofs of our survival, since such information could 

e attributed to the telepathic powers of the medium. Suppose, how- 
ever> that we take a classical literary work beyond the normal knowledge 
Of a medium and make scattered refcrences to this work in the scripts 

a number of automatists.
, Taken individually, these rcferences will represent nothing more 

the isolated parts of a literary jig-saw puzzle. They will constitute 
a anified whole only when considered togethcr. Will not this procedure 
?lVe evidence of a coordinated design which can only have originated 
ln °ur minds? Since each reference will mean nothing to an individual 
automatist apart from its context, how can she be expected to convey 
Cornplementary messages to other mediums by telepathic means? If we 
als° manifest evidence through the automatists of our earthly memories 

characteristic mannerisms, will this not be a conclusive demonstra- 
tlOri of our continued survival?

■Turing the period under consideration, numerous applications of 
method of cross correspondences were revealed in the scripts of 

. ari°us automatists. (See page 135, The Ear of Dionysius). Because of 
’^orance conceming the limits of both the ESP capacities of the au- 
to^atists, and the histrionic, organizing capacities of their subliminal 
tninds, one cannot consider the evidence for survival as conclusive. The 
Cor*plexity of the design of the cross correspondences, and the fact that 
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references in the Scripts seemed strikingly characteristic of the deceased 
Personalities from whom they purported to derive—these considerations 
generated a strong presumption in the minds of the investigators that 
survival was the most probable explanatory hypothesis. Unfortunately 
they lacked a technique for making their presumption scientific.

'J'HE period of the extensive use of book and newspaper tests in 
o mediumistic research extends roughly between 1917 and 1931. As 

was true in the case of cross correspondences, these tests were devised, 
not by the investigators, but by the trance personalities of a medium. The 
tests appeared to have been designed to exclude telepathy from the 
sitter, and were thus offered as another method for providing evidence 
of survival.

In a book test, the communicating intelligence matches a personal 
memory with a reference in a particular book. Let us imagine that a 
deceased man “A” is purporting to communicate through a medium 
to his living son “B.” Suppose that “A” informs “B” that on the top 
shelf of “B’s” library, on page six of the third book from the left, there 
is a reference to something in which “A” was very much interested when 
alive. This would be an example of a book test. Should “B” discover 
on the indicated page a reference to, say, tennis, and if he recalls that 
tennis had been a favorite sport of his father’s, then this would be an 
example of a successful book test.

The newspaper test was introduced as a method of ruling out not 
only telepathy from living minds but also clairvoyance on the part of 
the medium. It was suggested by a trance intelligence who claimed to 
be the deceased father of the English psychical researcher Rev. C. Dray- 
ton Thomas. In a typical test, a personal memory of the communicator 
is linked with a reference which will appear in the newspaper of the 
following day. Thomas declared he received newspaper test messages 
which indicated an awareness of recent events in his life, information 
beyond the medium’s normal knowledge, and personal memories of his 
father which remained obscure until the reference was perused in the 
London of the following day. Since the tests were carried out 

before the type for the next day’s edition of the Times had been set 
UP> one cannot account for a success in terms of the medium s clair- 
v°yance unless this was combined with precognition.

A newspaper test would seem to be a sharper test of the survival 
bypothesis than a book test. Theoretically, the more complicated the 
nature of the ESP task required to produce the data, the smaller the 
Probability that ESP capacities of the living can alone account for the 
results. Yet precognition by the living must certainly be considered more 
Pr°bablc than precognition by the dead.

In addition to these considerations, the difficulty of assessing the 
Value of the communicator’s personal memory which may be linked 
'Vlth a particular reference is enormous. It is often this aspect of a 
bo°k or newspaper test which is especially impressive to the sitter as 
^nstituting evidence of the identity of the purported communicator.

. ’n the method of cross correspondences, there exists no known tech- 
^Ue whereby such a subjcctive, though perhaps valid, presumption may 

rnade meaningful to others.

F a Proxy sitting, the sitter is separated from the medium by some 

«’tance at the time of the sitting. The real sitter is usually repre- 
Sented by a friend or acquaintance, although he may be represented by 
SOn* one Who is completely unknown to him. He may even be repre- 

by a token object belonging to him or to a deceased relabve 
but in this case the procedure is more generally known as psy- 

Ornetry or token-object reading.
Proxy sittings have been used extensively since 1929 as a means of 

Gering implausible the hypothesis that telepathy from the living can 
’ccount for the veridical Statements made by a medium. Thus the 
*"hod was originally considered by some researchers to be a test of 
7 SUrvival hypothesis. But the reformulation of the telepathy hypothesis 
'’Sether wjth the experimental demonstration of distance ESP have led 
£°s‘ parapsychologists to consider proxy sittings only as a procedure 

r tcsting the ESP of mediums.
Involved in this method is the depositing of a sealed message by 

Ilvi*g Person in the care of a responsible Organization. The hope of 
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the depositor is that he will be able to communicate the contents of 
this message through a medium after his death, and that this communi- 
cation will constitute proof of his survival.
' A well-known example of this method was the lengthy mediumistic 
research concemed with a sealed message left with the British Society 
for Psychical Research in 1930 by the English physicist Sir Oliver 
Lodge. The results of this experiment are interesting, but they have 
little bearing on the spiritistic hypothesis. The method does not control 
the counterhypotheses of telepathy and clairvoyance. It also has the 
procedural weakness of permitting only one trial, since the experiment 
is necessarily finished after the message is exposed.

RADICALLY new method of testing the survival hypothesis was 
devised by the English psychical researcher Whately Carington. 

Four reports elucidating his method appeared in the Proceedings of 
the Society for Psychical Research from 1934 to 1939 under the title, 
“The Quantitative Study of Trance Personalities.”

Carington attempted to determine whether or not the trance per- 
sonalities of mediums are distinct and autonomous entities. He decided 
to use the commonly known word-association test for this purpose. The 
underlying theory was this: If the emotional reactions of a trance per
sonality to a group of words are significantly different from those of 
the medium in her normal state, this difference must indicate that the 
trance personality is what he purports to be—an autonomous agent.

Carington concluded from his investigations that while an extemal 
factor had been strongly suggested, the autonomy of trance personalities 
had not been proven. Nevertheless, it is to Carington’s credit that he 
embarked on a survival investigation the results of which could be 
stated in the universal language of mathematics and statistics.

Dr. Gardner Murphy, now Director of Research at the Menninge? 
Foundation, has suggested an ingenioüs method for testing the survival 
hypothesis. The plan has the unique feature of requiring for its success 
the interaction of several communicators rather than the expression of 
identity of one surviving personality. The idea is that four persons who 
were strangers to each other during physical life should meet in the 

Rtt world and decide on some activity which they practiced in com- »on while on ith. They would then try toid^tify themselves *mugh 

a medium and to reveal the nature of this share ac vity.

person could have.known all^" “^“““y^presumably not 
common to them, the hypothesis of telepatny r 
apply to a successful experiment. —

'n. *• oi rKffirnlties involved in Murphy s method.There are great practical of normal sources
®or example, how would one control the hypo
’M chance? Should one not know all of «he past ebenen«* rfthe 
»edium in Order to control the normdordet 

not be prepared to assign prec.se p b
* control the chance hypothesis. And ^ter-hypothesis

Qough, there remains the unlikely ye
a scanning-sorting ESP capacity of the me um

TN the Poings of the Society for Psychical Research Apri
n 6 U izvrrs-efr Dr Robert Thouless proposedCambridge Univers>ty wo meaning{ul passages

» mterestmg test of survwal. He enc.pn
** the Intention of commumcatmg J dpher expert had

^th. In a later report, Thouless dedared th P^ 

jcovered the key to one of his. encip by
Printed a third passage which he consd
ati°nal means. ^ntheses of normal sources, telepathy,

Unfortunately, the counter-hypo arroimt for an an-
and even fraud could legitimately be proposed
^ntly successful experiment employing th» ”***^  ̂*£ 
Obiectively.established certainty that the ^^^nX kX 
^teakable. Even assuming that «hey are
*ords exposed now to telepathic scrutiny of the hving Thouless.ThoXlin^ns that the telepathy hypothests can be conWted by 
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sensitives to attempt by KP to
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^ater after his death. Also it >mg P for
/»me a key word telepathicaly g motivational spur

key word to remain subconsciously
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of Thouless’ death should cause it to be projected to at least trance
state consciousness. Furthermore, improbable as it is that Thouless should 
consciously reveal a key word, he might unconsciously do so. Finally, 
there is a possibility of a combined telepathy and fraud counter-hy- 
pothesis. Perhaps a medium would become aware of a key word, through 
telepathy, and then choose not to reveal this word until after Thouless’ 
death.

For all these reasons, there is little cause to prefer Thouless’ method 
to the sealed message method beyond the consideration that it permits 
numerous attempts to verify a trial communication without ending the 
experiment.

The most significant mediumistic methods for testing the survival 
hypothesis have been reviewed and commented upon. The point has 
been made that in order to provide a firm foundation for survival 
research, there should exist a sound method for determining the ESP 
nature of mediumistic verbal data. Great progress has already been 
made in developing such a method. Yet the final solution of the survival 
problem probably rests upon the construction of a test, superior to those 
described above, which is designed specifically to test the survival 
hypothesis. It is to be hoped that the challenge of such a test will 
stimulate the intensive research required to solve this key problem 
of psychical research.

Üecades of research efforts point toward new ways of improved 
CQUection and evaluation of survival data and other phenomena

Evidence on survival— 
past and present

J. G. Pratt

D^ng the past three-quarters of a Century a wide variety of phe- 

v k riornena have been considered in connection with the question of 
ether any part of the human personality survives death. This article 

attempt to trace briefly the main outlines of the evidence that has 
offered, as well as some suggested methods that have not yet 

eived an adequate test.
. ^nong the Claims listed by the founders of the Society for Psy- 

fl ICaI Research, London, in 1882 as areas of investigation were haunted 
°Uses> so-called death apparitions, and spiritualistic phenomena. Com- 

^GeS 'Vere formed to examine Claims within these categories as well 
°thers that seemed to justify serious study. The failure to mention 

ecifically any other effects that are directly relevant to the survival 
^yPothesis appears to indicate that no others worthy of investigation 

ere known.

the accounts of haunted houses have occurred throughout 
history and are frequcntly heard even today, it has proved to 

Very difficult to investigate the claims under satisfactory conditions. 
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The chief drawback has been the failure to find any effect to investi- 
gate when any qualified research worker was on the scene.

The question of apparitions of persons seen at or shortly after the 
time of their death was connected with the study of spontaneous case 
material, especially in the early years of the S.P.R. The great emphasis 
given to this type of evidence in F. W. H. Myers’ The Human Per
sonality and Its Survival of Bodily Death (New York, 1913, 1954) il- 
lustrates how much importance was attached to it. However, appari
tions, like hauntings, have not been brought under experimental control 
to any appreciable degree.

The spiritualistic phenomena which interested the founders of the 
S.P.R. were mainly those that are referred to as physical phenomena. 
They included Claims for effects such as raps and movements of objects 
by which the spirits of deceased people were supposed to be able to 
communicate with the living. Other physical phenomena of even more 
impressive kinds, some of them reportcd by scientists of outstanding 
reputations, did not point so clearly to the survival hypothesis, but 
they were easy to fit into such an interpretation. Unexplained events 
were said to occur in the prcsence of certain individuals, such as the 
movement of objects without contact, changes in temperature, and even 
floating in air. Many other physical effects have also been reportcd, and 
most of the attention given to them has been motivated by an interest 
in the survival question. This was especially true of the long line of 
investigations carried out under the general heading of the physical 
phenomena of mediumship. These studies failed to reach a stage of 
crucial bearing on the survival hypothesis because they did not meet 
the basic requirements for controlled conditions. This is not to assert 
that none of the effects were genuine; it is simply not possible to justify 
the conclusion that they were.

rpHE discovery of the mediumistic powers of Mrs. Piper by William
James opened a new chapter in the scientific study of the survival- 

hypothesis. The emphasis shifted to the investigation of the mental 
phenomena of mediumship. The medium or “sensitive” would, upon 
request, go into a state of trance and would then produce Information

EVIDENCE ON SURVIVAL—PAST AND PRESENT 

rePresented as coming from the spirits of deceased individuals. Some- 
hmes the Information came through a dramatizcd personality who 
Served as a sort of manager for the session, the so-called “control.” At 
other tirnes the deceased loved one or relative seemed to be com- 
^Hnicating direetly. The paramount question, of course, was whether 

e records contained Information which could reasonably be attributed 
to a surviving personality. From the start of the investigations the 

c$earch workers were aware of the necessity of considering the possible 
r°le Of the ESP abilities of living people in the mediumistic records.

A satisfactory answer was far harder to reach than the early in- 
Vestlgators realized. There was relatively little difficulty to overcome 
’n lrnposing adequate Controls, though these were only gradually brought 
0 the neccssary level. The greater stumbling blocks were those in the 
ay of finding a satisfactory method of evaluation. The material was 

generally vague, and it was not possible to know what allowance to 
for the subjective factor in the appraisal. Even when, as even- 

UallY was the case, the people who did the judging did not know 
which record was intended for them, it was necessary to take into 
^Cc°unt the fact that many of the Statements in a given mediumistic 
j ^ssage” are connectcd in some way. A lucky hit on one item might 

ad the person who is appraising the record to place an unduly high 
.^Ue on other Statements. These two thomy problcms of the subjec- 
lVe Zement and the lack of independence among items were not ade- 
^ately rccognized by the investigators in this area for several decades. 

eanwhile these factors have raised a lasting doubt regarding the inter- 
ctation of a vast amount of mediumistic material.

^he mental phenomena of mediumship were observed and studied 
nder several different conditions. The information was received with 

sensitive either in trance or out of trance, or even during a transitional 
m°de of response has been either speech or writing. During 

of lnT>ortant period of investigation within the S.P.R. some members 
the Society developed the ability to do automatic writing and prac- 
d It for a number of years in research on the survival problem.

ou.. In the same general category is the evidence received through the 
ll]a board or planchette. As a rule the subjects in these studies did
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not at first claim any special ability. They discovered that the Instrument 
for registering unconscious muscular automatism worked well for them 
and some serious investigations grew naturally out of their interest in 
the initial results.

evidence known as the cross correspondences has been widely 
regarded as marking a high point in the efforts of the Society 

for Psychical Research to approach the survival problem through the 
study of mediumship. This was a new type of reference which began 
to appear in the records received from a number of sensitives. This 
kind of evidence first appeared after some of the most active investi- 
gators had died and after they began to play a large role in the records 
as purported communicators.

In the cross correspondences, clues to a literary puzzle, gcnerally 
involving detailed classical knowledge, were received from different 
mediums. The “communicators” included F. W. H. Myers, A. W. Ver- 
rall, and Henry Butcher, who had been outstanding classicists. They 
explained that they were doing an experiment planned “from the other 
side,” and that the investigators should be able to put the pieces to- 
gether and reach the solution.

The implication was that this would provide evidence of Infor
mation beyond the telepathic capacities of the sensitives. A great deal 
of evidence in the form of cross correspondences was collected. It may 
be generally characterized as an effort to show that the purported com
municators alone would have been able to plan and supply the material- 
In spite of the distinctive character of the material, the cross-correspond- 
ences did not escape the dangers of subjective appraisal, and there 
remained alternative possibilities of Interpretation in terms of ESP of 
living persons.

Among the Steps taken in the direction of making the evidence more 
objective was the development of book tests and newspaper tests with 
mediums. In the book tests, a communicator would refer to a book oc- 
cupying a particular place on a designated bookshelf with which the 
sitter was familiär or which he could presumably locate. A certain 
page in this book would be given as one that contained Information 

J^lated to a specified event known to the sitter that should convince 
lrn he was really in contact with the personality of a deceased 
Ved one. The book tests varied in how explicit the references were, 

ranging from general descriptions of shared memories and tastes to 
sPecific events.

The newspaper tests referred to a word or phrase or name that 
as supposed to appear on a specific page of a paper of a later date 

ass°cjating it with a memory or bit of history identified with the sitter 
r communicator. Here we have a Suggestion of precognition on the 

of the purported communicator as evidence of survival. Today it 
^Ctns °dd that the possibility that a living person (the medium) might 

ave played the same role was so completely disregarded.
The introduction of proxy sittings represented an important for- 

step in methods. As the term suggests, these were sessions in which 
e Person who was actually present with the sensitive was not the one 

j_ 0 ^esired to receive a communication. Sometimes the proxy sitter 
e'v for whom the scssion was being held, and simply took care not 
reveal his identity to the sensitive. At other times the proxy did not 

th f°r whom Information was being sought. In the latter instance 
e ldentification was to be made by the communicators themselves on 
e basis of some small personal object or keepsake which served as a 

. h. In such tests the object needs to be wrapped securely to conceal 
^entity. Otherwise an observant “sensitive” might infer from it facts 

tlrig the circumstances of the deceased person.
In the best proxy sittings the safeguards were adequate to guard 

^nst sensory leakage, and the Interpretation hinged upon more ad- 
t *nced questions. How could the records be evaluated to see whether 

contained Information beyond what would be expected on a mere 
s ance basis? If the chance hypothesis was rejected, how might the 

Urce of the Information be identified?

• The requirements for an evaluative procedure have been brought 
Uto focus and methods have been developed which are statistically ade- 

^Uate, even though they are not ideal in all respects. These methods 
being applied successfully today in some studies of mediumship. If 

esc can be extended and confirmcd, the big task remaining for the 
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investigators will be to find a way to distinguish between ESP of the 
living and that of the incorporeal agency. This is the point at which even 
the best research on survival now appears to have been inconclusive, and 
it is certain that it will be a central question in further work on the 
problem.

NUMBER of investigators of the survival hypothesis have left 
sealed packages as a basis of tests to be carried out after their 

death. The person who prepared such a package told no one of its 
contents, and he proposed to try to reveal this Information through a 
medium after his death. The package left by Sir Oliver Lodge is the 
most famous on record. Such packages were common in the earlier 
days of psychical research when there was a tendency to interpret the 
evidence for ESP solcly in terms of telepathy. The assumption was that 
the sensitive would not have access to the contents of the package by 
clairvoyance, but would only be able to get this Information from some- 
one’s mind; and it would exist only in the mind of the person who 
had prepared the test. If the Information was obtained after the person’s 
death, this would afford evidence of the survival of his mind as the only 
possible source of the communication. Now that clairvoyance has been 
established, the interpretation might be quite different, as Lodge him
self recognized would be the case.

The method of Publishing a message concealed in an unbreakable 
cipher has been suggested as a procedure to replace the use of a sealed 
package. This Suggestion was made by R. H. Thouless, who put his 
proposal into practice. He presented a coded message and invited sensi
tives to try to get the key from his mind while he is still living. If 
such efforts are unsuccessful, Dr. Thouless’s intention is to transmit the 
key after his death if his spirit survives and if his memory and other 
faculties arc equal to the task. Because of the nature of the test, the 
experiment does not automatically end the first time a trial is checked, 
as happens when a sealed package is opened. Failures will be evident 
from the fact that the message has not been successfully decoded, and 
the way is left open for further trials. This method is not offered as a 
crucial test of survival, but as one that might, under favorable circum

EVIDENCE ON SURVIVAL—PAST AND PRESENT

JN 1921 Whately Carington, in England, suggested that quantitative 
Psychological methods used in word-association tests might help to 

establish the identity of the trance personalities of mediumship. A few 
years later Hereward Carrington, in the United States, carried out the 
first investigation along these lines with the sensitive Mrs. Eileen Gar- 
fett> and in the 30's Whately Carington applied his idea m an in- 
Vestigation with Mrs. Garrett as well as other sensitives. The general 
assumption underlying this work was that certain responses found with 
tIlc word-association test, such as reaction times, the psychogalvanic skm 
reflex, and the reply words, are characteristic of any given personality.

If significant differences were found in these measurements when 
the medium in her normal state was compared with the trance con- 
tr°ls, the asumption was that this would point toward the existence of 
d’stmct trance personalities. The method was applied extensively (based 
chiefly on reaction times) before it was discovered that the basic assump- 
d°n was questionable, for it was found that a normal person gave dif- 
erent reactions when he merely imagined that he was someone eise. 
^he method therefore failed to providc a crucial test of die independ- 
?Ce of communicators and control personalities, as Carington hoped 
H ^ould do, although the full possibilities of the general method may 

have been realized in his studies.
Recently, attention has been turning in the direction of sPon- 

ta^oUs psi experiences as a possible source of evidence bearing on the 
>ival question. The study is not a method of survival research, but 
1S rather part of a broad exploratory investigation which may be said 
t0 belüde a search for a new method applicable to this problem. It 
does not, therefore, offer a speedy solution of the survival problem, but 
* m*y possibly point the way to a new experimental approach which 
ls needed to carry the investigation forward.

stances, give results with an important bearing on the problem.
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The Director of Duke Universittfs Parapsychology Labor atory 
surveys various approaches to survival and looks to the future

THE LABORATORY’S TASK
J. B. Rhine

there are many who have found the case for spirit survival 
sufficiently strong to warrant their own personal acceptance, the 

more careful and informed students of the problem seem to agree that 
no really scientific evidence of incorporeal personal agency has yet been 
reported. It is, however, the ideal of science to reach unambiguous 
answers to all such general questions of fact. The assumption is that, 
with data on which to work and with appropriate methods of study, 
any question can in time be reliably answered.

The studies made of the Claims of spirit survival have, in the past, 
b^en based mainly on the effort to demonstrate spirit communication 
through mediumship. Perhaps the most convincing product of these 
inquiries has been the indication of appropriate purpose on the part 
of the hypothetical spirit personality, especially when the pattem has 
been revealed through fragments communicated through different me
diums, some of them nonprofessional. There have been impressive in-

i that a discarnate personality stances in which, for example, it appear designated living
transmitted a peculiarly appropriate messa 
individual at a time of special cnsis. mediumship

By the time the methods for the contro« belief
Were well enough developed, however, e ^te impOssible,
and Investigation of spirit commumcation was ^ve had

course, to say what value the ear er such as are now
been carried out under the more care * it is
*>utine; in other words, it is hard to say w investigation,
Today, for example, in a propcrly co not meet physically
n°t only do the medium and sitter (or c rcCOrjS} the sitter will be 
during the session, but in the annotation o communicated for him- 
asked to check, in addition to all t e m wen without knowing
Self> all of that intended for four or five ot e could notj without 
which is his own. Under these condiüons or ^^g inflUence;
Physical contact, give the medium any' sens01? hecking now in practice, 
and likcwise, with the objectivc met o s d significance by an
** could not in any way give the results mcreased gn 

Over-enthusiastic Interpretation.

Tt r that it was these improved methods them-J/ cannot be said, however, that ediumship to the comparative 
. selves that brought the research in me in Great Britain,
^activity it has reached. The work o • • j G pratt at Duke 
'Vlth the medium Mrs. Warren Elliott an enougb to discourage that 
/ niversity with Mrs. Eileen J. Garrett a even today} that
lnterpretation. There are a few studies in P of prccautions in ap- 
'v°nld further support the point that c j . g the material com- 
Pr°aching a medium and in recording an fiow of gignificant
municated do not in all cases necessan y i^^
Messages pertinent to the cooperator (or s^ populär interest

Nevertheless, there has been not oi but an almost
ln problem of spirit agency and tionS made during the
Cornplete abandonment of the sc o a y *

one country, but flrst quarter of the Century. This is true attributed to loss
^rywhere the world. The populär shift mig 
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of such persuasive influence as that illustrated by the example of Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle. But that still leaves the question of why such 
leadership itself has no succession. The reason for that is the falling-off of 
scientific interest in the problem.

This general decline of interest in survival seems to have been partly 
a consequence of the experimental psi research itself. The reasoning be- 
hind that judgment is fairly obvious. The best evidence of spirit com
munication through mediumship has always brought forth from critics 
the counter-hypothesis that it was the result of telepathy. The supposition 
underlying this counter-hypothesis was that the medium could have ob- 
tained by telepathy from living persons whatever knowledge not her own 
that was conveyed in her utterances. The spirit theory itself assumed 
a telepathic mode of communication from the discamate agent to the 
medium. It supposed further, of course, the survival of an incorporeal 
personal entity, the spirit, which could cxercise telepathic communica
tion with the medium. Obviously, then, the counter-theory of telepathy 
between medium and other living individuals such as the sitter was 
much simpler than the spiritistic hypothesis, and therefore preferable.

But so long as telepathy itself was a poorly established hypothesis, 
as it was until recent decades, it did not provide a very strong counter- 
argument to spirit communication. Also, in the material communicated 
by the medium there was a great deal of Information that, strictly 
speaking, telepathy could not explain. The hypothesis of clairvoyance 
might have explained these items, but twenty-five years ago clairvoyance 
was not taken seriously. The very uncertainty, however, over how much 
weight was to be attached to telepathy as a counter-hypothesis to sur
vival gave the investigation of it a new importance and led to the Duke 
experiments in ESP in the early thirties. In these researches not only 
was the question of telepathy reexamined and new methods developed 
for its investigation, but in addition, the experiments cleared up, as far 
as presently possible, the distinction between telepathy and clairvoyance. 
And as other investigations followed in other research ccnters, the evi
dence for both types of ESP was considerably increased. As the study 
was extended to cover questions of the independence of ESP from 
space and time and was carried over to the related effect of psycho-

icame to include a ränge of knesis, the established phenomena ° P of mediumistic
functions that could in theory account or a 
evidence. raDacity her own mediumship

In short, if a medium had the psi P through her own
Would imply, she could presuma y communicators supposedly
Powers that had been credited to the spi 
'vorking through her.

^LTHOUGH no one had ever ^^ “̂Xt^deinomtrated in

identical human capacities (o psi) communicating
the laboratory had all been implicitly a henomena (just as, in
Personality supposedly involvcd in me iu credited to all divine
a11 the religious Systems, they had been gen verified as present,
beings). Now, therefore, that these powers difficult to be sure

at least in some living beings, it became p ai realization of
a discarnate source of any medium ® on t^e more reflective 

tbis inescapable ambiguity gradually a became less confident. 
Bekers after proof of survival, they o{ the investigation of
Thcre seemed to be no point left to t e P“ arduous and complex 
^diumship, especially over the now muc represent—not, at least,
c°urse which the better methods had com reasonably
?UtU some type of evidence could ® ° ities.
be attributed to the medium’s own ps r ^üre reason why para_

But the psi discoveries do not provi e diverted from research 
Psychologists, in the more recent perio , psychology during
°n survival. The continued advance o i * hypothesis appear in- 
tbe last half-century has in itself ma e mind. The mechanistic (or 
Cfeasingly more improbable to the sc mental habit of the Student 
Bhysicalistic) view of man has become of science, the effect
Of Science; and with the wide populär close parallel between
°n educated men is well-nigh Universa • inseparable union between 
thought and brain activity that suggC^lete as knowledge has spread. 
?^d and body has grown more c°mP foldSj the emergence of mind 

lrst> in the long story of evolution as i ’ cerebral structure. In
lS Portrayed as an accompaniment of develop g 
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the briefer span of the development of the embryo and the maturation 
of the individual, again mental life unfoids with the growth of brain 
and glands. In the ups and downs of living, whether in health or disease, 
with shock or narcosis or sleep, or with anything eise that affects the 
brain, the same faithful identification of mental function with body 
process appears with lawful regularity, as inescapable as death and taxes.

All this has been brought home more and more to the thinking 
public, especially with the rise of neurology, neuroanatomy, psychiatry, 
and clinical psychology. What part of a person could survive and func
tion—with no organic body to serve as its basis? Memory? But a nar- 
cotic, a shock, or a brain lesion will interfere with memory in a normal 
living person; and this indicates that memory depends on its organic 
foundation. Emotions? But they cling to memories, and come and go 
with them. Intelligence? In the living being this depends on a very 
delicate complex balance of physiological operations. How could it be 
“liberated” from this brain action without simply discontinuing? How, 
then, can one get a rational concept of survival as even a possibility?

With all this interweaving of mental and physical processes into 
the unified concept of the individual that science has developed, on 
the one hand, and on the other, the only impressive evidence of spirit 
survival itself devaluated so heavily as it has been since the claims based 
on mediumship have been re-examined and reappraised, it is no wonder 
that today even among workers in parapsychology there is little enthu- 
siasm left for the project. Those who do retain a lively interest do so 
mainly through the persistence of an earlier Standard of valuation of 
the evidence from mediumship.

As a matter of fact, the very act of re-examining the question of 
spirit survival today is, in the light of this review of the Situation, one 
that cannot be undertaken without grave consideration. For one thing, 
a less favorable intellectual climate exists in which to pursue the inquiry; 
and such “climatic” circumstances can greatly affect the progress of a 
research as well as the destiny of those who pursue it. And there is also 
the fact that those who are still willing and able to lend financial Sup
port to the investigation of survival are fewer in number and more 
hesitant than their predecessors of forty years ago. At that earlier stage, 

large sums of money were literally pushed at reluctant universides for 
*e investigation of spirit survival. It is probable that all concerned, 
'vhether or not they realize it, have been to some extent similarly a - 
fected by a loss of confidence in the possible outcome of a thorough- 
S°ing and well-controlled research on the spirit hypothesis today.

is time, then, to consider whether the old approach is the only pos
sible one. It is in order, I think, to re-examine the whole question.

For one thing, the approach has thus far been entirely one-sided. 
Fast investigations of survival have, all the way through, been cast in 
tlle form of frank efforts only to verify the hypothesis of spirit agency. 
Fhis very approach itself implied that failure to find supporting evidence 
'v°uld be a comparatively meaningless outcome, that only positive results 
c°uld be in any way either conclusive or significant. But time and fur- 
^Cr analysis have considerably changed the picture. First, no longer is 
tJle question brought to the fore primarily through the claims of a re- 
Fgious or occult group as it was in the nineteenth Century. That wave 

onthusiastic investigation has run its course and, as indicated above, 
^s spent its force with an inconclusive result. The question now arises, 
father, out of the very psi researches that a generation or more earlier 
°'ved their origin to the wave of spiritistic interest just referred to (and 
to the fact that psi was a counter-hypothesis to spiritism). Out of these 
rcsearches has now blossomed a concept of the nature of man that 
Sccms to approach the criterion of spirituality—as far as it can be de- 
flned. Capacities have been demonstrated that show none of the criteria 
of Physicality that the somatic structure and organic processes of the 

*ndividual manifest.
So we may say that even if there had never before been any claim 

a spiritual category in nature, these results would make it necessary 
invent one, or at least one that might at this point simply be called 

extraphysical.” On a minimal basis, then, it would seem that the evi- 
dence of psi in its relation to space and time has already answered the 
Gestion as to whether there is anything in human personality belonging 
to a spiritual order of reality. It is necessary now to ask further: How 
dlstinctive and independent is this extraphysical division of personality?
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As the matter now Stands, the problem of independent spirit agency 
must be regarded in a framework of largcr significancc. It is nothing 
less than the problem of the natural destiny of human personality. 
Accordingly—and this is the essential point of the present argument— 
every truc advance within this framework of centrally important knowl
edge will be of priccless value to mankind. We are not any longer con- 
cemed merely to confirm a faith or support a missionary cause. Rather, 
we are searching for the boundaries of that larger world of personal 
action which the psi discoveries have already dimly outlincd as extend- 
ing beyond the confines of a narrow physicalism. Thus we are prepared 
for any possible outcome of these further explorations and we are ready 
to profit from it. If, as we may expect, it brings a view of human des
tiny that is not wholly congruent to that portrayed by nineteenth- 
century spiritualism or by any other dated conception, we may also 
anticipate that it will contribute greatly to man’s knowledge of himself. 
Such a program of investigation could not lose.

T>ARAPSYCHOLOGY is, moreover, least likely to lose its way if it 
always makes its approach via the actual occurrences which raise 

its problems and, as objectively as possible, tries to find the explanation 
of those occurrences. One such point of departure for the survival pro- 
ject lies immediately before us in a re-examination of some of the ori
ginal case material of this field.

One of the fairly common types of psychic experience is that in 
which the impression is given of the agency of a deceased friend or loved 
one. In these experiences the appearance of the invasion of what would 
be called a spirit agent or communicator is, indeed, a frequent and 
sometimes a challenging feature. It is noteworthy, too, that these are 
experiences that owe no apparent connection to any given creed or 
philosophy. Whatever the influence of cultural factors may be, reports of 
such experiences are based on the individual’s own Interpretation of his 
experience.

Such a collection of personal data seems, at least on the surface, 
to furnish the raw material for a fresh study involving a new fact- 
finding approach to the question of discamate personal agency. It con- 
fronts the parapsychologist with the problem of explaining the im

Pression that a spiritistic influence produced the effect. If reports of 
this type can be obtained in sufficient number and can be subjected 
to adequate analysis and study, they may reveal aspects of human ex- 
Pcnence in some of its various transitions that will give clues needed 
f°r future research on survival. This is not to overlook the reservations 
and difficulties mentioned, but rather to attempt to get beyond them.

Even at this preliminary stage of study, spontaneous cases suggest- 
Irig survival have pointed to several possibilities that excite research in- 
terest. One block of these selected human experiences indicates a thread 

personal motivation, of individual purpose, so peculiar to the one 
deceased individual identified that the kind of message communicated 
could under the circumstances not be logically (or psychologically) 
Credited to any other person living or dead. It will be interesting, and 
ln any case profitable, to pursue this thread of peculiar purpose through

Labyrinth of uncertainties as the inquiry advances.
There are also other special features of what men have considered 

^anifestations of spirit agency that have never been fully examined for 
t,lc key value they may have for opening the gates of new research.

question of why such remarkable effects cluster around the moment 
of death brings the research mind up sharply when confronted with the 
evidence en mässe. These frequent death coincidences clearly warrant 
re-examination from the vantage point of today’s somewhat broader 
kuowledge and possibly more detached perspective.

There is no way of judging ahead of time how many different lines 
approach will have to be devised in the pursuit of this now greatly 

^r°adened question of survival. Obviously success in bringing the matter 
to a focus on any one line of attack would obscure and discourage 
eff°rts in all other directions, just as the investigation of mediumship 
tended to do fifty years ago. If, however, frustration and uncertainty 
f°Uowed one effort after another, they would lead eventually to a com- 

loss of interest in the problem. Such an outcome would certainly 
f°llow if a point were reached when no further pocket of unexplained 
Material remained which suggested survival. No one can properly say 
^as many have improperly maintained) that survival could never be 
^lsproved. Many a great issue has been solved by science in the past
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merely by the proper investigation and refutation of all the claims that 
helped to raise the question. When all these claims were leveled to the 
satisfaction of all, the question itself passed from the minds of men; so 
too, it would be with the survival theory if none of its Supports were to 
meet the tests of reliability.

Sooner or later, when some of the confusion that beclouds the issue 
is cleared away, it seems almost logically inevitable that the leadership 
dedicated to the investigation of the survival problem will tum to the 
idea of “letting the hypothesis establish itself” if it can. That idea is 
the old commonsense formula of making practice vindicate principle, 
merely dressed up in scientific formulation. In other words, if there be 
a world of spirit entities or personalities of incorporeal nature, the proper 
approach would be to solicit their help in establishing their existence.

JN spite of the difficulties now recognized, there is really more cause 
for optimism of a kind in the present review than has been warranted 

for many decades. This is mainly owing to the fact that the problem 
of mediumship is becoming the broader question of the nature of per
sonality with respect to the physical world. Having established that there 
is in personality something more than its physical Substrate, parapsy- 
chology now has before it the further program of investigating this lan
ger personal domain to see, among other things, what degree of inde- 
pendence there may be between that which is physical and that which 
is extraphysical in personality. These are questions of fact, and since 
successful beginnings in the answering of them have already been made, 
there should now be no tuming back from the Steps that logically fol- 
low. Rather, the important decisions now confronting us will involve 
only issues of expediency, efficicncy, and wisdom of Interpretation, and 
the strength of purpose to push the research program in the face of the 
ipdifferences and difficulties that our culture and heritage of the past 
have rolled up in the pathway of progress.

part three

PURE SCIENCE

Limitations and Hypotheses
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4 teen-age Spiritualist cult, right here in the United States, 
is a challenge to psychical researchers and other scientists

POPULÄR CHALLENGES
TO SCIENCE

Martin Ebon

" Timmy DEAN RETURNS! Read His Own Words from the Beyond.” 
These Claims appeared one summer on a glossy, multi-colored maga- 

distributed throughout the country. They were printed over a 
Photograph of James Dean, the 24-year-old movie idol who died on 
Scptember 30, 1955, in an automobile accident. On the magazine, the 
w°rds, “How I found a new life beyond death through one girl’s love,” 
'vere printed as if spoken by the young actor.

The publication itself, of the “one-shot” variety rather than a perio- 
^cal, presented an illustrated narrative attributed to a young woman: 
“My name is Judith Collins and I was born in 1933 in a small Ohio 
town.” The story rclated that, while working in the hardware depart- 
ment of Macy’s New York department störe, Miss Collins sold a can 
°Pener to James Dean. The bulk of the narrative was devoted to a ro- 
^ance between Miss Collins and Mr. Dean, including a “precognition” 
dream in which Dean observed a serious car collision.
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When Dean was killed while speeding in his car, Miss Collins con- 
fessed to a “feeling of guilt and of irreparable loss.” She States that her 
depressed “dull, stupid, apathetic state” which followed the news of 
James Dean’s death was broken by a friend, Beth. This friend told Miss 
Collins about rcincamation and aftcr-life: “The chief belief is that 
our life is not just one life but rather a whole series of lives; that we 
never really ‘die’ but are born over and over again, in the form of other 
people.” Beth then gave Judy Collins a copy of the book The Search 
for Bridey Murphy, in which a Colorado housewife States under hyp- 
nosis that she lived a previous existence in Ireland. As result, as Miss 
Collins puts it, she began “my search for Jimmy Dean.”

JUDY COLLINS recalled Dean’s dream about the automobile acci- 
dent. She concluded that the sudden ringing of an alarm clock 

(“Surely, I had not set the clock’s alarm and forgotten about it, had 
I?”), given her by the young actor, conveyed a message: “Something 
had caused the clock alarm to ring just when I was thinking of Jimmy 
and despairing of ever finding him again.” Miss Collins began to at- 
tend “meetings at spiritualistic churchcs and also private seances, to see 
what I could learn.” She read a book, You Do Take It With You, by 
R. Dewitt Miller (New York, 1956). In it she found a case reported in 
the Journal of the American Society for Psychical Research in which 
a clock-stopping incident was interpreted as testifying to the after-life 
evidence of a Canadian flier who died in combat. Judy Collins read 
about other cases of apparent survival evidence. She also read about 
automatic writing.

Then, one Sunday, Miss Collins wrote with pencil on paper:
“I am looking at Jimmy’s clock now. I know you are looking at it 

too, Jimmy. I know you made the clock ring, to teil me how to find you. 
And I know that you can talk to me just as those other people in your 
world talked to the nurse [reference to a case in Mr. Miller’s book], by 
guiding the pen in her hand to write the words they wanted to teil her. 
That is what you can do too. You can make the pencil in my hand stop 
writing these words and instead write . .

Judy Collins continues: “There was a curious Sensation in my arm. 
hand seemed to have grown numb. It wasn’t my hand any longer. 

•Another force was guiding it, the same force that had made the clock 
flng. I wasn’t surprised, for I believed, I believed. I knew whose force 
lt: was. I knew who was writing the words that I watched taking form 

°n the paper in front of me.”
The narrative then contains the text of a “message” put down by 

^iss Collins in the belief that it was automatic writing from the dis- 
carnate personality of James Dean. It began, “Yes Judy. I can speak 
*° you in this way. But I needed your belief to do it. Your belief is the 
Magnet giving me the force to be able to speak to you. If your belief 
ever faded, I would have to be silent again.” Then followed references 
to Dean’s career, the dream about the car collision and to the fatal auto
mobile crash. The text concluded: “After I left you, in spite of every- 
thing you may have read, I was never seriously in love. Most of it was 
Just like make-believe. And to prove it, you were the only one I wished 
to come back to. You believe me, don’t you, Judy?”

The publication States that “Judith Collins” is the pseudonym of “a 
successful commercial artist in New York,” and that she “agreed to 
Publication of her story on condition that her name would be changed 
ln order to avoid possible embarrassment to her family and her em- 

Pioyers.”

much for the Judy Collins Story. Its publication illustrates a wider 
trend that found expression in the popularity of The Search for 

&>'idey Murphy by Morey Bernstein (New York, 1956) and has found 
responses in unexpected directions. The “Jimmy Dean Cult,” led to high- 
!y successful revivals of the motion pictures “East of Eden” and “Rebel 
Without a Cause,” is reminiscent of adoration for the silent movie star 
Rudolph Valentine in the 1920’s. The searching, brooding personality 
°f Dean himself is easily adapted to such a “cult.” One of his close 
acquaintances, the Los Angeles television performer Maila Nurmi, has 
Said: “Jimmy had this stränge feeling about his talent. He thought it 
Was very possible that he might have been a famous theatrical producer 
ln another life. He told me how he had the same nightmare twice in 
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two weeks, a nightmare in which hc was the theatrical produccr back in 
the 1750’s who was slain accidentally by an actress on the stage of his 
own theatre.”

The magazine Exposed, one of the numerous periodicals now being 
published that allege to give the “inside story” about persons in public 
life and particularly in the entertainment field, reports that Dean is now 
“mourncd by millions of teen-agers and many adults.” According to this 
report, “Almost a year after his violent end, he still receives more than 
four thousand letters a month.” In the colorful prose affectcd by pub- 
lications of its type, Exposed writes: “James Dean—intense believer in 
the occult, intense Student of reincarnation—pursued death as if it were 
a beautiful woman, a Bridey Murphy who promised to reveal all the 
intimate secrets of the great beyond.” The magazine adds:

“Groups of mourning women hold spiritualistic seances in the eerie 
blackness, in the desperate hope of reaching Dean’s departed soul, prof- 
fering their protestations of undying love and adoration. They play 
theme music from his films in the background to set the mood for their 
uncanny invocations. In cities and hamlets all over the country, high 
school lockers and teen-age bedrooms have been transformed into sacred 
altars where his photographs are surrounded by the mystic light of 
ever-flickering candles, symbolic of the constant worship accorded him.”

It is easy enough to ignore such trends. It is unlikely, in fact, that 
serious psychic researchers are aware of their existence, or even know 
the name of James Dean. Scholars were taken by surprise when hyp- 
nosis and reincarnation became words that a public of millions asso- 
ciated with the Bridey Murphy book. But only time, space and 
cultural pattems separate these American fascinations of our day from 
the mythologies and rites of earlier civilizations or exotic cultures.

Parapsychologists and psychical researchers have grown used to 
studying case histories and phenomena with the detachment of his- 
torians and archeologists. They are likely to recoil from the violent, 
foolish, dangerous, and excessively emotional character of present trends. 
Inscriptions inside Egyptian tombs, rites of the Incas and Mayas, ancient 
doctrines of India and Tibet are the proper subject of scientific inquiry. 

POPULÄR CHALLENGES TO SCIENCE

But flickering candles in the locker-rooms of teen-age girls-how fright- 

fully unscholarly!

pSYCHIC research cannot lock itself in an ivory tower. It cannot 
r fall to observe what is going on around it, right here and now. 
Nor can it ignore its own responsibility. This sort of thing stnkes dose 
to home. Gerald Heard, one of James Dean’s favonte authors, R. DeWitt 
Miller, who wrote the book which prompted Judy Collins exPe"m“ *' 
tion, and Dr. Russell G. MacRobert, who wrote the introduction it, 

are highly respected authorities. _
There is no retreat. There is no ignoring the “lunatic fnnge when 

, . _ ,______ Jr;vpq that find their expression
n comes to serious evaluation of human 
« “phenomena”—whether fake, self-delusion or reality. The facts open 
. . . ,• „„ oii qround us, certainly as muchto serious scientific investigation areU
as in the records of societies for psy been dass._
gained the patina of respectabihty, where th y
^ed and catalogued.

r , ,t the root of public interest and personal ex-Emotional pressures at the root p Spiritualists are
Penence of psychic phenomerla ov d 
frowned upon, as fakers or gulhbles, by PSingls.; so.caUed 
Bäte phenomena with stnet those who favor the
qualitative” phenomena are shumed a»d y^ 

quantitative method which apphes statis ) ^«tahilitv a most 
of psychical research and parapsychology demand repeatability-a most

toost favorable to success. Indeed, as Aldous Huxky ha“ 
Squire magazine (September, 1956), repeatabihty is a new fetish.

“In the higher ranges of human achievement the only expenments 
-hieh can be mpeated with tolerable regularity are those which demon- 

Cd.il uc icycd«. though repeatable m only
strate the absence of a given capacity. but tnoug H >
a f r t nf a sample population (and very imperfeetly
a fraction of one percent of a samp 1 P , kio-ki,,
> r • orvtal tests of special ability are nignlyrepeatable at that), experimental tests p

. ortuallv exists, talent is an irre-Sl£nificant. Genius is something that actua y .
ri 1- -^Hiaence though rare, is an observableuucible datum, outstanding mtelligenc ,
^ct of enormous importance.
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“Let us take a concrete example. In the nearly six centuries of the 
history of polyphonic music there has been only one Johann Sebastian 
Bach—only one composer, that is to say, who combined, as Bach so 
miraculously did, cnormous facility with consistently profound insight, 
copiousness of production with unflagging originality of invention, pro- 
digious learning with spontaneity and freshness. Bach is in the highest 
degree unlikely. The odds against him are evidently of the order of sev
eral thousands of millions to one. For all practical purposes, he repre- 
sents an unrepeatable phenomenon. In spite of which, there he un- 
questionably is.”

rJ1HERE, indeed, is Bach. And there, too, is a veritable jungle of 
phenomena that relate to or are stimulated by emotion, by inter

personal relationships. The Judy Collinses of our day are, we may be 
fairly certain, self-deludcd victims of their own hunger for love; some 
spiritualistic seances are, self-revelations such as that of the fake British 
ex-medium Ronald Edwin suggest {Clock Without Hands, New York, 
1956) full of phony tricks; experiments in extrasensory perception arc 
often frustratingly elusive. But all that is around us, in all its imperfection, 
and we might just as well accept it and live with it.

The main trouble, though, lies not with the ivory towers of para- 
psychology. The real failure of nerve is that of scientists in neighboring 
fields. They have, we may be sure, troubles of their own. Psychology only 
very recently became a recognized field at that pinnacle of British learn
ing, Oxford University. Small wonder psychologists and others are still 
hesitant to confess a serious interest in matters that refuse to behave 
themselves in the laboratory. They shy away from areas of the human 
personality that do not yield to the peerings of the too-fastidious.

Of course, increasing open-mindedness can be registered. A growing 
number of younger psychologists in the United States now “accept extra
sensory perception as a fact” or consider it “a likely possibility.” This 
was shown in a poll taken among 1,944 associate members of the 
American Psychological Association by Dr. Lucien Warner of Clare
mont (California) Men’s College and Claremont Graduate School. Of 
the sixty per cent who replied to Dr. Wamer’s questionnaire, 4.1 per 

Cent thought extra-sensory perception an established fact, and 26.6 per 
ccnt regarded it as a likely possibility. This total, among associates ad- 
ttiittcd to the Organization from 1950 to 1955, was three and a half 
brnes greater than the number of similarly favorably disposed replies 
received from full members of the American Psychological Association 

in 1938.
Pioneer work is thus beginning to bear fruit. Of course, the more 

c°lorful American fascinations with matters related to psychical re- 
Search may scare off the less hardy scientists. After all, it takes courage 
to go on expeditions into unexplored territory. It is not a task for the 
bmid. The Jimmy Dean fascination, with all its adolescent foolishness, 
ls a sign of our times. The explorer cannot avoid, in advance, wild 
growths or treacherous ravines. But then, we are dealing with violently 
real matter: this is our jungle, and we live in it.
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Psychoanalyst examines emotional needs satisfied through 
Communication with the dead” and physical phenomena

PSYCHODYNAMICS OF 
“IMMORTALITY” STUDY

Emanuel K. Schwartz

ty[UCH of the evidence for the survival of the human personality 

after death is offered in the form of individual spiritualistic ex- 
per»ences, often called spontaneous psi phenomena. These experiences 
^ay take the form of apparitions of the dead or dying, of poltergeist 

other experiences outside the mediumistic channel and the labora- 
toryt

It seems desirable to explore the psychodynamics of psi experiences 
. arc interpreted as documenting the individual’s hope for, or belief 

Personal survival or immortality. To do this it is necessary to shift 
^uiry away from “phenomena” as such and to focus on the persons 
l^°Se needs these experiences tend to satisfy. Human experiences can 

Cst be understood in terms of one’s life history, character structure and 
°ntemporary life Situation.

Also, it seems essential that the differences between a coincidence 
a psi experience be sought in the sense of conviction on the part of
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the human beings involved. What distinguishes the psi experience from 
the coincidence is the sense of conviction that the experience is “para
normal.” This gives the experience its psi character. Upon these as- 
sumptions I wish to offer a theoretical frame of reference as to the 
psychology of psi experiences, their psychodynamics.

If the sense of conviction that the experience is parapsychological 
constitutes the critical factor distinguishing the psi experience from 
chance occurrence, then one might ask the question: “What is this sense 
of conviction?” The psi experience is a total reaction of the organism in 
terms of feeling rather than conation, cognition or logic. It can best be 
understood in terms of the psychology of emotions.

I am sure that the reader will say, “But this is not all there is to psi 
experience. What distinguishes this emotion from other emotional States, 
from other emotional reactions? Why has it this specific form or con
tent?” The answer may be found in the following formulation: first, 
psi is a feeling, an emotional reaction, an affective response; second, 
this particular emotional experience is determined by a large number 
of factors in and around the human being having the experience; and 
third, the content of the experience also is determined by life history, 
including the present needs of the person having the experience.

Human beings, like all living organisms, respond to Stimulation. 
When the Stimulation comes from within the organism, it is sometimes 
called a drive, or as I prefer to call it, a need. The extemal Stimulus 
as perceived by the organism may provoke an inner need. The response 
pattem of the organism to the perceived Stimulus, whether it is an 
external pressure or an inner need, will depend upon the total ex
perience of the individual, his life history, usual patterns of response, and 
attitudes. These may determine the perception of external evidence to 
satisfy the inner need to have a psychic experience.

DATA assembled by psychic researchers suggest that “paranormal” 
experiences are related to interpersonal communication. The earliest 

experiments with psychokinetic effects, such as the planchette, slate 
and automatic writing, levitation and rappings, were designed to es- 

tablish communication, to carry a “message from the beyond.” I believe 
is necessary for psychical research to retum to its original under- 

standing that psychical experiences are motivated by and fit into the 
c°ncept of interpersonal communication whether they deal with tele
pathy, clairvoyance, psychokinesis, or immortality. Study of case his- 
tories supports the thesis that the primary motivation in all “para- 
n°rmal” experiences is to communicate, to make contact with other 
^Uman beings, when normal social intercourse is not available.

It is always a human being who wants contact or wishes to com- 
^Unicate. It is for this reason that we must study and understand human 
beings. When a person feels that he has communicated, or feels the 
eed to communicate paranormally, it may be due not to any single 
ctor, or to the same set of factors for all human beings. But it is in this 

l’Sht that we can come better to understand the crisis character of psi 

exPeriences, the association of psi experiences with crises in the in- 
^^idual’s life, or even with social crises in the human society.

The most frequent occurrence of spontaneous psi has been in rela- 
,Ori to crises where loss or threat of loss of contact and need foi' con- 
act predominate. Loss of contact may be due to Separation in space 

time, due to the death of some loved one or even some feared or 
. ated one. The need for contact may arise in a Situation in which the 
lndividual feels threatened by a possible loss of contact, such as the 
Case of the man whose girl friend is about to get married to someone 
else- The loss of contact can be caused by psychological illness where 

normal channels of communication in interpersonal relations are 
l°cked or destroyed. Sometimes there is a need to restore old contacts 
r itnmediately unavailable contacts, as in States of Isolation; for ex- 

arnple, the soldier in battle or the lost explorer.

Sometimes the need for communication or contact arises out of the 
^agical use of such communication, as in the struggle for power with 
others, or in the wish through such communication to cope with an 
°therwise overwhelming Situation. This is seen, for instance, in the need 
to gain superior knowledge in competition with others, or to communi- 
bate with powerful persons of the past, or with deities, and through
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such contact to be able to cope with “enemies” or to meet present 
insecurities and dangers.

'J'HE need to communicate or to make contact promotcs a secking for 
evidence that communication or contact has been established. The 

need to make contact and the seeking for evidence result in a purposeful 
though not necessarily conscious altcration of reality. This distortion of 
external or cbjective reality acts both to give conviction that contact 
has been established and to reinforce the conviction that contact is 
cstablishablc. The experiencer has an emotional reaction, a momentary 
sense of the gratification of a need, to the effect that communication 
has been established.

The need to overcome present danger, isolation, loss of love by 
Separation from the love object or loss of contact with the object of 
dcstruction is, however, not really satisfied by the psi experience. Doubt, 
therefore, continues to lurk about the conviction that the experience 
was genuine. Because the need was not really satisfied, the doubt moti- 
vates a continuing preference for the particular kind of perccption that 
leads to further distortion of reality and the acceptance of evidence of 
communication. With each experience there is an increase in the con
viction that communication is possible but no real lessening of the need 
to communicate. Clinical studies of the human personality show that 
one of the primary factors in parataxic or distorted perccption is the 
inaccessibility of the resources of love and security, and by defensive 
elaboration, of hostility and threat.

J?OR the person who has the psychic experience, interpersonal com
munication defies the limitations of time and space, and the 

< physical universe. The “magic” of the psychic is far more spcctacular 
than the fancies of the most advanced natural scientist dealing with 
outer space or nuclear fission. For essentially behind all conviction about 
psychic experience lies the need to communicate with the dead, or the 
need to demonstrate that communication with the dead is possible. In 
this sense, it is a need to negate death. The magic of the psychic, then, 
goes beyond all other magic in that it wishes to perpetuate interper
sonal contact through a System of communication dcveloped in life after

PSYCHODYNAMICS OF “IMMORTALITY” STUDY 

the qualitative change of death has taken place. Despite protestations 
to the contrary, the position of the psychic is founded on the implicit 
belief in a physical continuity, a spirito-physical parallelism. It is this 
belief which makes it easy for the most soul-minded psychic to accept 
^aterio-scientific “phenomena” and laboratory methods in modern 
Psychical research.

The psychic seeks to satisfy a variety of needs by the evidence of- 
fered to prove survival: the need to establish or re-establish interpersonal 
Communication; the need to overcome loss of contact or to make new 
c°ntact including the sexual; the need to overcome isolation; the need 
to gain power over others; the need to foretcll the future or to defy 
tbe limitations of reality in terms of time, space, and matter. But the 
err*otional dynamic of psychic experiences is part of an adaptational 
^cchanism with regard to inaccessible sources of gratification and 
Security, whether in the here and now or in the hereafter.

It is the interest of others that frequently provides “the idea of” 
Communication. It is the encouragement of others, by their interests and 
c°nvictions, that fosters the wish to communicate with the beyond, 
and the fceling that such communication is possible. This is part of a 
c°ntagious process described in the psychological literature as “infectious 
F*arapraxes” and “collective misperceiving.” All of this is linked with set 
and attitude, with acceptance and expectancy, with the wish to resur- 
rect old experiences, and to experience once again what has been ex- 
Pcrienced before. It fits in with the known psychological observation 
^at to anticipate certain feelings is to arouse these feelings.

Advances in psychology can no longer be ignored by the close ad- 
herence of parapsychology to traditional methods of investigation and 
treatment of data. Only from a forthright re-examination of the history 
a*d objectives of psychical research in its pursuit of understanding human 
experiences and human relations can fruitful findings be anticipated. 
^sPecially today when world crises threaten nearly everyone’s sources 
of security and gratification, we are seeing renewed interest in such 
Gatters as reincarnation and life after death. A more rational and 
realistic understanding of these trends may lead to more satisfying ways 
°f overcoming insecurity.
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nUsical science draws no definite conclusions on survival; 
°ivever, some basic principles öfter ground for speculation

IS THERE A 
“NON-PHYSICAL” WORLD?

Julius Weinberger

§CIENCE, which plays such a commanding role in present-day so- 
ciety, may be expected to contribute to a better undcrstanding of the 

^°ssible survival of the human personality after death. Yet we cannot 
that science has ever pronounced any judgment on the matter, 

ther for or against. It simply has not been a subject that scientists 
th investiSated experimentally as they have investigated other fields 
* are more amenable to experimental research. But it is still possible 

Set up a chain of reasoning, starting from present knowledge in vari- 
ls fields of science, by means of which a good argument can be made 

°r survival.
Y In physics we might start with the law of the Conservation of energy. 
k ls is the law that says that energy can only change in form; it cannot 

destroyed. You can change heat energy into electrical energy, or you 
e 11 change mechanical energy into heat, or you can change electrical 

erSy into light, and so on; but you can never destroy energy.
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Now, it is possible to regard human personality as a form of or- 
ganized energy. It may be a very complicated form, as compared to 
electrical or mechanical energy, but it is energy of some sort. Anyone 
who has ever feit the impact of what we call a “forceful personality” 
must admit that there is energy there.

Assuming that human personality is a form of organized energy» 
what can possibly happen to this energy when the body dies? It has to 
continue in some form, according to the law of Conservation of energy- 
It cannot just disappear. The only question is, does it rctain its or
ganized form? Does the same soul that occupies the body in our present 
existence retain its organized form and continue to exist in a non- 
physical world, but on a different plane of consciousness? Such a belief 
is quite justified on the basis of the law of Conservation of energy.

T ET us turn next to the question of a non-physical world. Some well- 
known scientists and philosophers have argued that there is a kind 

of world, which they call the non-physical world, that co-exists with or 
underlies the physical world that we see around us. There are some 
convincing arguments in favor of this thesis, but they can get rather 
complicated.

Let us start with something simple, on which a lot of experimental 
and theoretical work has been done, namely, the atom. Physics teils us 
that an atom consists of a nucleus surrounded by electrons. The nucleus 
contains some other units that are called protons, neutrons, and various 
other names. They are all regarded as “ultimate particles.” But physi- 
cists have discovered that these ultimate particles are by no means 
permanent or indestructible bits of matter. In fact, they have some very 
curious characteristics. They seem to appear and disappear as we ex
periment with them. There is a principle in atomic physics called the 
“principle of indeterminacy,” according to which you cannot say exactly 
where a given electron is at any given moment. It may be at one spot 
at one moment, and at an entirely different spot the next moment, and 
where it has been in between, nobody knows. We are not even sure that 
it is the same electron that we observed in the two successive moments- 
It seems as though electrons are like twinkling lights that appear and 
disappear.

With nuclear particles it is even worse. We find that one kind of 
nuclear particle changes into another kind under certain conditions, 
and new kinds can be created by processes that we do not understand. 
All of these particles can combine with others, and the combination 
changes into radiant energy. Furthermore, the interchangeability of 
rTlatter and energy is common knowledge since Einstein first announced 

famous law to this effect.
Phenomena like these have led some scientists to consider the so- 

called ultimate particles as the external or surface aspects of something 
^Ore fundamental. This underlying reality may be referred to as a 

^on-physical world.” The same scientists have also argued that our 
thoughts, emotions, memories, all the things that characterize human 
Personality, are likewise phenomena occurring in this non-physical 
World.

If we accept thought, feeling and memory as being non-physical in 
nature, and as phenomena existing in a non-physical world, then it is 
not iHogical to assume that the personality of man must continue after 
the death of the body. For if these essential attributes of personality are 
not composed of physical material, then they should be able to go on 
ejdsting in their own world after the body dies.

can find further support for this line of reasoning by reference 
to recent scientific work on food metabolism. That is the way in 

Which food is used by and added to the body. It has been quite well-es- 
tablished, through the use of radio-active or isotopic tracers in food, 
*ha* there is no such thing as permanence in the material of which the 
body is composed. Perhaps I should explain what is meant by a radio- 

active tracer:
Scientists who work on food metabolism were able to make food 

Cornposed of a radio-active material. We can, today, take a substance 
SUch as carbon or potassium or phosphorus, all of which occur in food,

make these atoms radio-active. Then, in an organic chemistry lab- 
°ratory, they can be combined with normal food particles, and as the 
^io-active atom goes through the body, its progress can be traced by 
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means of a Geiger counter, and when it is excreted from the body that 
can also be determined. Some of this work started back in 1920, but 
outstanding research was carried out by Rudolf Schoenheimer, M.D., 
(late Associate Professor of Biological Chemistry) and associates at 
Columbia University between 1930 and 1940.

This group worked out the way in which individual molecules of 
fats and proteins passed into and out of the body. Schoenheimer pub- 
lished a monograph on the work in 1942, “The Dynamic State of Body 
Constituents” (Cambridge; Harvard University Press). Essentially, what 
he found was that a food molecule, or a part of it, went into a cell and 
replaced some part of the cellular structure that was there previously. 
It stayed there for a while, and then came out again, being itself re
placed by a new molecule. All of the molecules of a cell were turned 
over at regulär intervals, faster in some kinds of celjs and more slowty 
in others.

This process operated through a System of complicated Chemical 
reactions. It is the same as though in a house the bricks are constantly 
being removed and new ones put in, but the appearance of the house 
remains the same. What these men found was that food went into 
the body, was broken down, it went into the cells, and it came out 
again. It stayed in some cells only a few hours; it stayed in other cells 
perhaps twenty-four hours. However, in the great majority of cases the 
entire molecular structure of the body, the cellular structure, was turned 
over at regulär intervals, and in some cases in a very, very short time. 
This raises a very important question: If this is the case, what is there 
about a human being that is permanent? His personality, of course. 
His thoughts, his character, his emotions, his memories. Also, the plan 
or the design, but not the material of his body.

The material comes and goes, but the plan remains the same. If 
this is a scientifically verifiable fact, isn’t it logical to go a Step further 
and say that even if all the material that forms a visible human body 
were to be removed from it, its plan or design, and the personality, 
would still continue to exist? If this is admitted, it is equivalent to an 
admission of continuity of existence after death.

4 psycho-physical researcher contrasts scientific methods of 
reasoning from cause and the purposiveness of human behaviour

LEVELS OF INTEGRATION

C. C. L. Gregory

THERE has constantly occurred, in the literatnre of psychtcal re- 
1 search, the Suggestion that physicists might provide answers to some 

the most perplexing questions concerning the Status and ul unate 
destiny Of man. Have not physicists and astronomers repeatedly altered 
„ 7 __the world? At one time, foratI established common-sense notion
• x cnnnnse that the earth was stationarylr*stance, it was common sense to suppo
arid the stars moved across the night sky. .

The physicist is generally called upon to teil us what kmd of a 
World we live in, whereas it is the biologist and the psychologtst who 
are supposed to know who live in it and, to some extent, how they 
behave Moreover, the inhabitants of the world appear to be composed 
of the same materials as the rest of it; consequently the phystctst ts ex- 
Pected to explain their behavior, as far as it depends on the structure 

this material. . , , . . , , ,
As Bertalanffy has pointed out, one way of lookmg at world struc 

fure iS to consider it as being ordered in a number of mtegrattve levels.
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At one level, for example, we have the atoms of the various elements. 
These are composed of a numbcr of subsidiary units, such as electrons, 
protons and neutrons. Various combinations of these form the atoms 
which constitute the various elements. We could speak of these protons, 
electrons, etc., as forming an integrative level lower than the atoms, in 
the sense that the atoms are based on these, are in fact composed of 
them, and depend on them for their various properties as exemplified 
by chemical combinations. Above the atoms we have the integrative 
level of molecules, higher than the atoms and composed of them. Most 
solids are composed of ordered arrays of molecules called crystals. In 
biological Systems there are giant molecules and, at a still higher level, 
there are the viruses composed of giant molecules and constituting an 
integrative level approximately at the uncertain boundary between the 
living and the non-living.

According to this view, the higher we ascend, the fewer and the 
more complicated are the constituent elements. Only the lowest levels 
concern the physicist. His main concern is with samples of matter and 
radiation containing vast numbers of individuals—electrons, protons, 
etc., in the one case, and energy quanta in the other.

On these lowest levels studied by the physicist, there appear to be 
at least two kinds of interaction between individuals of any one level. 
There are the so-called force fields which determine mass movements, 
and there are the individual collisions or near approaches which give 
rise, in the case of gas molecules, to pressures on the walls of their 
Containers. As Professor P. W. Bridgman has pointed out, there is no 
experimental way of distinguishing between a field of force and action 
at a distance. Action at a distance, as universal gravitation, was first 

^introduced quantitatively by Isaac Newton. This was for a long time re- 
garded as a mystical notion quite opposed to the “push-pull” type of 
mechancial explanation which alone was admissible in the light of 
scientific orthodoxy at the time. Even to-day “fields” have a dubious 
claim to be other than mythical because they do not modify one another, 
but only modify the motion of test particles.

The generally accepted pattern of scientific explication, usually 
referred to as “causal explanation,” is to describe the behavior of indi-

LEVELS OF INTEGRATION 

viduals of one level in terms of the mass behavior and supposed proper
ties of the individuals at a lower level. Moreover, it is usual to think 
of the units or individuals at any one level as supplying the require- 
ments, as it were, of the individuals at a higher level. For example, the 
various body cells collectively form the living material of the body 
°rgans and these, as Sherrington has shown, form a hierarchical System 
which makes it possible for an organism to act as a simple individual 

Unit.
Thus the scientific or materialistic explanation of the world is 

Uiainly a one-way System in which causal explanation at any one level 
is provided by what is supposed to be happening at lower levels. This 
siniplified System has many advantages as a restrictive discipline for 
Physical investigation but is quite inadequate for describing behavior 
at the human level. It is at this level that a reversal of the procedure 
Sccrns to be more in accordance with ordinary human and, in par
ticular, psychological experience. Purposes now appear to be more im

portant than causes.

jyiOST religions have envisaged a hierarchical System which relates 
X the natural world purposefully in very much the same way as, 

in the scientific picture, it is related causally. Causal explanations 
always refer backward in time, whereas purposes have a direction 

time which we regard as a forward direction the direction of an- 

tlcipation, desire, hope and planning.
Could a combination of these two Systems provide a world structure 

^itable for describing the total Constitution and experience of man- 
k>nd, including both the scientific and religious aspects?

It now seems fairly certain that the attempt to describe one System 
terms of the other is doomed to failure. If this view be adopted, 

there is no longer any need to search for explanations of parapsycho- 
logical phenomena among the properties of the lowest integrative levels, 

the levels studied by physicists. The attempt to provide a framework 
f°r the data of psychical research in terms of rays, waves, vibrations, 
Or radiations is not satisfactory from the point of view of the psy- 
chical researcher nor from that of the physicist. This attempt persists,
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because explanations in terms of interaction between supposed indi
viduals at much higher integrative levels than those envisaged by the 
physicist, or even the biologist, are supposed to savor of obscurantism.

The scientist is quite right in distrusting such “mystical explana
tions” as the theory of entelechy or vitalism in biology. Nevertheless the 
Student of animal behavior employs such hypothetical concepts as drives 
and instincts, and these are supposed to be, according to Tinbergen, 
hierarchically related in the Service of the individual animal.

If we suppose the world to be structured hierarchically as regards 
“influences” then, at every level, there would be purposeful influences 
from higher levels and causal influences from lower levels. These in
fluences might only be statistically effective, leaving the individual at 
any level some degree of caprice or “free will.” Of this System, if there 
be a lowest level, it would be expected to show maximal indeterminacy 
because there would be no lower level to provide causes. If there be a 
highest or apical level it would, of course, correspond to the theologian’s 
notion of Godhead.

Very different methods of experimentation, and even of reasoning, 
would be required in order to investigate the supposed integrative levels, 
higher and lower, respectively, than the level normally intuited by human 
consciousness. It may well be that investigation of the higher levels 
rather than of the lower levels is more likely to provide Information 
regarding man’s destiny and ultimate fate.

I

reviews changes in basic theory by scientists and 
pnilosophers as a result of Heisenberg*s Uncertainty Principle

New principles
IN PHYSICS

R. A. McConnell

c<]VlIGHT Physics Prove Survival?”—The question is difficult because 
§ the words are ill-defined. But it is a question worth considering. 
. Urvival beyond death, however it may be understood, is a personally 

^Portant matter to most people.
Certain kinds of survival would be experimentally unprovable. Sur- 

V1Val means the preservation of at least some aspect of the personality 
lhe individual. If there is no means of backward action or identifica- 

tlOn from the new state of existence to the old, the fact of survival 
w°uld be unknowable in an empirical scientific sense (to us who remain 
^1Ve)- But many of the postulated types of survival assume some con- 
tact or transfer of information from the (dead) surviving entity to the 
^OrId of the living. It is for these types that we ask the question: 

^ht physics prove survival?
The definition of “physics” is likewise troublesome. If it is true to 

lts Tradition, physics will include the basic aspect of all space-time-
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energy problems and therefore ultimately all the phenomena of para- 
psychology. But most physicists are imready to acccpt the reality of these 
phenomena, let alone the responsibility for their investigation. And most 
of the rest of us, when we use the term “physics,” think of the physics 
of today and not of tomorrow. It is in this restricted sense that we shall 
consider physics and survival.

'JÄHERE has been a great deal of talk, some of it by well known phy
sicists, some of it by theologians, all intended to show that the latest 

discoveries of physics prove something about the transcendental nature 
of man in his relation to the universe and often (at least by implication) 
about his survival of bodily death. In their scientific contcnt these argu- 
ments depend upon the current state of physical knowledge. A genera- 
tion ago, relativity theory and the curvature of space were favorite 
points of departure. Today, the Uncertainty Principle, first set forth 
by Professor Werner Heisenberg, 1932 Nobel Prize winner in physics 
(University of Göttingen, Germany), is the most common starting place 
for a physical-metaphysical study of man.

According to that principle, pairs of “canonically conjugate vari
ables” cannot be measured with unlimited precision. For example, the 
more accurately the position of an atomic particle is known, the less 
accurately can its momentum be determined. This seemingly innocuous 
idea has been developed into a philosophically revolutionary concept 
by the following line of reasoning.

Position and momentum are complementary aspects (of an elec
tron, for example). In certain kinds of experiments the electron 
can be considered to have a definite position and an uncertain momen
tum. In other experimental situations the relations are reversed: the 
momentum is fixed and the position unknown. Whether an electron 
has a definite position or a definite momentum depends not upon the 
electron, but upon how one looks at it; the principle of complementarity 
says that the nature of an electron depends upon the experimental point 
of view. The electron’s position and momentum are complementary 
aspects, both equally “real,” or both equally unreal, depending upon 
one’s preference in words.

This apparent dilemma could be resolved by modifying the con- 
CePts of position and momentum as applied to small particles, but most 
Physicists seem to prefer the idea of complementarity. There are other 
c°njugate variables, and with only a little exercise of the imagination 
°ne can expand the idea out of atomic physics into more provocative 
areas.

For example, Professor Pascual Jordan (University of Hamburg, 
Germany), an intcrnationally recognized authority in physics, spoke of 

the liberating cffect of the concept of complementarity” in his article 
Atomic Physics and Parapsychology” appearing in the Newsletter of 

thc Parapsychology Foundation (Vol. 2, No. 4, 1955). It is his convic- 
tlOn that “in essence the psychology of the unconscious, of repression, 
ete.s is the same thing as complementarity.” Refering to the problem of 
free-will and its resolution by complementarity, he says “It is interesting 
t° note the ease with which present day physicists approach a problem 
'vhich has been notoriously baffling for centuries because of the con- 
tradictions that seemed to be innate in it.”

^CCORDING to the usual complementary interpretation, one’s sense 
of free-will is the subjective aspect of causally determined action. 

Professor Max Planck (1858-1947), whose claim to lasting fame rests 
uPon his incorporation of the quantum concept into electromagnetic 
^ysics, endorsed this point of view in his Scientific Autobiography and 
°tfier Papers (New York, 1949) in these words: “Observed from 
Without, the will is causally determined. Observed from within, it is free. 
This finding takes care of the problem of the freedom of the will.”

The same kind of reasoning can be applied to survival, usually in 
the following indirect fashion. The spiritual aspect of man s life is com- 
P^mentary to his physical existence and therefore inaccessible to phy- 
sical measurement. There is consequently no reason to doubt that man’s 
spiritual aspect can survive his bodily death.

An advantage of complementarity is that it can remove the more 
dhficult problems of life from the purview of scientific method, while 
Providing an ostensibly scientific basis for whatever personal philosophy 
lhe scientist may find most satistymg. Its appeal is thus remarkably 
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similar to that of communism. It provides a “self-confirmatory revcr- 
beration” between idealism and science, to use the exprcssion coined by 
Professor Michael Polanyi, one of Britain’s leading scientists and social 
philosophers, in “The Magie of Marxism” {Bulletin of the Atomic Scien
tists, 1956, p. 211 ff.)

The weakness of complementarity, especially when applied to phil- 
osophic problems outside of atomic physics, is that it fails to meet the 
epistemological criteria which the scientist uses in his Professional pur- 
suit of knowledge. (The reader who is unfamiliar with these criteria 
will find them ably cxplained by Yale’s physicist-philosopher, Professor 
Henry Margenau, in The Nature of Physical Reality, New York, 1950).

In the discussion thus far we have wandered from the kind of sur
vival that is relevant to the question “Might physics prove survival?”; 
for it will be noticed that survival such as that supposedly allowed by 
complementarity is not provable in an empirical sense. If we restrict our 
attention to present-day knowledge and lay aside any possibilities opened 
up by parapsychology, most physicists would agree that, by direct impli- 
cation, the findings of physics say nothing about survival. Nor has any 
physicist suggested how present knowledge or present techniques in or
thodox physics can be brought to bear experimentally upon the question.

From an overall point of view, the most hopeful Statement that ap- 
pears to be justified is this: Physical methods may be useful in the study 
of living, human personality—and this, in turn, may lead us to the 
further question of existence after death.

Coniparison of the views of the universe of physics, biology, 
Psychology and parapsychology is made by an Itahan scientist

THE UNI TY OF NATURE

Giulio Cogni

TRUE science is based on what is direetly experienced or direetly 
observed. Under this definition, truly scientific methods cannot be ap- 

Püed to the question of whether or not there is life on Mars. We are 
dose enough to Mars, and our Instruments do not bring us close 

enough to it, to experience or view what is happenmg on our sister 
Planet. Similarly, we cannot apply criteria of true science to hfe after 
death; direct experience or observation is not possible.

Nevertheless, it is scientifically legitimate-in fact, one of the tasks 
°f science—to frame hypotheses regarding physical and organic condi- 
Ü°ns of life on Mars, so as to give us a plausible idea of those conditions. 
Many Sciences contribute to such a study: astrophysics, Chemistry, 
Mology, etc.

Hence it is also scientifically legitimate to formulate hypotheses 
°n the possibilities of survival, and its individual or super-indivtdual 
'"Itaracteristics—basing ourselves on the ever-increasmg knowledge of 
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psychic and biological life offered us by the various scienccs. These 
include specifically: psychology, parapsychology, psychoanalysis, physiol- 
ogy, biology, and cybemetics. Finally, we may draw on the logical de- 
ductions made from current or recent trends in philosophy.

Today, owing to a vast scries of direct and indirect experiences, 
knowledge of man—of his organism, his general conditions of life, and 
the psychic life of all nature itself—extends over an ever-widening area. 
Indeed it may be said that, although we obviously have no direct ex
perience of that which occurs internally, that is, psychically, after and 
as a result of the event we call death, which surrounds us everywhere 
in nature and is a basic condition of its vitality, yet it is true that we 
possess more and more concrete experience of the texture and condi
tions of psychic life—not only of human beings but of all nature. Thus 
we are in a better position to imaginc, in scientifically crediblc hypo- 
theses, what may also happen beyond our limited world of direct ex
perience. Indeed, once the conditions of a phenomenon are clearly 
known—in this case, the individual consciousness, the psyche—it 
legitimate to deduce what is bound to happen when these conditions 
change, lessen, or disappear altogether.

Such a deduction will, of course, always be tentative in character— 
as is true of all scientific knowledge or inference which, if honest, is 
never dogmatic. And it will present, as does every hypothesis, a margiu 
of the unknown.

F ET us therefore see what the various fields of knowledge have to 
say on this subject.
First of all, there is religious faith, which is inspirational and 

(revelatory in character. Inspiration and revelation are emotional mo- 
ments, closely related to the artistic phenomenon. Art is a sympathetic 
existential communion which, like love, results in a great living har- 
mony. This harmony takes the images and emotional situations by 
which we rcact to our environment and fuses them into a unity. Its 
goal is to live the intense harmony, the profound fundamental com
munion of cosmic life which, in art, is revealed as the psychic harmony 
of vibrations of energy. This vital energetic harmony gives great pleasure, 

shining like a divine presence. Hence, whenever successful, it always 
gives the sense of a profound and consoling truth, by enhancing our 
agreement with the cosmos and heightening our vitality. t is 

Which at bottom it really is.
So I regard religious revelation as always more or less true, as ar 

B always true. But its truth is only emotional and consoling, hence sole y 
symbolic. When we are told about immortality with a wealth of t eo- 
logical and mysterious images, this simply translates into inspirational 
images the profound truth we feel at the basis of life. At times sublime 
often affording consolation, it must be seriously respected; and we must 
allow anyone who so desires to enjoy it and find his personal consola- 
tion therein. But it would be a grave mistake to substitute it for a 
scientific truth, as do too many theologians and pseu o-p i osop ers. 
It iS a myth profoundly true in itself, like Dante’s Drvrne Comedy, the 
“nsoling substance of which is solely an emotion of harmony an 
sublime catharsis. Thus it would not be wrong for someone to say, in 
a bum of enthusiasm, that the created universe is a magmficent rose 
tvhose petals, forever falling and ever renewing themselves, exude a 

D he sillv to substitute tnis iorPerfume of sublime harmony. But it would y
. r fi,_ universe The universe is not a a scientifically valid explanation of the un 

tose; the nebulae are not petals; nor does the void know any perfumes. 
The formulation was therefore solely symbolic. To be sure, symbolica ly 
it may correspond more to the truth than many a cold scientific half- 

truth. . .. ,
Within these limits the religious yearning for immortahty has every 

Ptobability of profoundly attaining the truth. Neverthdess its content is 
solely symbolic Literally, it contains only harmony, beauty, and con- 

s°lation.

J)üT what does physical science teil us?
To physical science, matter is only energy and lives a continuous 

and most intense intra-molecular life made up of forces and tensions. 
®rganic chemistry reveals to us that our body, like that of every animal 
add vegetable, is made up of the same elements as those that make up

universe.
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Eminent scientists of our time have written on this theme. Among 
their books are Sir James Jeans’ The Growth of Physical Science (1947) 5 
Werner Heisenberg’s Das Naturbild der heutigen Physik {Nature in 
Present-day Physics}; in the field of biology, Erwin Schrödinger’s What 
Is Life? (1943) and Pascual Jordan’s Die Physik und das Geheimnis des 
Organischen Lebens {Physics and the Mystery of Organic Life, 1948)-

Biology and psychobiology teil us and show us, with an ever-in- 
crcasing abundance of examplcs, that psychic life is inevitably condi- 
tioned by the general biological Situation, above all the endocrine and 
nervous Systems, which in turn is conditioncd by the atmosphere and 
terrestrial environment. So little space is left for a hypothetical psychic 
substance beyond these conditions that henccforth it is but a single step 
to the complete Identification of the conscious human psyche itself with 
the location of the nervous System.

Today we know that the psychic Situation can be changed by 
changing the endocrine System. A lawbreaker’s character can be altered 
by a successful lobotomy. Very recent evidence seems to prove that a 
mental defective can become relatively intelligent by an incrcase in 
cerebral irrigation. We know that any toxic substance alters an indi- 
vidual’s moral and mental state during its period of cffectiveness. We 
know that a sufficient dosage of narcotics can blot out consciousness- 
We know that every oscillation in thought and the state of the soul is 
accompanied by a modification in the electrical state of the nervous 
substance, and that this can be registered by electro-encephalography. We 
know, moreover, that every psychic modification is likewise somatic.

An impressive body of evidence is at hand to support these con- 
clusions. Scientists who have dealt with these matters, particularly 
fobotomy and cerebral irrigation, include A. M. Fiamberti, Baudouin, 
W. F. Clark, Feuillet and Collin, Frankland, Mayer-Gros, Kalinowsky, 
and many others. Perhaps the single most comprehensive article in the 
field is by the Italian Enzo Centeleghe: Della Psicochirurgia in gene
rale . . . e particolarmente della leucotomia—Rassegna di Studi Psichia- 
trici, vol. XLV, 552 pp. (Of Psychosurgery in General and Particularly of 
• . . Leucotomy, Siena, 1956), which describes the process in detail and 
notes wide-ranging results. Several international Conferences have con- 

THE UNITY OF NATURE

^emed themselves with this subject, notably the 1948 International 
Kongress for Psychosurgery at Lisbon and the Anglo-Amencan Sym

posium in London in 1949.
On the question of electro-encephalography, two worthwhUe books 

are the Frenchman Delay’s Les ondes cerebrales et la Psychologie 
(Cerebral Waoes and Psychology, 1950) and Gozzano and Colombatr s 
Elettroencefalografia clinica (Clinical Electro-encephalography, 1951). 
Norbert Wiener’s stimulating Cybernetics is of course well known to 

American readers.

^ZHAT then remains of the age-old dualism: body-soul, which as- 
sumed the existence of a thought substance that was different, even 

though all during one’s lifetime it remained strictly dependent on the 
Physical body? The theory of the cerebral faculties, though revised, has 
not really been repudiated: today we know that, by striking at specific 
^reas and removing certain substitute functions, we also injure the 

lrnaginatiOn, memory, logical faculty, etc.
Hence it has become increasingly clear that the psychic faculties, 

lhat iSj the psyche itself, are simply the physical body lived, as it were, 
°n the inside: the internal aspect of that which on the outside is the 

Physical body.
But it is the psyche that forms the individual personality. The logical 

c°nsequence is: Whenever the biological Situation changes or breaks up, 
lhe psyche cannot fail to change or break up; just as when you break 
a fadio set you can no longer expect to get reception from it.

The German Kretschmer provides an exhaustive study of this theme 
his Medizinische Psychologie {Medical Psychology, 1950). There is, 

however, a much shorter book on the subject of the Connections 
hetween the nervous System and the conscience, which is a model of 
clarity and objective thinking. I refer to Jean Lhermitte’s Le Cerveau et 
la ^ensee {The Brain and Thought, 1951). The author, a noted French 
^atholic, brilliantly analyzes the results of the London Anglo-American 
Symposium and, utilizing the latest discoveries of science, demonstrates 

essential unity of the psyche and brain activity.
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Even if, as an extreme supposition, we knew of a special spiritual 
substance bcyond the psyche which—together with memory, intellect, 
and imagination—constituted our entire ego, we would not really knoW 
why it was there nor could we claim that it constituted our individual 
personality, since it would be a total void.

the other hand, psychology teils us that all psychic life, including 
abstract life, is made up of more or less organized, generalized 

and schematic images which come originally from the senscs. The 
very concept of an immatcriality as substance, fought against by the 
Kantian critique of the psychological Idea, is an empty and contra- 
dictory notion. The myth of a substance that thinks by itself crumbles: 
there is only a thinking function, which is a modification, at the various 
degrees of cerebral development, of matter’s general functioning aS 
energy.

All that we are bodily, as well as all that we think and express 
in words, is a modification of energy, which we incorporate by breathing 
and eating. Ludwig Feuerbach was not wrong when he concluded, t0 
the scandal of the “right-minded”: “Man is what he eats.” The under- 
nourished individual cannot even think. Or eise we have a general bio
logical miracle, as in the case of Saint Catherine of Siena, who lived and 
thought wondrously for years although taking hardly any food whatever- 
But her example only proves at most that living matter can, under 
abnormal circumstances, be organized differently and live under bio
logical conditions complctely different from normal ones, as the marvels 
of natural science reveal at each step of the way.

So now we have come to the lowest level which denial of man s 
survival and immortality can reach.

Man’s mental Organization is better and more complex than that 
of the other animals; yet all this does not alter the fact that his psyche 
coincides with his biological and nervous System, as is the case with ah 
animals. His superior intellect, despite its power and subtlety, deterio- 
rates no less than does the psyche of animals when subjected to the most 
common brain disorders: a few drops of liquid are enough to cause 

to disintegrate, just as the breaking of a slender thread is enough to 
Cause a machine to break down. Both men and animals feel an urgent 
need to save their individual lives: but this latter cannot be saved.

us continue to look around us, and let us ascend the scale again. 
What does depth psychology teil us? And psychoanalysis? The hu- 
psyche is not limited to the ego: all around the clcar zones of the 

eS° and even of the superego there is a fringe unfathomable in extent, 
'vhich the events of the ego themselves have long since been prepared. 

Cre the reservoir of memory is located, so vast that it embraces things 
zones which probably will never emerge into consciousncss, and 

^hich may even include prenatal situations. (See especially: Nandor 
°dor: The Search for the Beloved, Hermitage Press, New York, 
^•) All this, which links us with the remote ancestral psyche and 
at of the mass of the people, perhaps with the cosmic psyche as well, 

Ns° constitutes our profound personality. We are also all this. From 
emerges those astounding buried memories, undecipherable dreams 

allegories—an entire zone in which the ordinary confines and space- 
tlme Systems that limit our mortal personality cease to exist.

There is a vast body of literature describing the role of the un- 
C°nscious. The concept gocs back to Lcibniz’s theory of monads and 

such nineteenth-century writers as Eduard von Hartmann, in his 
} ^losophy of the Unconscious (1869). In our Century the true pioneers 

ave been Sigmund Freud, Adler, and C. G. Jung—above all, the last- 
ha*ned, in his Psychology of the Unconscious, Reality of the Soul, and 
Other works. To Jung, the Freudian Id coincides with the collcctive un- 
C°nscious. Hence it possesscs a breadth and depth which normal con- 
Sci°usness does not have and represents, presumably, the highest form of 
c°smic consciousness. It may be compared with the cosmic consciousness 

Myers and William James or the polypsychic concept of J. P. Durand 
e Gros. F. W. H. Myers’ famous Human Personality and Its Survival 

bodily Death, written over fifty years ago, remains one of the fincst 
^ulyses of the vast possibilities of the unconscious.

The waking, alert consciousness has its functioning and dispatching 
Ceuter in the gray matter, which rests during sleep. But this center, like
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a central telephone exchange, merely conveys and organizes all the in1' 
pulscs coming to it from the deeper zones of the cnccphalon, where 
countless other similar cells seem to work on their own. The encephalon 
is probably also the scat of the unconscious zoncs. But although the 
functions of the higher cells in the gray matter arc psychic, there is n° 
reason not to attribute also a certain “psychicness” to every other cell 
in the living complcx. The autonomous (sympathetic-vagal) System 
which, beyond our awarcncss, admirably regulates the entire functional 
complex of the organism and expertly Controls its functions, as circum- 
stances demand, cannot fail to have its own psychc. Thus, descending 
the scale, the same cannot help being true of all the other cells and 
organs constituting the organism. Only in this way can we explain the 
organism’s vital control. Franz Alexander, in his Psychosomatic Medicinß> 
reveals many striking examples of this in cascs of human illness.

DUT the natural Sciences come to the rescue. First of all, they show uS 
how utterly absurd it has been not to attribute soul and conscienc6 

to the animals as well. Lidio Cipriani, in his magnificcnt Vita ignorata 
degli Uomini e degli Animali (Unknown Life of Men and Animals-"" 
1952), gives numerous examples of the psychic telepathy linking human 
beings with animals. At the same time, his book is a masterpiece 
animal psychology. Shorter interesting works conceming animal psY' 
chology include Herbert Fritsche’s Tierseele (1952) and H. Munro FoXs 
The Personality of Animals.

Nothing in animal life can be explained unless we admit a psychc 
behind every organic form—something which has been quite obvion5 
to human beings in all ages, except those who have been badly in' 
formed. As far as the higher animals are concerned, I do not kno'v 
why none of the authors I have read asserts this elcmentary truth: oi1C 
cannot have fear unless one is conscious, so that not even the infant 
is afraid until it is conscious. If therefore animals everywhere have fenD 
it means that consciousness is very well developed in them.

But the natural Sciences teil us much more besides. First of all, th^Y 
show nature’s genius for Organization in every realm. Then they reve^i 
what continuous and mysterious relations there are between creature5 

and their environment; how animals come to an understanding with 
Ptants, and vice versa, for purposes of reproduction. Throughout the 
Vvhole vegetable and animal kingdom there is awesome agreement which 
Can develop and extend even across enormous distances, without any 
tteed for words. And within organisms themselves a telepsychic agree- 
ment, so to speak, is the rule. In every domain of nature we discover 
^Hality and forms which can only be explained as the result of psychic 
PUrposivencss infusing matter and its forms. A purposiveness extemal 
to matter? No: simply a purposiveness of matter.

In support of this, the physical Sciences explain the universal at- 
traction of bodies with a kind of psychic diagram: relativity. They see 

Icavcn of energy—uniting or disuniting—as infusing the most 
intimate fibers of matter, which thus ceases to be matter and takes on the 
aspect of a simple phenomenon of energy. Matter, far from being that 
hard, dead, passive thing which it seemed to be at first hence the 
lo^cal motive for looking for the psyche elscwhere-reveals itself as 
ever more completely transparent, a phenomenon of energy endowed 

boundless, inextinguishable vitality.
In all likelihood it is this enormous and primal vitality of the ele- 

ltlents which, when the nebulae condense into globes and worlds, grows 
rn°re and more highly organized, as a result of a mysterious internal 
j^pulse, until it forms living protoplasm and organic forms. And if 
in lhe latter the intimate molecular movements are lived on the inside 

""Psyche, we are entitled to feel with ever-growing conviction that 
there is psyche everywhere, in all the vitality of what appears extemally 
to as matter. In his own time Schopenhauer wondered what could the 
lntimate tensions and distensions of matter be but an act of expansion 
and contraction—hence, on the inside, a will somehow to exist?

All this vitality is then shown to be traversed by waves which, 
CVen as they constitute it, also weave the continuous web by which 
eVerything in existence forms a single interacting organism.

At this point parapsychology intervenes.
It actually reveals a high measure of certainty that in psychic States 

itl which concentration of the ego (that is, attention to one’s own person 

at>d the sensible environment immediately surrounding one) relaxes, 
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psychic “contagion” between distant bodies is possible. This may be be
tween various men, various animals (telepathy), men and distant thing5, 
or animals and distant things (clairvoyance). Irrefutable experiments 
have proved the possibility of communication between man and the inner 
Situation of the material elements of an object (psychometry).

TLTANY explanations have of course been advanced for all these phc' 
nomena considered as a whole: telepathy, extra-sensory perception, 

psychometry, etc. The most widely held theories are those based °n 
waves and spirits. We cannot here enter into the difficulties involved 
in these theories: they arise mainly because, in the first case, the wavß' 
theory is completcly gratuitous inasmuch as no such mcchanism has aS 
yet been discovered; while in the second case, substances (spirits) are 
presupposed whose existence is even less tenable.

In any event, without excluding in principle the hypothesis of a 
general contact of waves that is universal in nature, these phenomena 
reveal at bottom one thing alone: that the personal psyche, ordinarily 
limited to the functioning of certain senses in a specific environrnent 
within thrce-dimensional limits, in reality has no limits and can be h1' 
finitely extended in the world: and this in turn depends on the exteßt 
to which it abandons the illusion of personal being and attachment t0 
one’s own person.

This is logically equivalent to saying that behind the universal 
physical contact of nature there is the psychic contact. Indeed, wha1 
should enter psychically into contact if not those elements which else- 
where are physical?

Parapsychology reveals other things to us as well.
First of all, in these same conditions of psychic relaxation mattef 

can return to the fetal capacity of virtually limitless plasticity. HenCe 
the miraculous healings: hence the extraordinary physical faculties 
mediums. These faculties are not common or obtainable simply by psY' 
chic relaxation. A special predisposition must be present—relaxation, 
however, is its usual condition.

Next, parapsychology reveals to us the persistence of specific dea^ 
personalities, or at least the momentary possibility of their living again-

It is evident that, if the true psyche is cosmic, it must also have 
extraordinary faculty, similar to that of maintaining all living spe- 

C*es and phenomena in a kind of endless repetition, of conserving in a 
WaY that cannot at present be more precisely asccrtained—the psychic 
^emory of the past, hence of re-evoking persons and facts of the past 
lri their psychic intimacy, just as we are able to re-live in the first per- 
S°n facts of our personal past. The one who evokes is always a medium 

a trance, that is, a more or less depersonalized being; thus it is the 
i’npersonal cosmic psyche, constantly devouring its childrcn and con- 
st*ntly exposing them to slaughter, which can also cause them to be 
reborn in their particular features, constantly but also exceptionally 
(ghosts and words of the deceased—men and animals).

We know only too well that there is a strictly Spiritualist explana- 
Ü°n for all this, similar in a sense but at bottom much more ingenuous 
CVen than the explanation of some theologians. However, none of the 
Scientific, human, or philosophical knowledge we now have of man and 
Of Psychic and organic life coincides with the Spiritualist explanation; 

f^ct, it contrasts sharply with that explanation.

§ÜMMING up, we see that the method of questioning all the Sci
ences with regard to the salient points of the problem may really lead 

to Positive results. If even parapsychology, as the high point of our 
^esearch, is only relatively interesting insofar as the Spiritualist theory 
ls c°ncemed, it is still the science which seems to give us the most con- 
S°ling answer—rounding out all the data the natural Sciences have un- 
c°vered for us. In this sense it remains “the great hope.

Indeed, what is henceforth of decisive importance is foi the basic 
PsMiic unity of the universe to become a certainty. This has been in- 
^itively feit by great mystics of all ages, particularly Oiiental mystics;

now it is in the process of being confirmed by all the researches 
,nto the world of nature and the discoveries of depth psychology. Para- 
Psychology really proves, in increasingly striking fashion, that beyond 

restricted mental phenomenon limited to the human senses and 
lntellect, there is really direct, that is, subjective, inner psychic com- 
^tücation among all creatures and perhaps even things of the uni-
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verse—and between us and them. We are not isolated souls, but m°' 
ments in the great cosmic psychic sea; just as our bodies are momentary 
coagulations of the world’s matter.

Now it is clear what death is: the dissolution of the momentary 
psycho-physical complex—coagulating at the moment of conception, 
growing by means of physical nourishment and the complex of actions 
and reactions in environmental experience—into the great sea of the 
profound psyche of the world, which today too, as we live, constitutes 
our true, profound personality.

In reality, this is what most human beings today believe in a 
confused way. It is the profound substance of religious faith, especially 
of the great Oriental religions; and it is what philosophy counsels. To 
quote Giovanni Gentile: “Let us not feed on the flock’s illusion that 
there is room for everyone on the etemally green meadows; but rathef 
that one gets there by using the teeth and jaws with which one was 
bom, and the four legs by which one is to walk over them. . . . God 
Who has granted us the grace of giving us life, Who has also granted that 
of keeping us alive, oh, He, so good and and so mcrciful, will not one 
day cut us off, saying to us like Machiavelli’s Belfagor: ‘Enough now! 
And in words written a few days before he died, Gentile asserted: 
“What may be called the democratic idea of immortality is the most 
anti-religious, immoral, and illogical illusion to which men cling, aS 
they aspire to immortality and long for it as a solace for their lives. 
(Genesi e Struttura della Societä—Origin and Structure of Society-^ 
pp. 157-158.)

But Gentile, who preferred “the virile consolations afforded by 
reality,” also wrote: “Truly, all things are mortal, and all men, parents• 
and children; their actions and words and thoughts; all the elements, 
sum, the multitude of which unfolds before our mind every time We 
ascend the summit of centuries past and to come, and re-evoke the 
dead seasons and those about to die. An immense spectacle, giving llS 
the image of an endless sea, whose surface is rippled and agitated f°r 
a moment but immediately thereafter grows smooth, calm, and motioH' 
less again. But if you reflect that things are also a multitude becaus6 
they remain together and are joined by a relation which forms a unity?

at the basis of every multitude we perceive this unity which is in us, 
^en the multiplicity does not dry up and scatter like the disjecta 
^mbra of the formerly living body. Instead, it is quickened and re- 
enforcedJ gathering around this unity which is its soul. The desert be- 
Co*Hes inhabited, the ocean resumes the ceaseless movement of its waters; 
aricl life retums with a roar, from the depths to the surface.” (Filosofia

Arte—Philosophy of Art—p. 335.)
Yes; the terror of death, which from time to time grips all of us, 

above all the terror of remaining alone, shut up in a cemetery tomb. 
ls the fear of disappearing from the concert of life.

Life would be a vile thing if it were solely the cheating of mortality 
Y the individual creature—if it were not rather the uninterrupted unity 

aH phenomena, of all creatures who are always the same creature. 
this unity alone assures their immortality.
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Protestant beliefs of everlasting life for those who re pent, 
and punishment for the unrepentant, are taught in the Bible

the authority of
SCRIPTURE

Cornelius Van Til

rj'HE orthodox Protestant turns to the Scripture for his answer to 

the basic problems of life and death. In this hc Stands over against 
those whose final source and Standard of truth is human experience. 

ls Outlook therefore differs basically from that of all the major schools 
Hncient and modern philosophy, not excluding those that believe 
a personal god. His Outlook also differs basically from that of all 

^jor schools of modern Protestant theology, such as those connected 
^tth the names of Friedrich Schleiermachcr, Albrecht Ritschi and Karl 

arth. These modern theologians do, to be sure, make much of Scrip- 
tUrc. Th,s js especially true of Barth. But none of them accepts the 

Cflpture as being, in the original manuscripts, the direct and final 
Relation of God. None of them bclieves that any such revelation is 
*v*ilable to man. With Immanuel Kant all of them hold that human 
n°wledge is dependent on man as in some measure self-sufficient.

Finally the outlook of the orthodox Protestant differs, though not 
radically, from that of the Roman Catholic church. The Roman
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Catholic interprets life in terms of reason plus äonpiure. Jtlis teaefimg 
on all major doctrines is therefore always a synthesis of two mutually 
exclusive points of view.

A CCORDING to the Scriptures, God is tho uic --- ---------- -
and he Controls by his providence whatsoever comes to pass. D 

word possibility got its original meaning from this fact. What God 
tcnds to do, that, and that alone, is possible. Man’s knowledge of this 
truth is embedded in the fact that he is created in the image of God- 
For man to recognizc and act upon this truth is for him to think and 
live according to the law of his being.

God thus addresscd his will to man through his Constitution aS 
made in the image of God and through the facts round about him, alb 
as made and controllcd by God, manifesting the will of God. But God 
also addresscd himself to Adam supernaturally. God assigned to him h1S 
task in the creatcd world. He was to do all things to the glory of God- 
As such he was to love God with his whole heart.

Thus at the beginning God’s law (a) in nature (b) in his own coß' 
stitution, and (c) as expressed in direct supernatural commandmenb 
formed the environment for Adam as an cthically rcsponsible person- 

nTTIEN, at an evil hour, Adam listened to Satan. Satan suggested, 111 
effect, that Adam place his own experience above the law of God

in following this advice he assumed that the facts and laws of natur6 
(the forbidden fruit) are not subject to God’s control. He assumed th&t 
God could not prcdict what would happen. Nobody could. God, wd11 
him, was surrounded by an environment ruled by chance. Thus he inti’0' 

$ duced the notion of pure contingency and irrationalism. But he intr°' 
duced this notion of contingency and irrationalism by at the same tiu16 
making another and correlative assumption to the effect that he, m»11’ 
could, in advance of any experience, determine or prcdict that God 
could not prcdict anything at all.

This second assumption involves the idea of pure determinism 
rationalism. Still further, in assuming that the universe about him docS 
not operate according to the law of God he also assumed that h6

the creator of the univcrse,
■ comes to pass. The

in-

THE AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE

ac tO aCt tru^ according to the law of his being, must not act 
Or r *ng to Iaw God. Thus sin is “any want of conformity unto 

transgrcssion of the law of God.” And the wages of sin is death. 
h'AJJ men Were inv°lved in this sin of Adam for all were represented 

lrn- Therefore, as through one man sin entered into the world, and 
s- through sin; and so death passed unto all men, for that all
Hie 6 (R°m- 5:12). All men are therefore guilty through Adam. All
th 1 are, so far as they are self-consciously confronted, through nature, 
tu °Ugh their own Constitution or through the knowledge of the Scrip- 

s and its content, with the law of God, guilty and subject to punish- 
^nt- “There is none righteous” (Rom. 3:10). And as all are guilty so 

are polluted. They are “wholly incapable of doing any good, and 
cbned to all evil” (Heidelberg Catechism, Lords Day III).

Will God suffer such disobedience and apostasy to go unpunished?
y no means; but He is terribly displeased with our original as well as 

actual sins3 and will punish them by a just judgment temporally and 

aS haS declarcd Cursed is every one who continueth not in 
things that are written in the book of the law to do them” (Idem 

^’s Day IV).

^jpHUS the sinner is bound to be defcated. God is self-determinate. He

Ioves himself as the infinitely holy one. In attacking God man meets 
1 self-frustration. He must forever own that God’s law for him was 

bis ♦true good and that his declaration of independence from God 
tc>C h’s permanent defeat. The mountains and the hills will refuse 

ar*nihilate him when he faces the wrath of the Lamb. Everlasting 
’shment, therefore, follows for man upon his hating instead of loving

I ^et God’s primary purpose in creating man was that he should 
bei'6 sent bis own Son into the world that whosoever should

eve in Him should not perish but have everlasting life. “Christ re- 
(QClried us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for us—” 
iip 3:13). And Christ “renews us by His Holy Spirit after His own 

aSe, that with our whole life we may show ourselves thankful to God
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for His benefits—” (Heidelberg Catechism, Lord’s Day XXXII). 
Christ we “put on the new man, that after God hath been created in 
nghteousness and holiness of truth” (Eph 4:24; Col. 3:10).

Moreover, with the renewal of man in Christ goes the “rcgcnera- 
tion of all things.” The meek shall inherit the earth. In the new heaven 
and earth only righteous shall dwell. God maintains himself and his 
cause among men. Satan and those who love not God and their felloW- 
men are cast out into outer darkness forevcr. But those who repent, 
those whose sins are washed away in the blood of Jesus, shall enter into 
cternal joy. “And these shall go away into everlasting punishment, but 
the righteous into life etemal” (Matthew 25: 46).

In the interest of further clarification the following remarks are 
in order.

The orthodox Protestant feels that the question of human survival 
can not be fairly and squarcly put except upon the presupposition of the 
truth of the framework of Scripture outlined above. Qucstions that 
rest upon the assumption of the autonomy of human experience evince 
the fact that the sinner seeks to “hinder the truth in unrighteousness 
(Rom. 1:18). Knowing God, and therefore knowing themselves to be 
creatures and sinners against God, all men seek to suppress the truth« 
This is true even of “good” men, of men that are enabled by the Spir^ 
of God to lead “moral” lives.

Their “virtues” must be appreciated. Without them all would be 
chaos. Even so it is, in the last analysis, in the interest of excusing then1' 
selves, when they ask whether God exists and whether there is life aftcr 
death. Deep down in their hearts all men know that God has made then1 
for eternal joy or for eternal woe; for eternal joy if they worship and 
serve the Creator, for eternal woe if they serve and worship the creature«

way of objection, appeal will be made (a) to the facts of experi' 
ence as discovered by science (b) to the laws of logic and (c) t0 

man’s moral sense. Does the orthodox Christian not know anything abou^ 
the Sciences of physics, biology, psychology and history? Does he uot 
know that these have made belief in the Bible in this traditional 
forever impossible for informed and honest men? Does he not knovV
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that according to the best of philosophers the ideas of God and im- 
ttiortality are at best postulates of human experience? And does not 
his own moral sense cry out against the idea that anything any man does 

this life can make the difference of eternal weal or woe?
The orthodox Protestant is aware of all this. He freely admits his 

°Wn sympathy with these objections. Nothing human and nothing sinful 
is aüen to him. But by grace he has leamed to serve and worship the 
Greator through Christ the redeemer. On the authority of Scripture he 
accepts what he believes. But then, looking around hc also sees that 
th°se who thus make objection to the Scriptures and its teaching have 

Foundation on which to stand. Objecting against the “arbitrary” 
*dea of God ultimately determining the destiny of every man, they them- 
Selves surround the human person by an environment controlled by 
chance. Objecting against the “determinism” of the bibheal idea of God, 
*hey themselves “prove” or “disprove” the survival of human personality 

y reducing it to impersonal law.
Thus mere survival cannot be proved or disproved because proof 

d°es not take place in the purely irrational realm of chance. And 
^aningful survival cannot be proved or disproved because if there is 
?eaning, on this basis, then there is no individual to perceive the mean-

When the individual speaks it is, also, no longer the WzWuaZ 
speaks.
Only on the presupposition that God exists, that the scheme of 

things presented in Scripture is true, is there any view of fact, of logic 

morality that has meaning. That which has been frankly received 
authority then appears to be at the same time the only reasonable 

^°süion to hold. Not holding it implies the destruction even now of 

personality. To be able intclligently to deny the God of the 
. ^ptures one must first presuppose him. The same holds true for the 
ldeas Of eternal life with God or eternal “life” without God.
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*or the Catholic, this life is a preparation for the future 
bodily resurrection, promised through Christas resurrection

Divine preservation
OF THE PERSONALITY

James Collins

W/HAT I would like to describe, from an unofficial and personal
’ perspective, is a Catholic’s attitude toward the question of human 

survival after death. Once this question is brought into clear focus, it 
leads straight to the heart of the Catholic view of things. The meaning 

death and an afterlife is no mere marginal addition or side-issue, but 
a central theme in the Catholic outlook. Its centrality can be witnessed 

the creed or public confession of faith, which comes to a triumphant 
close with these words of personal witness: “I am expecting the resur- 
rection of the dead and life everlasting, Amen.” From the initial rite 
of’ baptism to the anointing of the dying man, the Catholic’s practical 
Sacramental life is permeated with a definite and fairly complex set of 
Miefs and values concerning the life which comes after bodily death.

The first Step toward understanding this conception is to become 
Critically aware of the shortcomings of the word “survival.” As we or- 
^inarily use the term, it means a minimal continuance in existence under
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adverse circumstances, the ability to scrape through in spite of hardship; 
danger, or decimation. We call “survivors” those who live through a time 
of mortal peril or who remain in a Community which has been visited 
by disaster or death. Thus one of the primary meanings of “survival” 
is “the condition of rcsisting and overcoming in some specific way the 
ravages of death.” When we speak about survival after death, however, 
we do not mean that bodily death has been avoided, but rather that 
it has been undergone in its full extremity and nevertheless some aspect 
of a man persists in being.

Despite the real occurrence of somatic death, something in man 
resists dissolution and remains living, although now under other con
ditions. Death is not merely another episode but the radical termination 
of carthly life, and the post-mortem sort of existing is not a mere pro- 
longation of our present condition. Yet the bare affirmation of survival 
leavcs unspecified the length of the further duration (which may be for 
a short while after death or forever), the mode of continued existcnc6 
(whether impersonal or personal, always disembodied or not), and its 
moral significance to man’s earthly life and relation with God. As 
signifying simply the outlasting of the body, then, survival is an equi- 
vocal concept and cannot bear the full bürden of the Catholic belief in 
cverlasting life.

In order to determine more precisely the Catholic position, we must 
cxplore three main avenues: personal immortality, resurrection, and 
presence to God in judgment.

Catholic conviction is that, after death, the spiritual principe 
in man remains in existence not temporarily but forever, and not 

ifripersonally but personally. Evidence for this position is drawn both 
from our natural inquiry and from God’s revelation. This is a good 
example of the twofold Catholic affirmation that our knowing powets 
are not impotent in regard to man’s nature and destiny, and that i'e' 
vealed faith enables us to sift, confirm, and render determinate ouf 
most basic intimations.

Catholic thinkers do not rest their philosophical defense of in1' 
mortality upon the reports about poltergeists, Communications from the 

DIVINE PRESERVATION OF THE PERSONALITY

dead, and other phenomena of spiritualism. It seems impossible to rule 
°ut satisfactorily the hypothesis that these psychic manifestations are 
produced by intelligent, nonhuman beings, whose moral intents are 
°bscure to us. Instead, the evidence is sought in human activities as we 
now experience them. Special attention is paid to those operations which 
are distinctively human and which set us off from even the highest 
Primates. Our ability to carry on highly abstract and generalized lines 
°f thought (accompanied by a judgment and awareness of meaning 
which are unmatched by any feedback System or electronic brain), our 
tanguage and artistic creations and religious aspirations, our freedom 
and sense of responsibility—all these experimental sources indicate the 
Presence in man, here and now, of a principle surpassing matter and 
die bodily functions.

Pascal once remarked this about man, the thinking reed: “It is not 
ln space and time that I am to look for my dignity, but in the ordering 
°f my thinking. . . . By space, the universe contains me and engulfs me 
as a speck; by thinking, I contain it.” The immaterial principle which 
thus dominates over matter in its operations of thinking and willing is 
the human soul. It is most intimately united with matter in constituting 
the complex nature of man, but it can also exist and exercise its higher 
functions even when separated by death from space-time conditions.

This approach to immortality moves from observation of what 
^an is in the present life to what his spiritual principle can be expected 
to be and do after death. No claim is made to any direct observation of 
the state after death, but an inference is made from the immaterial and 
subsistent existence of the human soul to the destiny appropriate for 
sUch a principle in the event of death. Besides following a different path 
than psychic research, this inquiry involves a critical revision of the 
Prevalent assumption that a substantial soul is unreal, because scientific 
explanation uses only functional correlations.

There is no need to suppose that the real is coextensive with the 
ructhodological limitations of the Sciences. The functional constructs of 
Physics and psychology are helpful in studying man, but this does not 
eompel us to conclude that only what can be expressed in such con
structs is a real report about man. The personal seif is more than the 
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sum or the field-pattcrn of its activities, habits, and emotions: the lattcr 
belong to, and manifest the presence of, the spiritual principle of unity 
or human soul. The soul makes these thoughts and aspirations niinc 
or inalienably personal, and it has an act of existing which cnables it 
to survive the wrenching of spirit from flcsh.

One can easily appreciate the force of Leibniz’s wry comment that, 
if immortality meant an impcrsonal survival, it would avail very little 
to have been the Emperor of China during the present life. On the 
Catholic view, the scparated soul exists as an individual entity, retain- 
ing its personal thoughts, memories, and character. It is neithcr ab- 
sorbed into some cosmic mind-stuff nor identified with God nor deprived 
of all conscious activity, even though it needs special help from God to 
perform any intellectual activities in the disembodied state. But beyond 
this affirmation of personal integrity, Catholic spcculation about the 
soul after death holds itself to a strict minimum and is suspicious about 
imaginative claborations.

Moreover, it stresses the unsatisfactory condition of even the per- 
sonally surviving soul and its conscious life. Such a soul is by no means 
the complete man or full person, since the latter includes the body as 
well. Just as death is no merely superficial incidcnt but a deepgoing 
cleavage of the human frame, so the discarnate soul does not enjoy the 
fullness of human reality. Only an ultimate rejoining of the flesh with 
the spirit can satisfy our longing to enjoy etcrnal life as whole men, 
rather than as splintered remnants.

rjTHE fact that Catholics regard Christ as the God-Man, not as a major 
prophet or religious genius, deeply colors their thinking on survival- 

For faith in the divinity as well as humanity of Christ gives assurance 
tl$at our longing for an integral human sharing in eternal life will in
deed be realized. Christ’s resurrection from the dead gives men a real 
principle of victory over death and holds a promise of their own bodily 
resurrection. Our solidarity with Christ rcaches to the overcoming of 
death and the eventual rejoining of our flesh with our spirit. Consequcnt- 
ly, Catholic reflection upon the issue of survival never proceeds by way 
of depreciating the body or trivializing death, as being only another 
event in a homogeneous series extending beyond it.

DIVINE PRESERVATION OF THE PERSONALITY

The body is essential to the whole man, and death tears at the 
Very coro of our nature. Hence there is something unsatisfactory and 
dlusory about any theory of survival which minimizes the loss of bodily 
üfe or which finds an adequate replacement in some wraithlike sort of 
tenuous materiality. The Christian faith welds survival and personal 
immortality with the hopc of a full restoration of soul and body, through 
°Ur sharing in the power of Christ’s resurrection.

Hope, however, has the quality of depending for its realization 
uPon the free conduct of man as well as the power of God. There is a 
moral dimension to survival which goes beyond the incorruptibility of 
the soul. In a true sense, a man can suffer the loss of his own soul, since 
he can betray the moral promptings of his nature and the law of God. 
Thinkers like Socrates, Kierkegaard, and Gabriel Marcel are supremely 
sensitive to this moral aspect. They point out the fatuousness of reducing 
the mystery of eternal life to a physical continuation in existence which 
is unavoidable for our nature and quite independent of how we act. 
They rightly stress the how of immortality: How are we freely relating 
°ursclves to etcrnal life? Will we be worthy of receiving it in its moral- 
feügious fullness? Are wo building toward it now through the proper 
Use of freedom? Surely, there is a risk here and the need for self-dis- 

cipline and prayer.
From this perspective, eternal life is a gift from God. He alone is 

immortal, in the sense that He alone is self-sufficicnt in being and the 
Ultimate source of life for others. The Catholic mind never separates 
the question of survival from that of our moral destiny, since we survive 
death preciscly as personal, responsible agents. Emphasis is laid upon 
freely believing in Christ and conforming ourselves to the natural and 
revealed law, so that the foundation of a moral-religious sharing in 
eternal life can be laid down during our present existence. “Eternal 
life is knowing Thee, who art the only true God, and Jesus Christ, 

'vhom Thou hast sent.”
Human freedom opens up the possibility of either loyalty to God 

°r counter-commitment against Him. Hence survival is bound up in- 
dissolubly in the Catholic mind with God’s judgment of the individual 
and human history. Since this judgment is made outside of the temporal 
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ordcr, it implies that somehow a man’s entire life is finally gathered 
up in its totality for himself as well as for God, the just and mcrciful 
judge. The bare notion of survival scarcely conveys the tremendous 
effort at a meaningful unification and evaluation of one’s temporal 
values, choices, and strivings.

John Stuart Mill once admitted that he found the idea of endless 
survival repugnant, since it would amount to an interminable ennui- 
This common reaction results from taking survival at the shecr mini- 
mum, visualizing it as a pedestrian Prolongation of everyday activities, 
and divorcing it entirely from its moral signficance and ordination to 
God. By meditating upon God’s judgment upon individuals and nations, 
Catholics try to preserve the meaningful relation between our present 
free decisions, our basic ordering of mind and conduct, and the sharing 
of eternal life in which immortality consists. The latter would indeed be 
boring and slightly nauseating, were it not integrated with the earthly 
drama of faith and love and hatred, as well as with the participation 
in divine life which Christ brings to us.

For the Catholic, then, survival of death is only the barcst hint of 
the full Situation for man. Personal immortality belongs to us as having 
a spiritual principle, but we are also called in freedom to live as sons 
of God and thus to share in God’s own eternal life through Christ. 
Hence St. Augustine was not afraid to declare emphatically: “We are 
not Christians except on account of a future life. . . . The reason for 
their being Christians is that they may conquer the present, and hope 
for the future.” This combination of dedication to our earthly tasks of 
the present and hopefulness about a future leading into eternal life is 
the attitude of the man of Christian faith toward death and survival-

The Jewish dead are “gathered unto the fathers” with assur- 
°nce that a merciful and ethical God will not cut off the faithful

IMMORTALITY
AS ACHIEVEMENT

Samuel S. Cohon

paradox marks our attitude toward life and death. Common ex
perience forces us to recognize the ultimacy of death. Decay and 

disintegration await all things that live and grow. The teeth of time 
grind down all things under the sun. The author of the book of Job, 
reflecting on human transience, notes that mountains crumble, rocks 
are removed from their place, stones and soil are washed away. What 
then is man’s hope of endurance? “He comes fortli like a flower, and 
'vithers; he flees also as a shadow, and continues not.”

A tree that has been cut down may sprout again, but “if a man 
die, may he live again?” (Job 14). The question of the sage is accepted 
as a self-evident truth by the Psalmist: “What man lives without sceing 
death that may deliver his soul from the power of the grave?” (89.49).

In the face of the fact of death, another voice of religion affirms 
faith in endless life. “Thy dead shall live!” (Isa. 26.19). Despite the 
questionings, doubts and even denials—which found their way even into 
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the Bible—the belief has been born ever anew that a dcathless core 
distinguishes man’s being and that his fleeting days may be crowned 
with an immortal hope. This belief has maintaincd itself through the 
changing millennia, amid differing conditions of knowledge or of 
ignorance. Sometimes it was sustained by glimmers of light and more 
often by the hungering hearts of men of vaiying races, cultures and 
crecds who refuse to resign themselves to the finality of death. Like 
Cicero so many thinking men have preferrcd to be wrong with those 
who affirm immortality than right with those who deny it. “Quoth the 
raven, ‘Nevermorel’ ” does not recommend itself to all men as the height 
of wisdom or the summit of hope.

In the Chicago Art Museum there is a marble statue in the form of 
a cenotaph with a vase on its top. By the side of the vase sits an angel 
covering its opening with a wing. The inscription reads: “The angel 
guards the sccret of the tomb.” A sense of mystery surrounds death- 
Try as we will to pry into it, the secret remains hidden from us. The 
author of Job lightly accepted the fact that no mystery surrounds the 
rock that crumbles into dust, but he overlooked the related fact that the 
dust is indestructible. The sand on the seashore and the pebblc on the 
beach may outlast the ages. Not a particle of matter or a grain of energy? 
we are informed, may be destroyed. Existence, not destruction, is the 
key to the real universe.

|QjUR paradox concerning life and death derives from our estimate of 
the nature of man. We judge things by the way they appear to out 

senses. We take a human being to be a mere member of the animal 
kingdom. Like all other animals he possesses a body which grows and 
d^cays. His life span, while longer than that of some animals, is not »s 
long as that of others, but as a creature of flesh and blood he is the 
subject of time. Upon deeper thought we recognize that besides out 
physical beings we possess invisible powers of feeling, mind and cofl' 
science, which we identify with the spirit or soul within us, of which 
the body is the Instrument. Whatever value we possess as persons is 
bound up with our spirits. The question arises that when our bodie3 
die, do our spirits too, necessarily perish?

Religion has directed men so to live that the grave may not have 
final dominion over them. The ancients learned to devote their knowl
edge and skill to save men from the power of death. The Egyptians, for 
example, thought of death as a kind of prolonged sleep to be followed 
by a future awakcning. By means of the art of embalming they sought 
to prescrve the bodies of the dead for their spirits which would in time 
feturn to them. For this reason they erected pyramids with mortuary 
chapels to keep the mummified remains of their Pharaohs. Their gods 
Osiris, Isis and Horus figured in the mystery drama of death followed 
by judgment and resurrection. Among the Babylomans the cults of 
fshtar and Adonis similarly represented the eternal cycle of death and 
revival. Every Spring festival celcbrated the victory of life over Winter 
and death, and held out new hope for man.

Israel, living in the proximity of these nations, shared some of their 
ideas regarding life and death. Thus Hosea echoes the hopes of the 
Uiystery cults in his defiant exclamation: “O Death, where are your 
Plagues; O Shcol, where is your destruction?” (13.14). Again, he as- 
sures the people regarding God: “After two days He will revive us, on 
the third day He will raise us up, that we may live before Him” (6.2) 
The prophet spoke of the nation, but his imagery is borrowed from 
Personal life. So, too, Ezekiel employs the imagery of the revival of the 
dry bones of individuals when predicting the resurrection of the na

tion (37.1-14).
In the Patriarchal Stories we read that Jacob and Joseph were 

embalrned in Egyptian style and laid to rest by the side of Abraham 
in the Cave of Machpela. The use of the Egyptian rite probably im- 
Püed the underlying belief in the soul’s return to the body. The ex- 
pressions “And he was laid to rest with his fathers” and “he was 
gathered to his fathers” used for the disposal of dead persons, suggest 
belief in the union of the dead with their forebears. David is quoted 
as saying about his dead child: “I will go to him, but he will not re

turn to me” (II Sam. 12.22).
From primitive times the belief maintained itself in the continuance 

of a shadowy existence of the soul in the nether-world or Sheol. The 
description of Nebuchadnezzar’s descent into Sheol, in Isaiah 14, sug- 
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gests the populär belief that the “shades” continued to possess some 
form of consciousness.

Because of the Connection of this belief with the worship of the 
dead and with necromancy it was viewed with disfavor by the national 
religion of Israel. Its primary emphasis was on life and its dutics rather 
than on death and its mysteries. The divine requirements on the nation 
and on the individual received its chief consideration. Unlike Osiris or 
Tammuz, God was identified not with death but with life. “With Thee, 
the Psalmist says, “is the fountain of life, in Thy light do we see light 
(36.10). Spiritualism in all its forms is disparaged by the Law and the 
prophets (Lev. 19.31; 20.6,27; I Sam 28.7ff; 2 Kings 23.24; Isaiah 
8.19). Man was directed to seek the will of God, not of the spirits of the 
dead. However, the realm of death could not be permanently left out 
of God’s universal sovereignty. Not even in death could man escap6 
His presence (Amos 9.2; Psalm 139.6ff.).

T>EFLEGTION on the nature of the soul and of its destiny was scant 
*"in ancient Israel though some attempts were made to explain the 

subject. The second chapter of Genesis States that at creation “God 
formed man out of dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils 
the breath of life; and man became a living soul” or being. The first 
chapter States further that “God created man in His own image, in the 
image of God created He him.” Two elements thus enter into the nature 
of man: a body of earth and a divine substance, consisting of the breath 
of divine life and the divine likeness. When the Psalmist extolled man a5 
being but a little less than God (8.6), he referred to his divine endoW- 
ment which makes him capable of mastering nature, of fellowship with 
God and of moral distinction between good and evil. It is man’s glo^ 
that he finds his greatest satisfaction in the presence of God and in 
doing His will. Death lost its terrors for the righteous man. It only mark5 
God’s taking the spirit of the righteous to Himself (Ps. 73.24). He does 
not permit the godly to be consigned to corruption (Ps. 16.10). 
redeems thy life from the Pit, and crowns thee with steadfast love au^ 
mercy” (Ps. 103.4). The faithful person can say: “In Thy hands I 
commit my spirit; Thou hast redeemed me, O Lord, God of truth 

(Ps. 31.5). The ethical character of God as just and merciful held out 
assurance to the faithful that their lives will not be cut off by death.

Under the influence of the Persians the hope in the resurrcction of 
the body, which had been held loosely in Israel before, came to dominate 
the minds of the people. While some thinkers, like the author of Job, 
rejected the belief in resurrcction, demanding: If a man die, does he 
live again?”, others denied the finality of death. A late prophet looked 
to its ultimate disappearance. God, he announced, will destroy death 
forever, and the Lord God will wipe away tears fiom all faces (Isa. 
25.8). Triumphantly he dcclared: “Thy dead shall live, their bodies shall 
arise O dwellers in the dust, awakc and sing for joy” (26.19).

Daniel 12.2-3 confidently announces that “many of those who sleep 
in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some 
to reproaches and everlasting abhorrcnce. And they that are wise shall 
shine as the brightness of the firmament and they that tum many to 

Ughteousness as the stars for ever and ever.
The hope of the apocalyptists was shared by the Pharisees and the 

Rabbis as well as by Jesus and his disciples. As in Egypt the belief in the 
resurrcction came to be combined with that of the judgment of souls 
after death, and proved to be a powerful lever for the moral and re
ligious life. A balance was established whereby the wrongs and in- 
equities of men in their earthly existence would be righted in the here- 
after. The present life came to be regarded as a preparation for the 

World to come.

Arefining influence on the Jewish conception of immortality was 
exerted by the contact of Judaism with Greek thought. The nature 

of the soul was more clearly defined. Plato conceived of the soul as 
existing before the birth of the body and surviving the death of the body. 
It is the invisible essence of man, “in the very likeness of the divine,” 
Pure, rational, indissoluble and unchangeable, i.e., immortal by nature. 
Mortality applies to the body, but not to the soul. Aristotle, on the other 
hand, dissented from his master with regard to the soul’s pre-existence. 
In his view, “the soul is that by which, primarily, we live and pcrceive 
and think.” It makes for man’s individuality, giving character and dis- 
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tinction to the body. At birth, an infant only has the potentiality of a 
soul, and as it grows and matures, it develops its soul qualities which 
form the substance and esscnce of its personality.

Both of these ideas of the soul were adapted by Jewish thinkcrs to 
Judaism. Particularly important for us is the view of Maimonides. In the 
principles of faith which he formulated and which still form the basis 
of Jewish Orthodoxy, the thirteenth article reads: “I bclicve with perfect 
faith that there will be a resurrection of the dead when it shall plcasc the 
Creator blessed be He.” His justification of this belief is that God who 
created the universe out of nothing may be trusted to restore the bodies 
of the dead to renewed life. His elaboration of the subject makes it clear 
that his real concern was not with the revival of the body but rathet 
with the immortality of the spirit. With Aristotle he held that at birth 
man is endowed with the mere potentiality of a soul, which through 
conscientious effort of practicing the precepts of the Torah, i.e. through 
intellectual and moral striving, he carries into actuality. Thereby he pel' 
fects his human qualities and endows the intellectual element in his soul 

with deathlessness.
Immortality, in Maimonides’ opinion, is not intrinsic to the nature 

of the soul but is conditioncd by the acquisition of reason. In our phys1' 
cal condition we can no more understand the state of union with the 
Active Intellect—any more than the blind can form an idea of colof- 
Creatures of sense, we cannot grasp the delights of the spirit. Reflcctioi1 
leads us to rccognize, however, that they cannot resemble those of the 
body. The future bliss consists in the soul’s attainment of the full knowh 
edge of God. Immortality thus represents the preservation of the soul 
in union with God. The soul, while having a beginning, need have u° 
ei^d. It continues endlessly like the Creator Himself, who is “the cause 
of its continuation in that it comprehends Him.” Punishment consists i*1 
cutting off the soul of the person who lived a self-centered life, re' 
moved from truth and adhering to falsehood.

Though severely criticized as heretical, the Maimonidean view that 
immortality refers to the soul only and not to the body made a stroug 
appeal to thinking men. Mendelssohn subsequently espoused it in terH13 
of the philosophy of his day as the faith of intelligent men. It is frorrl 

him that Reform Judaism derives its doctrines of immortality which is 
expressed in some of the introductions to the Kaddish and in the Mem
orial service for the Day of Atonement in the Union Praycr Book.

V¥7HAT meaning does immortality have for us moderns? With the 
™ various theories of the soul propounded by modern philosophers 

and psychologists, from the complcte denial of its reality to its Identifi
cation with the unconscious, with the mind or with the seif, we cannot 
deal in this discussion. We take the position that the soul of man is the 
vital core of his physical, intellectual and moral being without which there 
can be no such thing as a person. In a figurative sense we may adopt 
the words of Proverbs 20.27: “The spirit of man is the lamp of the Lord 

searching all his innermost parts.”
The ultimates of nature are not always analyzable. What the elec- 

tricity which we use in our lamps is we may not know, but we are quite 
certain that it is not of our making, but issues from the source of energy 
in the sun. Even so the spirit within us derives from the source of all 
being. It is “a portion of God above.” Every drop in the ocean, we are 
informed, is a miniature of the entire ocean. So, too, every soul may be 
regarded as a miniature of the Divine fount of all existence. The quali
ties inherent in one are present in the other. The etemity of universal 
being may be claimed for the human soul. The soul is the flowering of 
the Divine within us, the innermost centcr which integrales our finite 
beings and links us with the Infinite. It forms the focus of our conscious 
life, our instincts, our emotions, our volitions, our mind and our con- 
science. It is indeed the Divine likeness in man, for which we may claim 

immortality.Beliefs maintain themselves because they respond to our perennial 
needs. A Hebrew poet observed: “The word ‘eternal’ was spoken by love.” 
“The loved and lovely in life are not divided in death.” (2 Sam. 1.23) 
The grim harbinger does not destroy the love of a mother for the child 
snatched from her side. The father does not forget his son taken in the 
flower of youth. The sweetheart continues to yearn for her departed 
lover A country gratefully remembers her sons who feil defending her 
in battle The assurance is born ever afresh that “thy dead live.” We 
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dream of our deceased as we knew them in life. In memory no less than 
in dreams we cherish our beloved, “and memory has the power to re' 
create from the dust.”

TMMORTALITY is not a mere matter of duration of the spirit after 
death but also of the preservation of the values which give meaning 

to human life. We live in the works which we do, and which bind us 
to our fellowmen. The visions we cherish and the goals which further 
our lives are not expressed in the physical tracts of our bodies but within 
our ideal purposes, as creators of the values which sustain our civiliza' 
tion. Humble or great, our efforts are of moment to the entire social 
structure. What are our material achievements, our political attainments, 
and our cultural and spiritual refinements, but the distilled essence of 
human lives, of labor, love, thought, sacrifice? They are the fruitage of 
human souls. The world was made better or worsc by their presence.

Only the person that strives to contribute, whether much or little, 
to the larger life of mankind may live on after his physical life draws to 
an end. Immortality thus considered appears not as an intrinsic attribute 
of the soul but an achievement of Creative striving. Through sacrifici^ 
Service in the cause of human wellbeing, of right and of truth, a person 
may acquire the attributes that make for deathlessness, even as by selfish' 
ness3 dissoluteness and ignorance he may dissipate the powers of his soul- 
The rabbis well expressed this thought in their saying: “The righteous 
live even in death; the wicked are dead even in life.”

4

In Islam, the “seen” and the “unseen” are one, expressing the 
Unity of God, and attainment lies in fulfilling ones trust”

INDIVIDUAL DISCOVERY
OF DESTINY

Ali Othman

riE primary problem of man in his quest to understand himself and 
the universe is to examine whether he can attain certain knowledge. 

In Islam man’s endeavor to understand himself and the universe is as 
inescapable as the law of gravity. This endeavor is an expression of his 
fitrah (the nature implanted in him). This fitrah fulfills itself through 
“the knowledge and experience of the works of God.”

Islam rejects the concept of “original sin.” Man is not created 
to “save” himself. Man is rather the trustee of a “Trust” (Koran; 
33:72) which he alone among all creatures could recetve. He is created 
to become the “Vice Regent” (Ibid; 6:165) of God on earth and 
share in the process of Divine Creativity through “knowing and ex- 
periencing the works of God.” He is also created “of the goodliest 
fabric” (Ibid 95:4) in Order to fulfill his “Trust”.

The individual’s Islam (self-commitment) to God could be at- 
tained after a serious attempt to understand the universe. The attitudes 
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involved in such an attempt are expounded in the Koran in the case 
of Abraham (Ibid 6:71-79). First, Abraham was sceptical of the tra- 
dition he inherited, and rejected it; second, he feit an overwhelmiug 
urge to discover the Suprcme Being behind creation; and third, after 
a long process of investigation, he eliminated all physical objects. God 
belongcd to the Unseen. Abraham then aslama (committed himself, 
the verb from islam) by these words: “I have faced my face to the 
One Who created the heavens and the earth.”

TSLAM was not brought by Muhammed. Muhammcd only completcd 
it. This is a question far beyond the scope of this bricf article. HoW' 

ever, suffice it to say that I know of no “scripture” which invites a 
more comprehensive investigation and understanding of man and the 
universe than the Koran. The seeker can with patience and ardent 
dedication know God. This knowledge could be attaincd through ‘ the 
knowledge and experience of His works.” Islam rejects the concepts of 

“natural” and “supernatural” as these are understood in the Westen1 
tradition. What is either belongs to the “Seen” or to the “Unseen. 
But all is one expressing the Unity of God.

Now the problem set above, namely, whether man can attam 
certain knowledge of himself, the universe, and of God, cannot be 
isolated, and therefore cannot be understood apart from his endeavors 
to know these things. In the very process of his pursuit, man learns 
the very nature of his knowing and the depths of his experience. The 
danger here lies in his strong tendency to judge himself and his uni' 
verse prematurely, arrogantly and carclessly, thus closing his “i’C' 
ceptivity” to further knowledge and experience, and, therefore, closing 
his ^awareness against the still unexplored aspects of his power to kno^' 
and against the depths of his power to experience.

Our personal view of existence at a particular stage in our pursuit 
reflects the degree to which our Self has been developed, and the degreC 
to which our “heart,” the “dwelling place” of our Spirit, has been un- 
folded to us. This being the core of this article, we shall discuss it fron1 
another angle.

j elaborated in the following verse: 
of the quintessence of clay; 
drop—in a receptacle sure;

The Koran States explicitly that the origin of the human Spirit 
is the Divine Spirit Itself. “And when I fashioned him (the human 
beings), I brcathed into him of My Spirit.” (Ibid 12:29, 38:72) The 
“fashioning” in this verse is the process which occurs in “matter” to 
niake it suitablc to receive the Spirit. The transformations which take 
place in this “fashioning” are elaborated in the following verse:

We have created man —- -c

Then We made him a
Then We created the drop a clot;
Then Wo created the clot a morsel,
Then We created the morsel bones, 
Then We clothed the bones with flesh, 
Then We produced him a new creature, 
Blesscd be Allah the best of creators. {Ibid 
The new creature comes into existence when the 

come suitable to receive the Spirit. Until this stage, 
been undergoing a series of transformations to become a jibillah (a 
harmonious Constitution) suitable for the dwelling of the spirit.

23:12-14)
“body” has be- 
the “body” has

of the “Seen’
The “fashioning”

spirit to .. ......
human species.

W7HEN Muhammad was asked concerning the nature of the Spint, 
W he was told to say: “The Spirit belongs to my Lord’s Amr (direc- 

tive creativity)” (Ibid 17:87). The Koran distinguishes between two 
kinds of creativity: one of Khalq, in which matter is involved; the 
other of Amr, in which dircction is involved. The former is the world 

the latter of the “Unseen.”
iabluvlullö” above belongs to Khalq; the “breathing” of the 

Amr. The human individual inherits his Khalq through the 
___ _ j 3 but receives his Spirit directly from God. The human 
penonality/then, combines within it the two u ;B

therefore, to know the two 1— 
“Unseen,” through direct and immediate experience of its own seif 

this seif is unfolded in the heart.
Another approach to the same problem will make this point 

clearer. It is the “heart” in the Muslim thought which is the ’------
most seat of knowledge and experience. The “mind” (and its 

> Orders. It is endowed, 
worlds, that of the “Seen” and that of the 

as

mner-
instru-
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ments, the senses) is only one major source of knowledge. This source 
connects the “heart” with the world of Khalq. Another source is the 
body and all its needs. Yet another source still is the Spirit Itself— 
the “heart” may become aware of it isolated from the immediate in- 
fluences of the “mind” and the “body” on the “heart.”

The “worlds of the Lord” all meet in the human “heart.” These 
“worlds” though they secm at first distinct, constitute a unity expressing 
the Unity of God. The “heart’s” awareness of this unity, however, is the 
crowning point of a lifetime of a self-development. The knowledge of 
these “worlds” and the unity which comprehends them is immediately 
experienccd at the level of self-fulfillment.

But then why does the Spirit, which belongs to the highest order 
in Existence, commence its career in the world of Khalq? The answer 
is simply this: in order to “know and experience” all the works of 
God. Man’s knowledge of the world of Khalq can be acquired only 
through living in it and being a part of it. Man’s knowledge of the 
works of God, and of God Himself, is fuller than what his knowledge 
would have been if he did not know and experience the world of 
Khalq.

Self-development in the above sense has to be total. It has to draW 
upon all the sources of knowledge and experience mentioned above. 
Yet in the process of self-development, there is always the danger that 
the “heart” may become too preoccupied in one of these sources. And 
self-development has, therefore, to be directed and guided. The direc
tion “unto God”; the guidance through the legacy of revealed as well 
as human knowledge and experience.

The Koran on many occasions teils us that “unto God is the be- 
coming.” In selecting a Final End to direct our becoming, only the 
“beebming unto God” is comprehensive enough for total and complete 
fulfillment. The nature of the goal determines not only the degree ot 
fulfillment, but its kind. As to guidance, Islam rejects the concept of 
priesthood. Each human being is individually and direetly responsible 
for the fulfillment of his or her “Trust.” On the other hand3 there is 
no knowledge or experience which is not valuable (though some are 
dangerous), for God “created nothing in vain.” The emphasis in the 

Koran is an invitation to investigate Nature, History and the variety 
of ways of life. The goal is not to “save oneself, but to fulfill oneself 
through understanding the multiplicity within and the unity of existence.

The Spirit (ruh) in the body is usually termed as “seif” (nafs). 
The Koran distinguishes between three kinds of “seif,” according to 
the degree and kind of self-development that has taken place within 
a particular personality, and reflects, therefore, the kind of self-aware- 
ness which that personality has developed, and concommitantly its 
kind of “knowledge and experience” of the works of God.

First, there is the “upbraiding seif.” This state of being reflects the 
initial discords within the personality. The urge of the fitrah of man to 
know the works of God is still “veiled” by his partial self-knowledge 
which reflects his partial knowledge of himself; his heart, his mind,” 
his emotions, his desire for power and prestige . . . etc., and his partial 
knowledge of the “worlds” of God. In this state of being man is in a 
constant struggle between the urge of his fitrah and the demands of his 
immediate needs. His “seif” is usually in an “upbraiding” mood.

Second, there is “the seif which directs to evil.” This state of being 
is one in which the urge of fitrah and the struggle with the enticements 
of pleasure are finally abandoned. The “heart” yields to one major 
source of its developmcnt and shuts itself against the others.

Third there is “the tranquil seif.” The Koran refers to this state 
of being in the following verse: “O thou tranquil seif, return unto thy 
Lord, well pleased and accepted.” (Ibid. 39:27) The Spirit has completed 
it joumey The individual has attained full awareness of himself and 
has in the same process of self-development attained full “knowledge 
and experience” of the works of God. In other words, fulfilled his 

“Trust” and is ready to return to his origin.
Thus according to Islam, each individual has a definite beginning 

in time and is destined to become one of a variety of States of beings. 
He directs his life on borrowed knowledge, however, until he himself 
discovers the truth or goal. Other “minds” can communicate to his 
“mind” matter pertaining to the world of Khalq. They can only allude 
to matters pertaining to the world of the Spirit (Amr). What happens 
in his “heart” of “knowledge and experience” is private. His attain- 
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ment of certain knowledge, his experience of the Spirit within him, the 
unity of the spiritual in himself and the material on the outside, 
and his knowledge of God, all these are private and cannot be fully 
communicated.

In brief, the individual himself may or may not discover his Spirit, 
its true nature, and whether it is immortal or not. Reminding man of 
his value, the Koran asks him: “Thinketh man that he shall be throvvn 
away (after death) as an object of no use?” {Ibid 75:36).

In varying degrees and highly sophisticated forms, Hinduism, 
Buddhism and Jainism share belief in reincarnation of souls

LIBERATION AND REBIRTH

Gerrit Lansing 

A BOUT five hundred years before the birth of Jesus, Gautama the 
A Buddha sat cross-legged in meditation in the Jetavana Gardens, 
a magnificent grove of bamboo, tnango trees, rose apple and white- 
flowering campaka, which had been presented to him by a fervent 

disciple. , , .
As evening feil an old man, Malunkyaputta by name, bitten by 

doubts and uncertainties, approached the Buddha and said: “Though 
you have taught me how to lead the Religious Life, you have said 
nothing about the nature of etemity or the relation of body and soul 
or whether the saintly man exists after death. If you do not cluridate 
these questions, which are devouring like wild dogs my peace of mmd, 
I will leave the Religious Life and return to the life of a ------------
And Gautama answered: “If, Malunkyaputta, a man were 
by an arrow thickly smeared with poison, would he refuse to have the 
arrow removed until he knew the name of the man who shot it, the 
color of his skin, his caste, his place of birth and residence? No,

elucidate

layman.” 
wounded
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Malunkyaputta, I have not explained life after death or the nature of 
eternity. I have explained suffering and the origin of suffering, libera- 
tion and the path leading to liberation.”

The shamed disciple was suddcnly enlightened and put away such 
questions as vain and not tending to edification. But in India such 
mctaphysical questions have never been for long put away as “vain 
and not tending to edification.” The famous “noble silence” which the 
Buddha prcserved on similar occasions is not characteristically an In
dian response, although the principle that wisdom may be withheld, 
by silence or parable, from those not spiritually prepared to receive 
it has been more fully comprehended in the East than in the West.

fJpHE mind of India, like its climate, tormented by extremes, ha3 
been forever haunted by enormous metaphysical vistas. Like the 

mountainous rain clouds which loom periodically over the scorched, 
weary earth, doctrines of the soul and its liberation have time and 
again offered hope of rclease from the daily round of suffering which, 
according to the Buddha, constitutes the essence of the world we know-

Whereas in the West, dominated by a sccular materialism that fears 
even to formulate ultimate questions, such vision has become increas- 
ingly abstract and “unlived,” in Indian Asia it has always bumed with 
a consuming fire. As F. C. S. Northrop points out in The Meeting °f 
East and West (New York, 1947), the Orient is practical rather than 
theoretic when it comes to inner experience; yoga is a discipline giving 
certain results which can be empirically vcrified by anyone caring t0 
submit himself to the requisite conditions.

As a result of its characteristic introverted attitude toward expert' 
ence, in matters of the soul the Orient is far more sophisticated than 
we. Hence the doctrines of reincarnation and survival after death cur
rent in Indian Asia usually form part of a coherent System of belid5 
and practices.

While there are those in the West who desire passionately to believ6 
in reincarnation or survival after death and seek some proof that the 
dead live on, in Indian Asia reincarnation and survival are accepted 

as ordinary facts of the natural order explainable by causation. Rather 
than seeming unfamiliar and exotic, such ideas are taken for granted, 
and existence in an after-death state is looked upon as normal, boring, 
and undesirable. No Buddhist or Hindu relishes the notion of tuming 
forever on the wheel of rebirth and phenomenal existence.

rpHE overwhelming majority of the population of India today, almost
360 million, believes in one version or another of the doctrine of 

metempsychosis, or transmigration of souls. This fact has enormous prac
tical consequences in all spheres of life, economic and political, as well 
as moral and religious. For example, the introduction of birth control 
has been impedcd by the necessity many orthodox Hindu families feel 
to have male descendants to conduct the preta shraddha rites for the 
dead. Rebirth in the ghost-world (preta-loka) imposes dire possibilities. 
If these rites are not properly performed by the eldest son the family 
will be haunted by unhappy ancestral spirits. Much of Asia, from the 
nomads of Afghanistan to the Moros of the Philippines and including 
millions on the Indian sub-continent, reflects Mohammedan attitudes 
toward survival. Among the mystical sects of Islam, belief in reincar
nation is usual, as in the verses of the Sufi poet Jalal-uddm Rumi:

I died a mineral and became a plant.
I died a plant and rose an animal. 
I died an animal and was man.

In order to understand the various rebirth doctrines of the three 
major religions which originated and developcd in India—Buddhism, 
Jainism, and Hinduism-a brief glance at their evolution will be neces- 
sary to set them in historical perspective.

When, some time in the second millennium B.C., the nomadic, 
cattle-herding Aryan clans invaded India through the Northwestern 
mountain passes, they probably brought with them a primitive nature- 
religion not unlike the Greek warrior-cult we glimpse from time to 
time in the pagcs of Homer. The realm of Yama, Death, lies beyond 
the fabulous Western Mountains. There the noblest spirits reside after 
death in a kind of Valhalla and enjoy perpetual felicity drinking 
celestial soma, the nectar of the gods.
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In the Rig-Veda the dead still require food and return to their 
former habitations to demand it. If not fed they vent their wrath 
on their families. The pitaras, or ancestors, are carefully distinguished 
from the devas, or gods, but both are invited to sacrificial feasts and 
both partake of the offerings. Spirits of the dead, although dangerous 
when angry, are, when properly appeased, thought to be able to bless 
the living.

rjpHE great Indian scholar Heinrich Zimmer believed that two great 
contrasting cultural strains were gradually fused in the religio*15 

and philosophies of India as they developed, and that “late” works such 
as the Bhagavad-Gita(c3WhdD.) or the Tantric scriptures are extra
ordinary examples of the dynamic equilibrium of these opposites. The 
Vedic religion of the invading Aryans was fundamentally life-affirming> 
Zimmer contends, as the famous “Hymn to Food” bears witness. But 
slowly the pessimistic wisdom of the displaced, dark-skinned, non-Aryan 
inhabitants of India percolated upward through the unconscious 
the haughty conquerors, until by the time of the later Upanishads the 
monistic jubilance of the Vedas had been completely dissolved in a 
world-transcending religion of yogic meditation.

The sages of the Vedic Age apparently knew nothing of the trans- 
migration of souls. The idea of reincamation and the feeling of existence 
as essentially sorrowful may derive ultimately, according to Dr. Zimmer, 
from the beliefs and feit experience of the primeval non-Aryan, so- 
called Dravidian civilization which was overrun by the victorious nO' 
mads. In the comparatively late period of the Upanishads, about 
800-500 B.G., when Vedic Brahmanism had hardened into a caste- 
bound ritualism, the transcendental wisdom of liberation from continu- 
ing existence began to be regarded in orthodox Hinduism as secret 
doctrine. Henceforward all Indian thought would be preoccupied with 
doctrines of release from karmic bondage. The idea of karma, literaBy 
“action,” is inseparable from conceptions of rebirth. Karma may he 
thought of as the principle of causality in its widest moral application, 
Emerson’s “compensation.” Reincarnation is intrinsically sorrowful, 35 
existence in time is profoundly “evil.” On this point all Indian doc- 
trines of rebirth are agreed.

Jainism, whose antiquity is disputed, but whose most recent world- 
savior (lirthankara), Mahavira (about 500 B.C.), was a Contemporary 
of the Buddha, is today a religion numbering only a fraction over a 
million members, although as late as the Fifth Century A.D. it flour- 
ished mightily and rivalled Buddhism in popularity. Dr. Zimmer argues 
in Philosophies of India (New York, 1951) that Jainism, like early 
Buddhism, Sankhya philosophy, and Yoga, is representative of the pn- 
meval Dravidian heritage, and that in fact it was probably the first 
major eruption of originally non-Aryan religious feeling in Vedic India.

Jainism seems to the Occidental a cold and exceedingly mechamstic 
Interpretation of existence. The soul is a subtle body or li e monad 
which is karmically colored by the actions of life. In its pnstine state 
the life-monad is crystalline, stainless, and perfect y transparent; it rs 
darkened by action, virtuous actions causing the hghter tones of the 
Spectrum to appear, evil actions more darkly staming. Release from 
the Chain of birth is effected only when all colors have been washed 
out,” chiefly by means of extremely rigorous austenties. Then the pun- 
fied monad ascends automatically like a balloon to the höhest heavens 
where it hangs forever in lonely, bliss, utterly aloof and incapable of 

communicating with other “souls. . . .
One of the Principal virtues Jainism enjoins m order to achieve 

liberation is ahimsa, non-violence. This is sometimes camed to extremes. 
Not even annoying insects may be destroyed; indeed 1t is mentonous 
to allow them to feed. Occasionally even today a holy ascetic: may ap- 
pear before a Jaina household carrying a cot crawhng with bedbugs and 
cry “Who will feed the bugs?” If a coin is thrown to him the crier 
will lower himself carefully, so as to avoid crushing any bugs, onto the 
cot and expose his body to the seething vermin. Both the ascetic and 
the thrower of the coin are considered to have performed acts of merit.

TN considering the problem of survival after death, one must be care- 
1 ful to distinguish simple “survival” beliefs from reincamation dogma. 
Belief in an external soul is common to all ammistic religion, and 
primitives everywhere experience projected part-souls. or ghosts. Quite 
different from this primordial participation mystique is a developed 
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concept of reincarnation. For example, a Tibetan Tantric Buddhist sect 
holds that the need for some kind of body always exists in the illusory 
world of sangsara, and that a man may be reincarnated as a ghost in 
a ghost-body of subtle matter after a period on the after-death plane 
which is “between the worlds.”

Thus reincarnation may be experienced in any one of the SiX 
States of Existence—the realms of the gods, of titans (ashuras), of men, 
of animals, of ghosts, and of dwellers in various hells. Since each of 
these States is involved with one form or another of time, rebirth 
in any of them is esscntially transitory and dependent on the transmi- 
grant’s accumulated karma. Only nirvana is eternal—there is no such 
thing as an eternal heaven or hell. Virtuous actions bring about pleasant 
after-lives, sometimes in one of the heavens, but these, because of their 
very delightfulness, may entangle the transmigrant in the nets of illusion, 
and once the karma is “used up,” the “soul” is ready for another rebirth.

The nature of the transmigrating “soul” is an exceedingly complex 
matter, both in Buddhism and in Hinduism.

Early Buddhism (the Southern School) ostensibly denies the exist
ence of an ego or a soul, in patent Opposition to orthodox Brahmanical 
teaching. Its classic image for reincarnation is one candle’s being lighted 
from another—is the light of the second the same as the light of the 
first? For this School what reincarnates is a “nameless complex residuum 
of karma,” as Christmas Humphreys, President of the Buddhist Society, 
London, puts it, not personality. In the later Northern School what re
mains after death to incarnate resembles more our idea of an individual-

In orthodox Hinduism likewise there are widely diverging views on 
the exact nature of what it is that can reincamate. According to clas
sical non-dualistic Vedanta it is the atman, the godlike “spark in the 
soul” which is identical with brahman, the godhead, that is “the one 
and only transmigrant,” in the words of the great Orientalist Ananda 
K. Coomaraswamy, late curator of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston- 
Here too, as in purified Buddhism, there is no survival of personality-

Both in populär Buddhism and populär Hinduism today, however, 
there exists the belief in the rebirth of the individual’s character. Memory 
of past incarnations is frequently practiced as a part of yogic meditation 

exercises. Rebirth in the shape of animals, held by some authorities to 
be for esoteric Buddhism and Hinduism only symbolic, is frequently 

literally believed in by the masses.

TNDIA has ever been one of the countries most pervaded by magical 
1 beliefs, and simple ghost lore is mingled m the populär mmd with 

reincarnation dogma. Mediumship
can be materialized: pretas, those without the
those who died violent deaths; and pisachas, those ^thout the 
proper funeral rites. Ghosts may appear, accord.ng to populärjuper- 

stition, m the forms -y —
xx »d whi,
ances. incy come u, wnmen are reported to have be-
Dlaces Thev may assault women, and .piaccs. iney ) incubus). They operate prin-
come with child by them cf. medieval incuous; y i 
come wnn enuo y v Hanfferous t me, when women espe-
cipally at night, but noon ts also a » ’
cially should not go about unguarded. Ghosts speaK 
speech, a high nasal gibberish. . .

By far the most elaborate and psychologrcally sophisticated science 
y i j ont hv the Tibetan lamas. The Tibetan

of dying has been wo^ y Evans_Wentz, gives full instruc-
Book of the Dead, as edited by W- Y on
tions for dealing with the various types o P y
Bardo, or after-death plane. [See following pages.]

1-1 oc ri;a certain European histonans of Bud- 
One may, if one i es, sense of continuity of time in

dhist religious, postulate a rebirthj which amounts, for 
Indian Asia to account for i co However fact
Western consciousness am^ else in the world has an entire
Pauied 't remains reaches of th(_ psyche.
civ.hzat.on explored o uU>’ * as

Liberation into time e , as often in Christian Europe,
tvoe of immortality, was raieiy . , . .
yp , . or other of time. Enormous abysses of time

were ccmtemplated’by Indian civilization long before Occidental science 

conjured up its own astronomical perspecPves. Our science has not yet 
broached the problem of the relation of tnne to etemity.
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“The Tibetan Book of the Dead,” one of the world’s ancient 
scriptures, is a sacred manual of survival and reincamation

TIBET’S GUIDEBOOK
TO LIFE BEYOND DEATH'

W. Y. Evans-Wentä

a result of my many years of open-minded research in compara- 
tive religion, particularly in India, previously among the Celtic 

peoples of Europe, and more recently among the Indians of North 
America, I have reached the personal conviction that what we call 
death is not a cessation of consciousness but is the necessary prelude 
to what we call birth. When, perhaps in some not far-distant time, Occi
dental psychic science shall be prepared to make its own pronounce- 
ment/it, too, like the more mature psychic science of the Orient, will, 
I am certain, perceive, as the ancient seers did, that the living come 
from the dead.

In Support of this conviction there is much world-wide testimony- 
Pythagoras recognized in a Greek war-shrine a shield which he had used

* Cf. W. Y. Evans-Wentz, The Tibetan Book of the Dead (Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1957), Third Edition.
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when in a previous incamation he had been a warrior in the Trojan 
war. The Buddha recalled myriads of his own past lives, as did Krishna; 
and today in India and other oriental countries not a few persons, 
both sophisticated and unsophisticated, claim memory of pre-existences. 
Jesus the Christos told of having pre-existed and of John the Baptist 
as being the reincamation of the Jewish prophet Elias.

Through Plato, the great disciple of Pythagoras, and such Neo- 
platonists as lamblichus, Porphyry and Plotinus, the doctrine of rebirth 
received impetus throughout Greece, Italy, Egypt, and other Mediter- 
ranean countries. Among the pre-Columbian peoples of the Americas 
a belief in rebirth was widespread and still prevails among their 
descendants, as it does among many of the Celtic inhabitants of Brit
tany and Ireland whose ancestors had been taught it by the Druids in 
pre-Christian times. The belief that man experiences a multiphcity of 
existences is of all beliefs relating to human destiny the most prevalent, 
not only among primitive societies like those of Austraha, but among 
the most cultured like the Brahmins, Jains and Buddhists; and the belief 
appears to be based less upon faith than upon reallzation. It is the one 
form of belief in immortality with which the majonty of mankind is 
in agreement. This belief is magnificently documented in the Orient 

by The Tibetan Book of the Dead.

A S a contribution to the science of death and of existence after death, 
and of rebirth The Tibetan Book of the Dead, called, m its own 

language, the Bardo Thodol, is, among the sacred books of the world, 
unique. As an epitomized exposition of the Cardinal doctnnes of the 
Mahayana school of Buddhism, it is of very great importance, re- 
ligiously, philosophically, and historically. As a treatise based essentially 
upon the occult Sciences of the Yoga Philosophy, which were funda
mental in the Curriculum of the great Buddhist University of Nalanda, 
the Oxford of ancient India, it is, perhaps, one of the most remarkable 
Works the West has ever received from the East. As a mystic manual 
for guidance through the Otherworld of many illusions and realms, 
whose frontiers are death and birth, it resembles The Egyptian Book 
of the Dead sufficiently to suggest some ultimate cultural relationship
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between the two; although we only know with certainty that the gern* 
of the teachings has been preserved for us by a long succession of saints 
and seers of the God-protccted land of the snowy ranges, Tibet.

The Bardo Thodol is unique in that it purports to treat rationally 
of the whole cycle of sa7igsaric (phenomenal) existence intervening be
tween death and birth; the ancient doctrine of karma, or consequences, 
and of rebirth being accepted as the most essential laws of nature af- 
fecting human life. Often, however, its teaching appears to be quite 
the antithesis of rational, because much of it is recorded in an antique 
cipher. Some of the more leamed lamas have believed that since very 
early times there has been a secret international symbol-code in common 
use among the initiates, which affords a key to the meaning of such 
occult doctrines as are still jealously guarded by religious fraternities in 
India, as in Tibet, China, Mongolia and Japan.

Northern Buddhism, to which symbolism is so vital, has been con- 
demned by Buddhists of the Southern School for claiming to be the 
Custodian of an esoteric doctrine, for the most part orally transmitted 
by recognized initiates, generation by generation, direct from the Buddha 
—as well as for teaching recorded doctrines not in agreement with 
doctrines contained in the Ti-Pitaka, the Pali Canon.

The Lamas grant that the Ti-Pitaka (The three Pitakas, or Baskets, 
of the Law) are, as the Southern Buddhist holds, the Doctrine of the 
Ancients. But they Claim that the Pitakas do not contain all the Word, 
lacking much of the Buddha’s yogic teachings. It is chiefly these teach
ings, they claim, which have been handed down esoterically to the 
present. So-called “Esoteric Buddhism” seems to depend in large measure 
upon “ear-whispered” doctrines, conveyed according to long established 
and inviolable rule, from guru to shishya, by word of mouth alone. 
The Buddha himself wrote down nothing, and his disciples who after 
his death compiled the Buddhist Scriptures may not have recorded 
therein all that their Master taught them. If they did not, and there 
are, as the lamas contend, certain unwritten teachings of the Buddha 
which have never been taught to those who were not of the Sangha, 
then there is, undoubtedly, an extra-canonical, or esoteric, Buddhism- 
This is not regarded as disagreeing in any way with canonical, or
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exoteric, Buddhism, but as being related to it as higher mathematics are 
to lower mathematics, or as being the apex of the pyramid of the 
whole of Buddhism. The evidence adducible gives much substantial Sup

port to the claim of the lamas.

'T’HE text of the Bardo Thodol is structurally founded upon the sym- 
A bolical number 49, the square of the sacred number 7. There are, 
it is said, seven worlds or degrees of Maya within the Sangsara, con
stituted as seven globes of a planetary chain. On each globe are seven 
rounds of evolution, making in all forty-nine stations of active existence. 
In the after-death state-the “embryonic” state of the psychic world- 
the Knower or principle of consciousness, anterior to its re-emergence in 
gross matter, passes through the forty-nine stations of existence.

It should be explained here that Maya, the Sanskrit equivalent of 
the Tibetan Gyuma (Sgyuma), means a magical or illusory show. The 
Sanskrit term Sangsara, which in the Tibetan is Khorva (Hkhorva), 
refers to the phenomenal universe itself, its. antithesis being Nirvana, 
equivalent to the Tibetan Myang-hdas, which is beyond phenomena. 
The “Five Elements” of the Bardo, as it traces the beginmng of the 
planet Earth and the successive States through which hves pass and 

repass, are fire, which assumed a rotary 
globe wherein all other elements lay in 
in a body of fire); air, which was w 
planet like a shell around an egg; water, 
air; earth, on which the gods fed and were 
physical bodies, thus becoming the Divine Progemtors of the human 
race; and ether, symbolizcd as “the green light-path of the Wisdom 
of Perfected Actions,” and personified in Vairochana, He who in 
Shapes makes visible all things.” The memory-records of all past ex
periences throughout the many States of sangsanc existence being latent 
in the subconsciousness, as the Buddha’s own teachings imply, the fifth- 
round races in whom it becomes active will be able to recall all their 

past existences.Man today is in the “Fourth Round (Earth) where there are 
four kingdoms of living creatures: those of the elements fire, air,

motion and became a blazing 
embryo (man being embodied 

wrapped around the embryonic 
water, which came from the vaporous 

incarnated in gross
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water, and earth. Over this collective life of myriads of lives man is 
king. If he be a great king, filled with the transcendent consciousness 
of the triumphant Yogi (Saint), to him the countless multitude of his 
elemental subjects severally reveal themselves in their true nature and 
place in his hand the sceptre (symbolized by the Tibetan dorje, or 
thunderbolt) of universal dominion over matter. Then, indeed, is he 
Lord of Nature, a ruler by Divine Right, a Chakravartin, or Universal 
Emperor, God and Creator; and he attains Beatitude.

The symbolism of the Bardo Thodol also comprises the occult 
Wisdom Teachings, relating to the States which a deceased person must 
traverse on his way through the round of existence. These States cul- 
minate with realization of the Voidness, the primordial state of un- 
createdness, of the supramundane Bodhic All-Consciousness—Buddha- 
hood.

Of the three bodies of the Buddha and of all Buddhas and beings 
who have perfect enlightenment, the Dharma-Kaya is the highest. The 
other two bodies are the Sambhoga-Kaya or “Divine Body of Perfect 
Endowment” and the Nirmana-Kaya or “Divine Body of Incamation.’* 
The Dharma-Kaya is symbolized as an infinite ocean, calm and without 
a wave, whence arise mist-clouds and rainbow, which symbolize the 
Sambhoga-Kaya-, and the clouds, enhaloed in the glory of the rainbow, 
condensing and falling as rain, symbolize the Nirmana-Kaya.

The Dharma-Kaya is the primordial, formless Bodhi, which is true 
experience freed from all error or inherent or accidental obscuration. In 
it lies the essence of the universe, including both Sangsara and Nirvana, 
which, as States or conditions of the two poles of consciousness, are, h1 
the last analysis, in the realm of the pure intellect, identical.

The uncreated, the unshaped, the unmodified is the Dharma- 
Kaya. The offspring, the modification of the Unmodified, the manifes- 
tation of all perfect attributes in one body is the Sambhoga-Kaya • 
“The embodiment of all that is wise, merciful and loving in the Dharma- 
Kaya—as clouds on the surface of the heavens or a rainbow on the 
surface of the clouds—is said to be Sambhoga-Kaya” The condensation 
and differentiation of the One Body as many is the Nirmana-Kaya, or
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the Divine Incamauons among sentient brings, that is to say, among 
beings immersed in the Illusion called Samara, m Ph“°“en^ “ 

worldly existence. AU “^htened gs for bettement
any other world with fuU consciousn , 
of their feUow creatures, are said to be Nirmana-Koyo mcamates.

THIS “Doctrine of the Three Bodies» conveys the esoteric teactop 
1 conceming the path of the Teachers, their descent from the higher 

concemmg ui p Mirvana to the Sangsara; and pro
to the lower, from the threshold of N „nrnrn Nirvana is

„ 11 bisher from the Sangsara to Nirvana, is
gression from the lower to the nign , ÄW!rtri:fvin<y a universal
symbolized by the Five Dhyani£uddhas Ues Sacred 
divine attribute. Contained in th Dha^Kaya, to Buddhahood, to 
Way leading to at-one-ment in which is spiritual emancipation 
perfect enlightenment, to Niruan
through desirelessness.

After the fifth day, e “ deeper into the morass
and less divine; the deceased si ? q{ nature {ade im0
of sangsaric hallucinations; the r ^„.death dream ending
the lights of the lower nature- for die thought-
as the intermediate state exhau diemselves to him like
forms of his mental-content aU on -^dn-mediate
ghostly spectres in a or living> either
state into the equally dlusio W mansions of existence, by
in the human world or in on one
being bom there. And thus through enlightenment> and
who is bound on it h» X, the ending of sonow. 
there comes as the Buddh P

When the breathing ^d ..o nobly-bom (so-and-so by 
Thodol directs that he e path breathing
name), the time thee face to face before with the
is about to cease. y g about to experience it in its reality
Clear Light; and now ou are like the void and cloudless
m the Bardo state, wherein unto a transparent vacuum
sky, and the naked, spotless intellect
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without circumfercnce or center. At this moment, know thou thysclf; and 
abide in that state. I, too, at this time, am sctting thee face to face.” 

y^FTER the fact of death has been verified, a white cloth is thrown 
over the face of the corpse. No person then touches it, in order that 

the culminating process of death, which ends only upon the completc 
Separation of the Bardo body from its earth-plane countcrpart, shall 
not be interfered with. It is commonly held that normally the process 
takes from three and a half to four days unless assistcd by a priest 
called the hpho-bo, or “extractor of the consciousness-principle.” Even 
if the priest be succcssful in the extracting, the deceased ordinarily does 
not wake up to the fact of being scparated from the human body until 
the said period of time has expircd.

Meanwhile, the tsi-pa, or astrologer lama, has been engagcd to 
cast a death-horoscope, based on the moment of death of the deceased, 
to determine what persons may approach and touch the corpse, the 
proper method of disposing of the corpse, the time and männer of the 
funeral, and the sort of rites to be performed for the benefit of the 
departed. Then the corpse is tied up in a sitting posture. So postured, 
it is placed in a corner of the death-chambcr not reserved for the 
houschold daemon.

While the funeral rites—including the reading of the Bardo Thodol 
—are being performed, in the house of the deceased or place of death, 
other lamas chant by relays, all day and night, the Service for assisting 
the spirit of the deceased to reach the Western Paradise of Amitabha. 
If the family be well-to-do, another Service of like nature may be per
formed at the temple wherein the deceased used to worship, by all the 
monks of the temple assembled. After the funeral, the lamas who read 
the Balfdo Thodol return to the house once a weck until the forty-ninth 
day of the Intermediate State has ended. The funeral rites are probably 
of pre-Buddhist origin, and akin to those of ancient Egypt.

In Tibet, all known religious methods of disposing of a corpse are 
in vogue; but, owing to lack of fuel for crcmation, ordinarily the 
corpse, after having been carried to a hill-top or rocky eminence, 1S 
chopped to pieces and, much after the Parsee custom in Persia and
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Bombay, given to the birds and beasts of prey. If the corpse be that of a 
nobleman, whose family can well afford a funeral pyre, it may be 
cremated. In some remote districts earth burial is customary, and it 
is commonly employed elsewhere when death has been caused by a 
contagious disease such as smallpox. Tibetans generally object to earth- 
burial, belicving that the spirit may find the interred corpse, re-enter 
it, and become a vampire. Sometimes, as with the Hindus, bodies are 
cast into rivers or other bodies of water. Since the human body is said 
to consist of four elements: earth, water, air and fire, it should be 
retumed to these elements as quickly as possible. When air burial is 
adopted in Tibet, even the bones of the corpse, after birds have stnpped 
them of flesh, are disposed of by being hammered to bits in small cavities 
of the rocks of the funeral hill, then mixed with flour and formed into 
a dough and given to the birds to devour. In the case of die Da ai ama 
and the Tashi Lama, and of some very great man or samt, embalming 

is practiced.

pROM the moment of death, and for three and a half or sometimes 
A four days afterward, the Knower or principle of consciousness, in the 
case of the ordinary person deceased, is believed to be thus in a sleep 
or trance state, unaware, as a rule, that it has been separated from the 
human-plane body. This period is the first Bardo, called the Chikhai 
Bardo, the “Transitional State of the Moment of Death,” wherein dawns 
the Clear Light first in primordial purity. Then the percipient, being 
unable to recognize the Clear Light, that is to say, to hold on to and 
remain in the transcendental state of the unmodified rnind concomitant 
with it, perceives it karmically obscured, which is its secondary aspect. 
When the First Bardo ends, the Knower, awakenmg to the fact that 
death has occurred, begins to experience the Second Bardo. This is the 
Chonyid Bardo, or “Transitional State of Expenencing or Glimpsing 
Reality,” and this merges into the third Bardo, the Sidpa Bardo, or 
“Transitional State While Seeking Rebirth,” which ends when the 
principle of consciousness has taken rebirth in the human or in some 
other world, or in one of the paradise reatais.
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The passing from one Bardo to another is analogous to the process 
of birth; the Knower wakes up from one swoon or trance state and 
then another, until the third Bardo ends. During the process, the de
ceased develops an overmastering desire to possess another body. Seeking 
one, the karmic predilection for sangsaric existence naturally becomes 
all-determining, and the deceased enters the third Bardo of seeking re
birth. With rebirth in this or some other world, the after-death state 
comes to an end.

For the common man this is the normal process; but for those very 
exceptional minds, possessed of great yogic knowledge and enlighten- 
ment, only the more spiritual stagcs of the Bardo of the first few days 
will be experienced; the most enlightened of yogis may escape all of the 
Bardo, passing into a paradise realm, or eise reincarnating in this world 
as soon as the human body has been discarded, maintaining all the 
while unbroken continuity of consciousness. As men think, so they are, 
both here and hercafter, thoughts being things, the parents of all actions, 
good and bad alike; and, as the sowing has been, so will the harvcst be.

Apart from liberation by gaining Nirvana after death—thus cutting 
asunder for ever the karmic bonds of worldly or sangsaric existence u1 
an illusionary body of propensities—the only hope for the ordinary per
son of reaching Buddhahood lies in being reborn as a human being» 
for birth in any other than the human world causes delay for one 
desirous of reaching the final goal.

PART FIVE

SEVEN CASE HISTORIES

From the Archives of Psychical Research

1
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Case I:

<

THE SCRATCHED CHEEK

The case history which follows concerns an apparition pereceived 
more than nine years after the death of the person whom the appari
tion was believed to represent. Commenting on this case, the noted 
British psychic researcher, Frederic W. H. Myers, wrote in The Human 
Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death that such an apparition 
may be considered “a manifestation of persistent personal memory, or 
as an indication that some kind of force is being exercised after death 
Which is in some way connected with a person previously known on 
earth.”

The case history, originally published in the Journal of the British 
Society for Psychical Research, London, is uniquely characterized by 
the Statement that the apparition had a scratch on her cheek, a condi
tion of special emotional and possibly evidential impact. Although re- 
ported in the British publication, the account had been made available 
to the American Society for Psychical Research by a Boston informant 
identified only as Mr. F. G. However, prominent researchers, Prof. 
Josiah Royce and Dr. Richard Hodgson, vouched for the reliability of 
all the persons whose testimony was utilized in the report.

rTHE first lotter, addressed to the American S.P.R. and dated January

11, 1888, read as follows:
“Sir,—Replying to the recently published request of your Society 

for actual occurrences of psychical phenomena, I respectfully submit 
the following remarkable occcurrence to the consideration of your dis
tinguished Society, with the assurance that the event made a more 
powerful impression on my mind than the combmed incidents of my 
whole life. I have never mentioned it outsrde of my family and a few 
intimate friends, knowing well that few would believe it, or eise ascribe 
it to some disordered state of my mind at the time; but I well know
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I never was in better Health or possessed a clearer head and mind than 
at the time it occurred.

“In 1867 my only sister, a young lady of eighteen years, died sud- 
denly of cholera in St. Louis, Mo. My attachment for her was very 
strong, and the blow a severe one to me. A year or so after her death 
the writer became a commercial traveller, and it was in 1876, while 
on one of my Western trips, that the event occurred. I had ‘drummed’ 
the city of St. Joseph, Mo., and had gone to my room at the Pacific 
House to send in my Orders, which were unusually large ones, so that 
I was in a very happy frame of mind indeed. My thoughts, of course, 
were about these Orders, knowing how pleased my house would be at 
my success. I had not been thinking of my late sister, or in any mannet 
reflecting on the past. The hour was high noon, and the sun was 
shining cheerfully into my room. While busily smoking a cigar and 
writing out my Orders, I suddenly became conscious that some one was 
sitting on my left, with one arm resting on the table. Quick as a flash 
I turned and distinctly saw the form of my dead sister, and for a brief 
second or so looked her squarely in the face; and so sure was I that 
it was she, that I sprang forward in delight, calling her by name, and, 
as I did so, the apparition instantly vanished. Naturally I was startled 
and dumbfounded, almost doubting my senses; but with the cigar in my 
mouth, and pen in hand, with the ink still moist on my letter, I satisfied 
myself I had not been dreaming and was wide awake. I was near 
enough to touch her, had it been a physical possibility, and noted her 
features, expression, and details of dress, etc. She appeared as if alive* 
Her eyes looked kindly and perfeetly natural into mine. Her skin was 
so life-like that I could see the glow or moisture on its surface, and, 
on the whole, there was no change in her appearance, otherwise than 
whenO alive.

“Now comes the most remarkable confirmation of my Statement, 
which cannot be doubted by those who know what I state actually 
occurred. This Visitation, or whatever you may call it, so impressed 
me that I took the next train home, and in the presence of my parents 
and others I related what had occurred. My father, a man of rare go°^ 
sense and very practical, was inclined to ridicule me, as he saw hoW 

earnestly I believed what I stated; but he, too, was amazed when later 
on I told them of a bright red line or scratch on the right-hand side 
of my sister’s face, which I distinctly had seen. When I mentioned 
this my mother rose trembling to her feet and nearly fainted away, and 
as soon as she sufficiently recovered her self-possession, with tears Stream
ing down her face, she exclaimed that I had indeed seen my sister, as 
no living mortal but herseif was aware of that scratch, which she had 
accidentally made while doing some little act of kindness after my 
sister’s death. She said she well remembered how pamed she was to 
think she should have, unintentionally, marred the features of her dead 
daughter, and that unknown to all, how she had carefully obhterated 
all traces of the slight scratch with the aid of powder, etc., and that 
she had never mentioned it to a human being from that day to this 
In proof, neither my father nor any of our family had detected it and 
positively were unaware of the incident, yet I saw the scratch as bright 
as if just made. So strangely impressed was my mother, that even after 
she had retired to rest she got up and dressed, came to me and told 
me she knew at least that I had seen my sister. A few weeks later my 
mother died, happy in her belief she would rejoin her favonte daughter 

in a better world.”

Ixt r , , ,, i7 r „ridpd* “There was nothing of a spiritualN a further letter Mr. F. G. added. °

. • , the form or dress of my sister, sheor ghostly nature in eitner ui
i rlrpssed in clothing that she usually appeared perfeetly natural, and d

wore in life, and which was familiär to me. From her posmon at the 
table, I could only see her from 'h' mairt up and her appearance and 
everything she wore is indelibly photographed m my mmd. I even had 
time to notice the collar and little breastpm she wor as well as the 
comb in her hair, after the style then wom by young ladtes. The dress 

. ’ • fnr me or my mother, no more so thanhad no particular association tor me ox y , T , f
, 1 . , t i •<. wparinff! but to-day, while I have for-others she was m the habit of o , .

, „ and combs, I could go to her trunkgotten all her other dresses, pins, ana c >
, . „ oc left it) and pick out the very dress and(which we have just as sne len )

, anoeared to me, so well do I remember Ornaments she wore when she appcaie ’
. . „Herstandinff that I rctumed home earlier thanit. You are correct m undersunuu b
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I had intended, as it had such an effect on me that I could hardly think 
of any other matter; in fact, I abandoned a trip that I had barely com- 
menced, and, ordinarily, would have remained on the road a month 
longer.” _

Myers commented at this point that “the apparent redness of the 
scratch on the face of the apparition goes naturally enough with the 
look of life in the face. The phantom did not appear as a corpse, but 
as a blooming girl, and the scratch showed as it would have shown 
if made during life.”

Dr. Hodgson visited Mr. F. G. later, and sent the following notes, 
dated St. Louis, April 16, 1890:

St. Louis, Mo., April 16th, 1890.
In conversation with Mr. F. G., now forty-three years of age, he 

says that there was a very special sympathy between his mother, sister, 
and himself.

When he saw the apparition he was seated at a small table, about 
two feet in diameter, and had his left elbow on the table. The scratch 
which he saw was on the right side of his sister’s nose, about three- 
fourths of an inch long, and was a somewhat ragged mark. His homc 
at the time of the incident was in St. Louis. His mother died withu1 
two weeks after the incident. His sister’s face was hardly a foot away 
from his own. The sun was shining upon it through the open windoW* 
The figure disappeared like an instantaneous evaporation.

Mr. G. has had another experience, but of a somewhat different 
character. Last fall the impression persisted for some time of a Indy 
friend of his, and he could not rid himself for some time of thoughts 
of hep. He found afterwards that she died at the time of the curiouS 
persistence of his impression.

Mr. G. appears to be a first-class witness.
R. HODGSON

more by perhaps theis brought home in time to see his mother once 
only means which would have succeeded; and the mother herseif is 
sustained by the knowledge that her daughter loves and awaits her. Mr. 
Podmorc has suggested in ‘Phantasms of the Dead from Another Point 
of View,’ that the daughter’s figure was a more projection from the 
mother’s mind: a conception which has scarcely any analogy to 

support it.“I think the very fact that the figure was not that of the corpse 
with the duU mark on which the regretful thoughts might dweU, but 
was that of the girl in health and happiness, with the symbolic red 
mark worn simply as a test of identity, goes far to show that it was 
not the mother’s mind from whence that image came As to the spint s 
own knowledge of the fate of the body after death, other reported 
cases show that this specific form of post-mortem perception is no 
unusual. However explained, this case is one of the best attested and 
in itself one of the most remarkable, that we possess. We may there
fore dass this as a case in which it is possible,-though not, of course 
Provable,—that the decedent was aware of the approaching death of 
a survivor. If the incident is correctly rccorded, or if it is not a mere 
extraordinary coincidence, it certainly seems probable that recogmtion 

was intelligently aimed at.”

OR. Myers added these observations: “I have ranked this case prima 
facie as a perception by the spirit of her mother’s approachinß 

death. That coincidence is too marked to be explained away: the son
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Case II:

THE EAR OF DIONYSIUS

4

"The Ear of Dionysius” was the record of a series of "scripts” 
(automatic writings) compiled by Gerald W. Balfour over a period of 
several years. The case first appeared in the Proceedings of the Society 
for Psychical Research, London, (1916-18) and created great contra- 

versy and interest in its time.
Reprinted here is the Balfour introduction and record of the 

first scripts. These originated in the sittings of Mrs. Verrall and 
Sir Oliver Lodge with the famous automatist, Mrs. Willett. The later 
messages received were purported to come from A. W. Verrall, a classical 
scholar and late husband of Mrs. Verrall. The later scripts confirmed 
Balfour’s belief that here was new evidence for personal survival. Bal
four rejected the idea that these messages were “fancies wovon by Mrs. 
Willett round the ideas received from Mrs. Verrall." He concluded that 
the information uncovered in the Scripts was known only in the mind of 
A. W. Verrall, and could not be the product of the "subconscious mmd 

of a living person.33
The following text will permit the reader to sample a classical33 

case in the archives of psychical research; a case of automatic writing 
which involved the energies of reputable men and women. Their deter- 
mination to explore every avenue of truth, and their zealous honesty 
of approach, established them as pioneers in this research.

ON the 26th of August, 1910, the automatist who is already well 
known under the name of Mrs. Willett sat for script with Mrs.

Verrall.
The script produced on this occasion, partly wntten and partly 

dictated—I usc the word script for convenience’ sake to include the 
spoken as well as the written word—contained the phrase “Dionysius’ 
Ear the lobe.” The phrase occurred in the dictated part of the script,
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and the name Dionysius was pronounced as in Italian. It has no obvious 
relevance to the context, and the first appearance of it in the Willett 
Script remains even now without satisfactory explanation.

To Mrs. Verrall hcrself, as we shall see presently, the words con- 
veyed at the time no mcaning whatever. As a good many people may 
be in like case with her, I had best explain at the outset that the Ear 
of Dionysius is a kind of grotto hewn in the solid rock at Syracuse and 
opening on one of the stone quarries which served as a place of captivity 
for the Athenian prisoncrs of war who feil into the hands of the vic- 
torious Syracusians. These quarries were used again as prisons by the 
elder Dionysius, Tyrant of Syracuse. The grotto has the peculiar acoustic 
properties of a whispering gallery, and is traditionally believed to have 
been constructed or used by the Tyrant in order to overhear, himself 
unseen, the conversations of the prisoners. Partly for this reason, and 
partly from a fancied resemblance to the interior of a donkey’s ear, it 
received this name sometime in the sixteenth Century.

further reference was made in any Willett Script to the Ear of
Dionysius until more than three years later. The subject was first 

revived in a script written in the presence of Sir Oliver Lodge on the 
lOth of January, 1914. The sitting was a very long one, and in the course 
of it occurred the following passage.

(Extract from Script of Jan. 10. 1914)

Do you remember you did not know and I complained of your 
classical ignorance IGNORANCE / It concemed a place where slaves 
were kept—and Audition belongs, also Acoustics / Think of the Whis
pering Gally / To toil, a slave, the Tyrant—and it was called Orecchio—- 
that’s'hear / One Ear, a one eared place, not a one horsed dawn (here 
the automatist laughed slightly) a one eared place—You do not knoW 
(or remember) about it when it came in conversation, and I said Well 
what is the use of a classical education—/ Where were the fields of 
Enna / (Drawing of an ear.) / an early pipe could be heard / To 
sail for Syracuse / Who beats the loud-sounding wave, who smote the 
moving furrows / The heel of the Boot / Dy Dy and then you think 

of Diana Dimorphism / to fly to find Euripides / not the Pauline 
Philemon / This sort of thing is more difficult to do than it looked /

There are several intercsting points to be noted in connection with 
this passage. Earlier in the script it was stated that a message was to be 
sent to Mrs. Verrall; but at the point where the extract commences, 
Mrs. Verrall is direetly addressed in the second person, although she 
was not hersclf present. The communication must be taken as purporting 
to come from Dr. A. W. Verrall, the incident recalled in the extract 
having actually happened very much as described. I will relate it in the 
words of Mrs. Verrall’s own note, written on January 19, 1914, after 
this portion of the script had been shown to her.

My typed note on the Willett script of Aug. 26, 1910, is as fol- 

lows:
“ ‘Dionysius’ Ear the lobe’ is unintelligible to me, A. W. V. says 

it is the name of a place in Syracuse where D. could overhear con
versations. This makes clear what instantly recalled to me on hearing 
the Willett Script of Jan. 10, that I did not know, or had forgotten, 
what the Ear of Dionysius was, and that I asked A. W. V. to explain 
it. I cannot say whether on that occasion he asked ‘What is the value 
of a classical education?’ but he expressed considerable surprise at 
my ignorance, and the phrase of the script recalls-though it does 
not, I think, reproduce—similar remarks of his on like occasions.

“The incident to me is very striking. I am quite surc that Mrs. 
Willett was not present when I asked A. W. V. about the Ear of 
Dionysius; no one was present except A. W. V. and myself ... She 
therefore had no reason to suppose on this particular subject, of the 
Ear of Dionysius, my Information have been obtained from A. W. V. 
On the other hand, the form given to my Contemporary note— 
“A. W V says etc.”—confirms my own vivid recollection of the 
incident above described. It is not easy, I think, to devise a more 

convincing single incident.”

The incident is certainly striking; but I have to confess that its 
evidential force is weakened by a dim, though hauntmg recollection on 
my part of a conversation having taken place between Mrs. Willett and 
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me sometime previously on this very subject of Dionysius* Ear. She has 
no memory of it herseif; but I still think she told me one day that the 
words “Ear of Dionysius” had been running in her head, and asked me 
what they meant; whereupon I explained, adding that they had come 
in one of her own scripts several years before. I do not believe I re- 
ferred to Mrs. Verrall, or to Dr. Verrall’s having rallied her upon her 
ignorance. But as I had been told of the incident by Mrs. Verrall herseif 
shortly after it occurred, it is just possible I may have done so; and this 
po&ibility spoils what would otherwise have been a good piece of 
evidence.

JJETURNING now to the extract from the Willett Script of Jan. 10, 
1914, I proceed to apply a running commentary to the other allu- 

sions, certain or probable, which it contains.
The “place where slaves were kept” refers of course to the stone- 

quarries where the Athenian captives were imprisoned. The words that 
follow describe the Ear of Dionysius, with its peculiar acoustic proper
ties. The use of the Italian for ear, Orecchio, is noteworthy, and recalls 
the Italian pronunciation of “Dionysius” in the earlier script. I may 
say that Mrs. Willett knows Italian and has spent some time in Italy, 
though she has never been in Sicily. Much play is made later on the 
phrase “a one-eared place.” It seems to have little point in the present 
extract save to bring in our old friend the “one-horsed dawn,” an ap
propriate reminiscence for Dr. Verrall, referring to a telepathic experi
ment tried by Dr. Verrall in his life time on Mrs. Verrall (a full account 
was published by her in the Proceedings, S. P. R. Vol. XX). Sir Oliver 
Lodge’s record teils us that the automatist laughed as she wrote “not a 
one-horse dawn.” From my experience of Willett Script I have no doubt 
that laugh represents amusement on the part of the communicator, 
not on that of the automatist herseif. It is Dr. Verrall—or the personality 
purporting to be Dr. Verrall—who laughs as he transmits the words; 
the laughter of the automatist is but an echo.

The meadows of Enna, a town in Sicily, were famous in antiquity 
as the scene of the Rape of Proserpine. They are introduced here either 
to indicate Sicily as the country with which the message is concemed,

or, more probably, to add to the various literary and historical associa- 
tions which are piled up in this and the immediately succeeding scripts. 

Another such association, and a strangely far fetched one, seems 
to be dragged in in the next line “An early pipe could be heard.” The 
allusion here is apparently to the lines in Tennyson’s well-known poem 
“Tears, Idle Tears” (“The earliest pipe of half-awaken’d birds / To 
dying ears”). The bringing of this poem into forced connection is 
certainly not characteristic of the automatist. Dr. VerreU’s intimates 
would no doubt find such jests in keeping with his more playful mo- 
ments. Indeed, there may even be an evidential point about the 
jest; for Mrs. Verrall writes in her Contemporary note: The non- 
serious or parody-like introduction of the poem is consistent with the 
feeling of the supposed communicator: A. W. V. always considered the 
sentiment of the poem somewhat overstrained. . . , .

The next reference in the script is almost certainly to the illfated 
Athenian expedition against Syracuse. . . “Dy Dy” I have already ex- 
plained as probably an attempt at the name Dionystus. The commumca- 
tor fails to get the whole name through, and then, addressing the auto- 
matist, who repeats his language, reproaches her with thinking of words 
beginning with Di which are not what he wants.

TIE final allusion in the extract calls for a somewhat longer comment.
A script written by Mrs. Holland in 1907 contains the reference 

to Euripides and Philemon-namely, Browning’s Aristophanod Apology 
or the Last Adventure of Balaustion. Mrs. Willett had not read this 
work. She had, however, seen the Holland Script, and recognized at that 
time that her own script had borrowed from it. From the evidential 
point of view we must assume that she had seen it, and that she may 
thus have become aware of a connection between Browning’s Philemon 
and the tyrant Dionysius. On the other hand it would not be legitimate 
to infer that this literary contribution to the subject in hand must have 
proceeded from her own mental activities unprompted by any extemal 
influence. Whatever view we may take of the genuineness or other
wise of the supposed communicators and Communications, it is clear 
that what is already in mind, conscious or subconscious, of the auto- 
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matist, will also be that which will most easily cmerge in automatic 
writing.

In any case the reference to Browning’s pocm is aptly chosen. Not 
only does it bring in Dionysius the Tyrant in the männer described, but 
also, though indirectly, the two other main topics in the script, the 
Athenian expedition against Syracuse, and the stone-quarries where the 
Athenian prisoners worked until they were sold as slaves or relcascd 
because they were able to recite Euripides.

So far all is plain sailing. The reproduction of what Dr. Verrall 
said to Mrs. Verrall anent the Ear of Dionysius is possible to explain in 
the männer I have suggested. The other allusions, historical, gcograph- 
ical and literary, have a natural connection; and all of them might be 
supposed, without any rüde violation of probability, to have been at one 
time or another within the normal knowledge of the automatist. But 
up to now we have only been laying the foundations for what is to 
follow.

In the succeeding scripts the classical allusions and poetic refer- 
ences that were not characteristic of Dr. Verrall seemed representative 
of his friend, the classical scholar S. W. Butcher, who had died in 1910. 
The scripts produccd the information that the entire literary riddle 
was conceived by “two friends” whose backgrounds matchcd those of 
Verrall and Butcher. The assistance of unprcjudiced scholars helped 
to unravel the literary puzzles, but the great question of the source of 
these puzzles remained unanswered. Many Contemporary and later 
students of the case claimed that only two minds such as Verrall and 
Butcher could have concocted such a puzzle, and that the combination 
of classical and poetic reference in the case was far beyond that of the 
living parties involved.

Case III:

THE RAYMOND PHOTOGRAPH

Outstanding among British psychic researchers was the noted 
physicist Sir Oliver Lodge (1851-1940). His beliefs are summarized in 
My Philosophy (London, 1933): “I am absolutely convinced not only 
of survival, but of demonstrated survival, demonstrated by occasional 
interaction with matter in such a way as to produce physical results” 
Sir OlivePs son Raymond was killed in the first World War. The fol
lowing excerpts are taken from a report by Sir Oliver Lodge (Proceed- 
ings, Society for Psychical Research, Vol. XXIX); the account concerns 
location of a group photograph as apparent evidence of his son’s 

survival.

several evidential episodes tending to establish 
son Raymond’s personality and memory. I select 

relating to a certain group photograph which 
mediums, but of which we normally knew

'J'HERE have been
the survival of my

for description here, one 
we were told of through two 
nothing till afterwards.Raymond was killed on the 14th of September, 1915. The first 
reference to a photograph taken of him with other men was made 
by Mr. Z. at my wife’s first sitting with [the medium] Z. September 27, 
1915, during which the following message was received:

“You have several portraits of this boy. Before he went away you 
had got a good portrait of him—two—no, three. Two where he is alone 
and one where he is in a group with other men. He is particular 
that I should teil you of this. In one you see his walking-stick.”

VV7T had single photographs of Raymond, of course, and in uniform, 
but we did not know of the existence of a photograph in which 

he was one of a group, and Lady Lodge was skeptical about it, thinking 
that it might well be only a shot or guess on the part of the medium 

at something probable.
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I was myself, however, rather impressed with the emphasis laid 
on it—“he is particular I should teil you of this”—and accordingly made 
a half-hearted inquiry or two; but nothing more was heard on the sub
ject for two months. On Monday, November 29th, however, a letter 
came from Mrs. Cheves, a stranger to us, mother of Captain Cheves 
of the R. A. M. C. [Royal Anny Medical Corps], who had known Ray
mond and had reported to us conceming the nature of his wound, 
and who, I hope, is still continuing good work at the Front. Mrs. 
Cheves’ welcome letter, dated November 28th, 1915, ran as follows:

“My son, who is Medical Officer to the Second South Lancers has 
send us a group of oficers taken in August, and I wondered whether 
you knew of this photo and had had a copy. If not, may I send you 
one, as we have half a dozen and also a key?”

w* wrote at once, enthusiastically thanking her, and asking for it; 
but fortunately it was not sent then. There was, for some reason, 

considerable delay in the arrival of the photograph; it did not arrive 
till the aftemoon of December 7th. Meanwhile, on December 6th, Lady 
Lodge had been looking up Raymond’s Diary, which had been returned 
from the front, and found an entry on August 24th, “Photo taken.”

The exposure was only made twenty-one days before his death, 
and some days may have elapsed before he saw a print, if he ever 
saw one. He certainly never mentioned it in his letters. We were there
fore in complete ignorance of it; and only recently had we normally 
become aware of its existence.

On the moming of December 7th, another note came from Mrs. 
Cheves, in answer to a question about the delay; and this letter said 
that the photograph was being sent off. Accordingly, thinking that the 
photograffli might be coming at once, I dictated a letter recording 
roughly the impression of what the photograph would be like, on the 
strength of a communication received through Mrs. A; and this was 
posted about lunch-time on the same day. The letter ran thus:

“Concerning that photograph which Raymond mentioned through 
Z. (Saying this: One where he is in a group of other men. He is par
ticular that I should teil you this. In one you will see his walking 

stick.), he has said some more about it through Mrs. A. [another 
medium]. But he is doubtful about the stick. What he says is that there 
is a considerable number of men in the photograph; that the front row 
is sitting, and that there is a back row, or some of the people grouped 
and set up at the back; also that there are a dozen or more people 
in the photograph, and that some of them he hardly knew; that a B 
is prominent in the-photograph, and that there is also a C; that he 
himself is sitting down, and that there are people behind him, one of 
whom either leant on his shoulder, or tried to. The photograph may 
come any day now; so I send this off before I get it.

rjTHE photograph was delivered at Mariemont between 3 and 4 p.m. 
on the aftemoon of December 7th. Considered as a photograph of 

Raymond it is bad, but considered as evidence it is good. For on ex- 
amining the photograph, we found that every peculianty mentioned 
by Raymond, unaided by the medium, was strikingly correct. The 
walking-stick is there, but Z. had put the stick under his arm (which 
is not correct), and in connection with the background Mrs. A’s con
trol had, by gesture emphasized vertical lines. There are six prominent 
vertical lines on the roof of the shed, but the horizontal lines in the 
background generally are equally conspicuous.

By a “mixed lot,” we understood members of different Companies— 
not all belonging to Raymond’s Company, but a collection from the 
several. This must be correct, as they are too numerous for one Com
pany. As to “prominence,” I have asked several people which member 
of the group seemed to them the most prominent, and except as re- 
gards central position, a well-lighted standing figure on the right has 
usually been pointed to as most prominent. This one is B as stated.

Some of the officers must have been barely known to Raymond, 
while some were his friends. Officers whose names begin with B, with 
G, and with R were among them; there was not any name beginning 
with K, but there is a name beginning with a hard G.

Some of the group are sitting while others are standing behind. 
Raymond is one of the sitting, and his walking-stick or regulation cane 
is lying across his feet. The background is dark, and is conspicuously
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lines. It is out of doors, close in front of a shed or military hüt, pretty 
much as suggested to me by the Statements made in the Mrs. A Sitting— 
what I called a “shelter.”

But by far the most striking piece of evidence is the fact that 
some one sitting behind Raymond is leaning or resting a hand on his 
shoulder. The photograph fortunately shows the actual occurrence, and 
almost indicates that Raymond was rather annoyed with it; for his 
face is a little screwed up, and his head has been slightly bcnt to one 
side out of the way of the man’s arm. It is the only case in the pho
tograph where one man is leaning or resting his hand on the shoulder 
of another, and I judge that it is a thing not unlikely to be remem- 
bered by the one to whom it occurred.

Through Information supplied by Mrs. Cheves I obtained prints 
of all the accessible photographs which had been taken at the same 
time. I found that the group had been repeated, with slight variations, 
three times—the officers all in the same relative positions but not in 
identically the same attitudes. One of them is the same as the one we 
had seen, with his hand resting on Raymond’s shoulder, and Raymond’s 
head leaning a little on one side, as if rather annoyed. In another the 
hand had been removed, being supported by a stick, and in that one 
Raymond’s head is upright. This corresponds to his uncertainty as to 
whether he was actually taken with the man leaning on him or not. 
In a third Variation, however, Captain S’s leg rests on or touches Ray
mond’s shoulder, and the slant of the head and slight look of annoyance 
have retumed.

As to the evidential value of the whole communication, it will be 
observed that there is something of the nature of cross-correspondence, 
of a simple kind, in the fact that a reference to the photograph was 
made by fone medium, and details given by another in answer to a 
question which I had asked about it: the communicator showing aware- 
ness that previous reference was made through another channel.

And the elimination of ordinary telepathy from the living, except 
under the far-fetched hypothesis of the unconscious influence of com- 
plete strangers, was exceptionally complete; inasmuch as all of the 
Information was recorded before any of us had seen the photograph.

Case IV:

JAMES CHAFFIN’S WILL

The following case history, concerning the apparent discarnate In
tervention in a dispute over a will, is on file with the Society for Psychical 
Research, London. A more detailed account appeared in the Proceed- 

ings of the S.P.R., 1920-21.

JAMES L. Chaffin was a farmer in Davie County, North Carolina. He 
J was married and had four sons; these were, tn order of age John A. 
Chaffin, James Pinkney Chaffin, Marshall A Cha in, and Abner 
Columbus Chaffin. On the 16th November, 1905 Chaffm made a will 
duly attested by two witnesses, whereby he gave h« farm to the thtrd 
son, Marshall, whom he appointed sole executor. The widow and the 
other three sons were left unprovided for. Some years later he appears to 
have been dissatisfied with this disposition of his property, and on the 
16th January, 1919, he made a new will as fol ows.

After reading the 27th chapter of Genesis, I James L. Chaffm, do 
mähe my last will and testament, and bereit IS. I want, after gtvtng my 
body a decent burial, my little property to be equaUy divided between my 
four children, if they are living at my death, both personal and real 
estate divided equal if not living, pve share to their children. And if she 
is living, you all must take care of your mammy. Now this is my last 
will and testament. Witness my hand and seaL^

This January 16, 1919.

This second will, though unattested, would according to the law 
of North Carolina be valid as being written ülroughout by the farmer’s 
own hand, on sufficient evidence being adduced that 1t was in fact 
in his handwriting. Chaffin, having written out this will, placed it be- 
tween two pages of an old family Bible, formerly belongmg to Ins father, 
the Rcv. Nathan S. Chaffin, folding the pages over so as to make a sort 
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of pocket. The pages so folded were those containing the 27th Chapter 
of Genesis, which teils how the younger brother Jacob supplanted the 
elder brother Esau, and won his birthright and his father’s blessing. The 
sole beneficiary under the first will was, it will be remembered, a younger 
brother.

So far as can be ascertained, he never mentioned the existence of 
this second will to anyone, but in the inside pocket of an overcoat be- 
longing to him he stitched up a roll of paper, on which he had written 
the words “Read the 27th chapter of Genesis in my daddie’s old Bible.”

On the 7th September, 1921, Chaffin died as the result of a fall. His 
third son, Marshall, obtained probate of the first will on the 24th 
September of that year. The mother and the other three brothers did not 
contest this will as they knew of no valid reason for doing so.

J^ROM this point it will be convenient to follow the words of the swom
Statements obtained by Mr. Johnson, a lawyer and member of 

the S.P.R., on his visit to the locality on the 2 Ist April, 1927.

Extract from Statement of James Pinkney Chaffin, Testator’s second 
son.

“In all my life I never heard my father mention having made a 
later will than the one dated in 1905. I think it was in June of 1925 
that I began to have very vivid dreams that my father appeared to me 
at my bedside but made no verbal communication. Some time later, I 
think it was the latter part of June, 1925, he appeared at my bedside 
again, dressed as I had often seen him dressed in life, wearing a black 
overcoat which I knew to be his own. This time my father’s spirit spoke 
to me, he took hold of his overcoat this way and pulled it back and 
said, ‘You will find my will in my overcoat pocket,* and then dis- 
appeared. OThe next moming I arose fully convinced that my father’s 
spirit had visited me for the purpose of explaining some mistake. I went 
to mother’s and looked for the overcoat but found that it was gone. 
Mother stated that she had given the overcoat to my brother John who 
lives in Yadkin County about twenty miles northwest of my home. I 
think it was on the 6th of July, which was on Monday following the 
events stated in the last paragraph, I went to my brother*s home in 

JAMES CHAFFIN’S WILL

Yadkin County and found the coat. On examination of the inside pocket 
I found that the lining had been sewed together. I immediately cut the 
stitches and found a little roh of paper tied with a String which was in 
my father’s handwriting and contained only the following words: ‘Read 
the 27th chapter of Genesis in my daddie’s old Bible.’

“At this point I was so convinced that the mystery was to be: deared 
up I was unwilling to go to mother’s home to examine the old Bible 
without the presence of a witness and I induced a neighbour.Thomas 
Blackwelder, to accompany me, also my daughter and Mr. Blackweideris 
daughter were present. Arriving at mother’s home we, hada considerable 
search before we found the old Bible. At last we <hd find rt m die top 
drawer in an upstairs room. The book was so dilapidated üiat when we 
took it out it feil into three pieces. Mr. Blackwelder picked up die por- 
tion containing the Book of Genesis and tumed the leaves until he came 
to the 27th chapter of Genesis and there we found two leaves folded 
together, the left hand page folded to the nght and the nght hand page 
fofded to the left fonning a pocket and in this pocket Mr. Bh^weld« 
found the will which has been probated. [..«. was probated m December,

1925.] r u • J“During the month of December, 1925, my fatta agam appeared 
to me abouf a week before the trial of the case of Chaffin »s Chaffin

, . 11 -n» and showed considerable temper. Iand said ‘Where is my old will, ana snu r

about this vlslta^°n living to hold communication with the dead 
believe it is possible for tne nvi g , __ __
but I am convinced that my father actuahy appeared to me on these 
several occasions and I shall believe it to the day of my death

It appears from Mr. Johnson’s own Statut riiat in addifion to 
Mr J P Chaffin and Mr. Blackwelder, Mrs. J. P. Chaffm their fifteen 
year old daughter, and testator’s widow were present when the Bible 

was found. .
Soon after its discovery, the second will was tendered for probate. 

The son, Marshall, who had proved the firnt wdl, had died withm a year 
of his father’s death: he left a son, R. M Chaffin, who was made a 
defendant in the suit to prove the second will, and who, being a minor, 
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appeared in court with his mother as guardian. The case came up 
for hearing in December, 1925. A jury was sworn (this usually takcs 
some time in the United States) and the court then adjoumed for 
lunch. When the trial commenced, Marshall’s widow and son had been 
prepared to contest the second will. However, during the luncheon 
interval they were shown the second will. Ten witnesses were prepared 
to give evidence that the second will was in the testator’s handwriting, 
and the widow and son thcmselves seem to have admitted this as soon 
as they saw it. At any rate they at once withdrew their Opposition. The 
public, which had crowdcd the court in the hopes of watching a bitter 
family feud fought out, rctired disappointed.

The Journal of the Society for Psychical Research, after reviewing 
the case (November, 1927), made the following comments:

“So much for the facts stated in the documents. In considcring 
whether they can be accounted for without recurrence to the super
normal, we must rule out any explanation which presupposes either that 
the second will was a ‘fake,’ or that any of the parties interested under 
the second will had normal knowledge of its existence prior to Mr. J. P. 
Chaffin’s and Mr. Blackwelder’s search for the old Bible in July, 1925.

“As to the hypothesis of a fake, it is indeed curious that Chaffin 
should have been so anxious to remedy the injustice done by the first 
will as to make a second will on entirely different lines, and at the same 
time have been so remiss in taking precautions during his lifetime for 
the carrying into effect of his second will. Possibly he intended to reveal 
its existence on his death-bed, and the circumstances of his death as the 
result of an accident frustrated his Intention. But the fact that ten wit
nesses were prepared to swear that the second will was in the testator’s 
handwriting, and that Marshall’s widow and son, after seeing the docu- 
ment, admitted its genuinencss, seems decisively to negative any hypoth
esis of a ‘fake’ will. Moreover, Mr. Johnson, who interviewed and 
questioned Mr. J. P. Chaffin, his wife, mother and daughter in April, 
1927, was, to use his own words, ‘much impressed with the evident 
sincerity of these people, who had the appearance of honest, honourable 
country people, in well-to-do circumstances.’

the testator’s aeaui ,‘exterioralization’ in the form of a vision, of knowledge normally ac- 

quired by Mr. J. P. ----
open to grave objection.

“It is hard to suggest a
mal lines. If a supei-------
that the present case is of a 
more than one of the percipient s 
Mr. J. P. Chaffin both ‘saw’ 1— 
auditory impression 
pocket was not the second will, but a 
practical result was

“Mr. Johnson in his Statement suggests, only to dismiss, another pos
sible explanation. ‘I endeavoured with all my skill and ability by cross- 
examination and otherwise to induce some admission that possibly there 
was a subconscious knowledge of the Will in the old Bible, or of the 
paper in the coat pocket, that was brought to the fore by the dream: 
but I utterly failcd to shake their faith. The answer was a quiet: “Nay: 
such an explanation is impossible. We never heard of the existence of 
the will till the Visitation from my father’s spirit.’” Clearly, none 
of them had any conscious recollection, at the date of the testador’s 
death, of any mention of a second will, or they would not have allowed 
the first to be proved without Opposition. Nor was it a matter which, if 
once mentioned, they were likely to forget, during the short period which 
intervened between the making of the second will (January, 1919) and 

death (September, 1921). The hypothesis therefore of the 
uic iv*..* -1 Vision, of knowledge normally ac-

’. Chaffin, but only remembered subconsciously, is

Jggcau a satisfactory explanation of the facts on nor- 
irnormal explanation be accepted, it is to be noted 

comparatively infrequent type, in which 
..Js senses is affected by the phantasm. 
his father and ‘heard’ him speak. The 

was not strictly accurate: what was in the overcoat 
r;~ 'i clue to its whereabouts; but the 

the same. Mr. Johnson was unable to obtain a clear 
Statement from Mr. J. P. Chaffin as to whether he was awake or asleep 
at the time of the apparition. He first said he was awake but on a 
•rather rigid examination’ admitted that he might have been in a doze. 
Mr. Johnson says, ‘I believe he does not know himself.’ ”
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Case V:

BOBBIE NEWLOVE

The following case, concerning the apparent return of a ten- 
year-old boy, Bobbie Newlove, was developed during eleven sittings 
with the noted English medium Mrs. Osbome Leonard in 1932 and 
1933. After a series of inconclusive Starts, the place at which the child 
might harte suffered an infection that indirectly caused his death was 
at last located. The account below is a condensation of the report 
written by C. Drayton Thomas for the Proceedings of the Society for 
Psychical Research (Pol. XLIII, Part 143).

TN September 1932 I received a letter from a stranger, a Mr. Hatch. 
He wrote from Nelson, a town 200 miles distant [from London], of 

which I had no knowledge other than fragmentary memories of having 
once lectured there ten years before. Here are the relevant portions of 

the letter.
“For ten years my stepdaughter has lived with me and my wife, 

and her little boy has been the life and center of our lives. He was 
particularly intelligent and extraordinarily loving and lovable. A few 
weeks ago he suddenly died of diphtheria, aged ten. The loss is so dread- 
ful that we feel we must ask if you can in any way obtain comfort 
similar to that recounted in your book, Life Beyond Death.

I discouraged expectation of receiving messages; it seemed to me 
that this boy would be too young to make a successful communicator. 
Meanwhile the family remamed unaware, until receiving extracts from 
the first sitting with the medium, Mrs. Osbome Leonard, that I was 
attempting to make contact with the child. It was in these circum- 
stances that I took the letter to my sitting of November 4, 1932.

At an appropriate moment during the sitting I said to Feda, Mrs. 
Leonard’s control, “I have a very eamest request for news of a little
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boy, Bobbie Truelove.” (By a slip of memory I gave the sumame 
wrongly, it should have been Newlove. I corrccted this at the beginning 
of the third sitting.) I then suggested that Feda should hold the letter. 
I had folded it in such a way that no information could be ascertained 
by glancing at it. I watched carefully during the few minutes it was 
in the mcdium’s hands, and observed that her eyes did not open.

J^EDA had the impression that the child was actually present. She
asked: “Will you find out whether this boy had a pain in his hand. 

I feit such a funny pain in the hand when touching this letter.” As 
the medium was holding the letter I assumed that psychometry [the 
ability to gain impressions from objects that convey emotions], was in 
progress. I Icamed on inquiry from Mr. Hatch, that Bobbie had always 
been a delicate child, and occassionally lost the use of the right hand 
after a bout of excessive laughter . . .

Feda said: “The little boy has been trying to get in touch with 
them before.” (His people wrote: “We have had very vague messages 
from other mediums.”) Feda inquired: “Glands; ask if he had any- 
thing the matter with his glands. When I get anything like that it helps 
to find out if I am getting the right one.” (Mr. Hatch replied: “I 
do not know whether the glands are affected by diphtheria, but it is 
probable.” (I was equally ignorant, but on referring to books, discovered, 
as did Mr. Hatch, that the glands are affected by diphtheria.)

Following this, Feda stated that Bobby had lived in a manufactur- 
ing town, supplying an accurate description of Nelson, his place of 
residence during life. She also described the middle dass economic Status 
of the family, and suggested a description of Bobbie’s grave, a concrete 
cross made by a working man who was a great friend of the boy.

the 2nd of December, 1932, my father, [another of Thomas’ 
alleged communicators in the Leonard sittings] while speaking about 

Bobbie, expressed the opinion that there had been some cause which 
facilitated his (Bobbie’s) taking diphtheria. He then added that this 
predisposition might be traccd to something which happened nine weeks 
before the boy’s death, and he asked my special attention to this fact.

When I asked to be told exaetly what it was which the above as- 
sertion hinted, the reply came, “pipes—pipes, he just says this—pipes. 
That word should be sufficient.” This seemed to suggest infection from 
defective drainage, and I expected that the family would acquiesce in 
this. But they replied that they could not trace the matter at all. The 

word “pipes” conveyed nothing to them.
We must now trace the indications given in successive sittings which 

finally led us to discover what was meant by “the pipes. It was not 
until three months after this first mention of pipes that the family 
leamt the exact place where Bobbie and a friend had played; but even 
this left them without any clue as to why pipes had been mentioned, 
and it was not until my visit on July 1, 1933, that one pipe was dis
covered there. A second pipe was not found until later.

At the sitting in January 1933, Bobbie repeated the assertion that 
his trouble was traceablc to the pipes, and when I replied that his 
people failed to find any conncction between his illness and pipes, 
Feda merely remarked that she considered Bobbie a very clear minded 
and intelligent boy. I therefore asked the family if they thought it 
probable that Bobbie might have heard diphtheria spoken of in Con

nection with bad drains. The reply was: .
unlikely that Bobbie had heard of anyone catching the 

'We do not know. It is very 
disease from

pipes.” 

1933. Further 
in a place to

'PHE subject was resumed at a sitting later, in January 
information was then given that the pipes were not 

which he went regularly, nor to which he went direct from home, but 
that he had gone to them when in a second place. Clues to this second 
place were then given, and included a reference to animals, which my 
father [allegedly speaking through the medium] asked me to note par- 
ticularly because, “his people may say when they first read it that Bobbie 
never went to a place where there were such things, but he did.”

Among further descriptions of the place was reference to a bam, 
having one5 side nearly or entirely open, more hke a place of shelter, 
and containing bundles of straw. Another boy was said to have been 
there with Bobbie and to have been the reason for Bobbie’s going. Al- 
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though these clues eventually led us to the right spot, they were of 
no help at this early stage because the family were not familiär with 
the locality in question.

During a sitting in February 1933 I expressed a wish that some 
definite name might be given in order to assist the search. Feda then 
said that she was being given a name like “Bentley,” and then, after 
some struggles and uncertainty as to the word intended, she pronounced 
"Stock” and proceeded to describe a town and certain streets. In fact, 
a route was described and, as I leamt afterwards, quite correctly, which 
started from Bobbie’s home, taking a loop round the railway Station near 
by, and then going up-hill past Bentley Street (in which Bobbie’s school 
was situated) and leading onward towards the old Stocks. The latter 
stand at the entrance to the Churchyard. Now that we know where the 
pipes are, it is easy to see that Bobbie’s description led us three-quarters 
of the way to the place. These descriptions make it perfectly clear that 
the intelligence giving them was intimately acquainted with Bobbie’s 
home and its surroundings. I should add here that I knew nothing 
whatever about it, and that Mrs. Leonard was never told that the town 
in question had become of interest to me.

At a sitting in the middle of May 1933 a further description was 
given which eventually led to the place itself, “A place with an address 
on ‘BB* ... he went to this ‘B’ place at certain times.” I say it led 
us eventually to the place itself. It is easy to see this now that one 
knows the facts, but at the time it only puzzled us. It was not unnatural 
that "BB” should suggest the Baths, and I inquired whether the family 
had heard of any infection in connection with pipes at the Baths. This} 
however was a false scent, and led to nothing. In the same sitting the 
actual locality was indicated by the letter “H”; but this, like the previous 
letter ^‘B”, failed to convey anything at the time.

It is now obvious that "H” meant “the Heights,” and “B” the 
name of Brierfield, the locality in which the Heights are situated.

Guided by the clues given in reply to my inquiries, the pipes were 
finally discovered. Water issued from the ground through iron pipes! 
It was there that Bobbie had so often played during the weeks preceding 
his death, Infection from the water may have caused a condition <& 

blood which weakened the boy’s System before the oncoming of diph- 
theria. Justification for the Communicator’s opinion that the boy’s death 
might be attributed to his playing there is found in a Statement of 
the Medical Officer for the District.

The most puzzling question connected with the problem of the 
pipes relates to the difficulty experienced by the communicators in 
telling what they knew. It is evident that they knew the facts during 
the six months which elapsed between their first hint and our final 
discovery. And there is no reason to doubt their wish to make it plain. 
Why, then, could not the facts have been stated in one short sentence, 
such as: “Bobbie played by the pipes where springs issue on the 
Heights” ? That is the question I asked my father [through Mrs. 
Leonard, the medium] after the mystery had been solved. His reply 
in substance was this: The difficulty lay in the necessity of fitting-in the 
Information,' of being able at the opportune moment to fit it upon 
the medium’s brain, either personally, or through Feda. He said.

“That which I hope to give must harmonize, or associate with, 
what is uppermost in the medium’s brain, or I shall fail to attach it or 
fit it in so that it will be taken. All happens according to the laws of 
association. Much depends upon the mediums condition at the time, 
but the sitter’s attitude also exerts its influence: keen interest freed 
from anxiety is a great assistance, and although we dislike leading 
questions, yet suitable questions sometimes help.

We are, I think, better able to perceive his meaning if we recall 
the difficulty sometimes feit by ourselves in speaking to others of things 
we deeply feel. Very sensitive persons become keenly aware of that dif
ficulty: they feel, without realiring how, that it is useless to mention 
some particular subject, because it would be incompatible with the 
other person’s state of mind. So we decide to await a more suitable op- 
portunity lest the seed fall upon ground too stony to receive it. It is the 
highly sensitive minds which feel this most strongly, and it is, I think, 
beyond question that the mind of a medium in trance is supersensitive. 
I imagine that the mind of the communicator is even more so.

When psychology achieves a more complete understanding of the 
working of the average mind, and shows us the meaning of those
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puzzling differences which we often notice in ourselves between one 
time and another, it may help us to fathom the precise difficulties of 
those who, from life’s other side, strive to express their thoughts to 
us by means of a stranger’s brain.

Case VI:

“I HAVE JUST DIED...”

<

This modern case of a spontaneous apparition u>as recorded by 
Mrs. Laura A. Dale, Research Associate, the American ^forPsy. 
chical Research, in the Journal of the A.S.P. ■ ( o.

WE have for a long time feit the need to cBsünguish a category of 
W apparitions in which the percipient is hterally jolted out of a 
sound sleep into a wide-awake state by the impact of the unpressmn

P , ■ , t hv Mrs Gladys Watson in her account
Such an example was provided by Mrs. o y 
of a fully externalized apparition.

i c o minister and if you know our
“I am the dang ter ctheir children are schooled 
“uZXTom ^e time of their 

healthy in mind and body, love peop e, p husband>s father 
hold a responsible Position in y in
was a Methodist mimster also and^h- T

West. So after my us neutral point between my in-lawsdecided to mähe our home id ome^^^P 

and my own parents in D 
we decided on Indianapolis, India Vam-itdo- fnevt

, , . j wnrk and we set up housekeepmg (next
“My husband obtaincd __ couM

door to the LiHy Lab(J'a^ it home on a visit to see my granddad 
hardly wait until c0 mother and dad. I loved granddad
who at the time was ivinj’ asleep for three or four hours
very much. One mgi ^n. my name. I sat up in bed and
I was awakencd y som^ calmly he saidj ‘Don’t be frightened, 
there stood gran a . , * cfy and reached across
it’s only me. I iave Jus Granddad continued, ‘This is how
the bed to awa en 1JJy . dressed with a black bow tie. ‘Just 
they will bury me. I saw mm

expecting a child and could
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wanted to teil you I’ve been waiting to go ever since Ad was taken.’ 
Adeline was my grandmother who had been gone several years. My 
husband awoke and asked what was the matter. I told him my 
grandfather was just here and that he told me he had just died. 
My husband insisted it was a nightmare but I knew it wasn’t. It 
was 4:05 a.m. when my husband went to a public telephone on 
the comer and called my parents’ home in Wilmington to prove to 
me that I had been asleep, but my mother answered. She was sur- 
prised at the call and said she had been up most of the night. She 
was waiting to call us in the moming to let us know that Granddad 
had died at 4:00 o’clock that moming.”

We leam through correspondence with Mrs. Watson that her ex
perience occurred on June 11, 1923. Her grandfather, in spite of his 
age, was considered to be in “very good health” at the time. Further 
questions, with Mrs. Watson’s answers, are below:

After being awakened by hearing your name called, you saw your 
grandfather. Do you mean you saw him “out in space,” as if in the 
flesh, or did you see him with your “inner eye”? If the former, where 
did he seem to be standing in relation to the bed? “On the right hand 
side, near the foot of the bed—very close to the bed, in sort of slight 
leaning position toward me.”

About how much light was there in the room, from Street lamps, 
etc., when you awakened? “The house was next door to the Lilly Labo
ratories in Indianapolis. There were lights from the laboratory in the 
background and the light of just before dawn in the room. No direct 
light.”

About hearing your grandfather speak. Was it like hearing some- 
one in the flesh, or did you hear with your “inner ear”? “Like hear
ing him iji the flesh—soft, yet determined voice.”

Do you recall the time you saw your grandfather? You say your 
husband put in the phone call at 4:05 a.m., but you do not say how 
long after the experience this was. What we really want to know is 
just how long after he passed away you saw him, taking into account 
any differences in time between Wilmington and Indianapolis. “I saw 
and heard him speak at approximately 3:30 a.m., Indianapolis time—

dressed, and made the phone 
grandfather died at 4 a.m. 
him. He said to me ‘I have

4:30 Eastem Time. My husband got up, 
call at about 4:05 Indiana time. My 
Eastem Time, a half hour before I saw 

just died.’ ”Mrs. Watson’s husband died several years ago, but her father is 
still living and corroborated the case as follows:

“My son-in-law called our home in Wilmington from Indian
apolis early in the moming of June 11, 1923, and told us Gladys 
woke him up and said my father had been there (Indianapolis) 
and told her he had just died. Gladys had always been my father’s 
favorite grandchild and we had promised her to let her know if 
and when he became seriously ill. (He made his home with us.) 
He took sick the day before. We called the doctor and thought 
he was going to be all right. The end came suddenly around four 
o’clock in the moming. We were going to wait until later in the 
moming to get in touch with Gladys ... I believe sincerely in 
the truth of this experience as my daughter writes it.

(Rev.) Walter E. Parker, Sr.
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Case VII:

DIAGRAM OF LANGUAGES

Mrs. Henry Sidgwick (1845-1936) was the wife of the first Presi
dent of the Society for Psychical Research, London, and after his death 
continued his work. She was the author of many papers on psychic phe
nomena, including the following report in the "book test” category of 
mediumistic Communications; it appeared originally in the Proceedings, 
S.P.R., 1920-21.

March 19, 1917, Mrs. Hugh Talbot sat with Mrs. Leonard, the 
medium, and expcricnced one of the earliest book tests of which 

we have a record. Unfortunately, the sitting was not recorded in writing 
till the end of December of the same year. This of course does diminish 
the value of the record, though happily, we have the testimony of two 
witnesses, besides the sitter, who were aware of what Feda, Mrs. 
Leonard’s control, said before verification.

Mrs. Talbot’s report, written out and sent to Lady Troubridge 
on December 29, 1917, is as follows:

Two sittings with Mrs. Leonard were arranged for me through a 
friend last March, one for Saturday the 17th at 5 p.m. and the other 
at the same hour on Monday the 19th. Mrs. Leonard at this time 
knew neither my name nor address, nor had I ever been to her or any 
other medium, before, in my life.

On Monday the first part of the time was taken up by what one 
might cäll a medley of descriptions, all more or less recognizable, of 
different people, together with a number of messages, some of which 
were intelligible and some not. Then Feda (as I am toid the control 
is called) gave a very correct description of my husband’s personal 
appearance, and from then on he alone seemed to speak (through her 
of course) and a most extraordinary conversation followed. Evidently 
he was trying by every means in his power to prove to me his identity 

and to show me it really was himself, and as time went on I was 
forced to believe this was indeed so.

All he said, or rather Feda for him, was clear and lucid. Incidents 
of the past, known only to him and to me were spoken of, belongings 
trivial in themselves but possessing for him a particular personal interest 
of which I was aware, were minutely and correctly described, and I was 
asked if I still had them. Also I was asked repeatedly if I believed 
it was himself speaking, and assured that death was really not death 
at all, that life continued not so very unlike this life and that he did 
not feel changcd at all. Feda kept on saying: “Do you believe, he does 
want you to know it is really himself.” I said I could not be sure but 
I thought it must be true. All this was very interesting to me, and very 
stränge, more stränge because it all seemed so natural. Suddenly Feda 
began a tiresome description of a book, she said it was leather and 
dark, and tried to show me the size. Mrs. Leonard showed a length of 
eight to ten inches long with her hands, and four or five wide. She 
(Feda) said “It is not exaetly a book, it is not printed, Feda wouldnt 
call it a book, it has writing in.” It was long before I could connect 
this description with anvthing at all, but at last I remembered a red 
leather note book of my husband’s, which I think he called a log book, 
and I asked: “Is it a log book?” Feda seemed puzzled at this and not 
to know what a log book was, and repeated the word once or twice 
then said “Yes, yes, he says it might be a log book. I then 
it a red book?” On this point there was hesitation, they 
possibly it was, though he thought it was darker. The answer 
decided, and Feda began a wearisome description all over again, addmg 
that I was to look on page twelve, for something wntten (I am not 
sure of this word) there, that it would be so interesting after this con
versation. Then she said “He is not sure it is page twelve, it might 
be thirteen, it is so long, but he does want you to look and to try and 
find it. It would interest him to know if this extract is t lere.

I was rather half-hearted in responding to all this, there was so much 
of it, and it sounded purposeless and also I remembered the book so well, 
having often looked through it wondering if it was any good keeping it, 
although besides things to do with ships and my husband s work there 
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were, I remembered, a few notes and verses in it. But the chief reason 
I was anxious to get off the subject was that I feit sure the book would 
not be forthcoming; either I had thrown it away, or it had gone with 
a lot of other things to a luggage room in the opposite block of flats 
where it would hardly be possible to get at it. However, I did not 
quite like to say this, and not attaching any importance to it, replied 
rather indefinitely that I would see if I could find it. But this did 
not satisfy Feda. She .started all over again becoming more and more 
insistent and went on to say “He is not sure of the color, he does not 
know. There are two books, you will know the one he means by a 
diagram of languages in the front.” And here followed a String of 
words, in what order I forget “Indo-European, Aryan, Semitic lan
guages,” and others, repeating it several times, and she said “There 
are lines, but not Straight, going like this”—drawing with her finger 
lines going out sideways from one center. Then again the words, “A 
table of Arabian languages, Semitic languages.” I have tried to put it as 
she said it, but of course I cannot be sure she put the names in that 
order. What I am quite sure of is the actual words she used at one 
time or another. She said all the names and sometimes “table,” some
times “diagram” and sometimes “drawing,” and all insistentfy. It 
sounded absolute rubbish to me. I had never heard of a diagram of 
languages and all these Eastem names jumbled together sounded like 
nothing at all, and she kept on repeating them and saying this is how 
I was to know the book, and kept on and on: “Will you look at page 
twelve or thirteen. If it is there, it would interest him so much after 
this conversation. He does want you to, he wants you to promise.” By 
this time I had come to the conclusion that what I had heard of hap- 
pening at these sittings had come to pass, viz. that the medium was 
tired an^l talking nonsense, so I hastened to pacify her by promising to 
look for the book, and was glad when the sitting ahnost at once came 
to an end.

I went home thinking very little of all this last part; still, after 
telling my sister and niece all that I considered the interesting things 
said in the beginning, I did mention that in the end the medium began 
talking a lot of rubbish about a book, and asking me to look on page 

twelve or thirteen to find something interesting. I was to know the 
book by a diagram of languages. After dinner, the same evening, my 
niece, who had taken more notice of all this than either my sister or 
myself, begged me to look for the book at once. I wanted to wait till 
the next day, saying I knew it was all nonsense. However, in the end 
I went to the book-shelf, and after some time, right at the back of 
the top shelf I found one or two old notebooks belonging to my hus- 
band, which I had never feit I eared to open. One, a shäbby black 
leather, corresponded in size to the description given, and I absent- 
mindedly opened it, wondering in my mind whether the one I was 
looking for had been destroyed or only sent away. To my utter aston- 
ishment, my eyes feil on the words, “Table of Semitic or Syro-Arabian 
Languages,” and pulling out the leaf, which was a long folded piece 
of paper pasted in, I saw on the other side “General table of the Aryan 
and Indo-European languages.” It was the diagram of w ch Feda 
had spoken. I was so taken aback I forgot for some minutes to look 
for the extract. When I did I found it on page thirteen.

I cannot account now for my stupidity in not attaching more im
portance to what Feda was trying to say about the oo , ut was 
so convinced, if any book was meant, it was the re oo . s one 
I had never opened, and as I say there was little hope of getting the 
other, nor did I feel there could be anything in it my husband would 

want me to see. Also 
of mediums and the 
can’t see why now.

it was only my 
descriptions seemed so

second sitting. I knew nothing 
endless and tedious. I

(Signed) Lily Talbot.

1 Oakwood Court.
Page 13 of Notebook. 

scovered by certain whispers which 
hear and from certain glances of curiosity or commiseration 

unable to see, that I was near death. . . .
- • » • V

it was supposed I was
“I discovered by

unable to L________
which it was supposed I was unable w scc, * •

“Presently my mind began to dwell not only on happiness which was 
to come, but upon happiness that I was actually enjoying. I saw long 
forgotten forms, playmates, schoolfeHows, companions of my youth and 
of my old age, who one and all, srniled upon me. They did not smile
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with any compassion, that I no longer feit that I needed, but with that 
sort of kindness which is exchanged by people who are equally happy. 
I saw my mother, father, and sisters, all of whom I had survived. They 
did not speak, yet they communicated to me their unaltered and unal- 
terable affection. At about the time when they appeared, I made an 
effort to rcalize my bodily Situation . . . that is, I endeavored to con- 
nect my soul with the body which lay on the bed in my house . . . 
the endeavor failed. I was dead. . . .”

Extract from Pest Mortem. Author anon. (Blackwood & Sons, 
1881.)

I do not attempt to reproduce the diagram of languages, which 
is complicated, but Feda’s description of it as having lines going out 
from a center is correct; this branching out from points and from 
lines happens repeatedly.

Mrs. Talbot wrote, at Lady Troubridge’s request, to her niece and 
her sister, asking them to write down what they remembered. Their 
account verified all her Statements.

It is evident that even the discovery of the diagram of languages 
revived no recollection in Mrs. Talbot of ever having seen it before, 
and this makes it difficult to suppose that the knowledge shown by 
the communicator was derived telepathically from her. At the same 
time it will be generally agreed, I think, the coincidence is quite beyond 
what can reasonably be attributed to chance. Further, the quotation 
on page thirteen of the notebook seems quite appropriate; and we may 
even regard it as probable that had Contemporary notes been taken of 
what was said at the sitting, the truth of the Statement attributed to the 
communicator that the quotation “would be so interesting after this 
conversation” would have been more apparent. The incident, must, I 
think, rank among the best single pieccs of definite evidence we have 
for memory of their earth life in communicators, and therefore of 
personal identity.
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Weinberger, scientist Giulio Cogni 
and psychoanalyst Emanuel Schwartz 
contribute scientific appraisals.

Philosophers, since the beginning of 
recorded thought, have pondered the 
problem of survival. In the light of the 
findings of a new science, parapsychology, 
and of the principles of nuclear physics, 
present-day philosophers such as Ga
briel Marcel, C. J. Ducasse and H. H. 
Price chart a way toward far-reaching 
ideas on the nature of the universe.

The major religions of the world 
provide answers to the question of sur
vival that are neither blunted nor 
made obsolete by the findings of 
science. These beliefs are reported by 
recognized leaders in each major faith: 
Christian, Jewish, Islamic, Hindu- 
Buddhist and Tibetan-Buddhist.

A section reporting the results of 
mediumistic activities, and apparent 
messages from those who have passed 
on, concludes the book. Seven out- 
standing cases have been selected. 
from the mass of material available, 
as being the most convincing to 
seasoned researchers. An introduction 
and an informative personal Vignette 
by the editor, Eileen J. Garrett, rounds 
out one of the most comprehensive 
surveys ever assembled on the subject 
of human survival.



Eileen J. Garrett,
editor of Does Man Survive Death?, also 
contributed an introduction to this 
volume as well as a penetrating autobio- 
graphical essay “The Answer Is Not 
Yet.” She is the Editor-Publisher of 
Tomorrow, quarterly review of psychic 
research. Since 1952, she has been 
President of the Parapsychology 
Foundation, Inc.

Mrs. Garrett’s most recent work is 
Life is the Healer. She is the author of 
Adventures in the Supernormal, Awareness, 
Telepathy and The Sense and Nonsense of 
Prophecy, as well as editor of the an- 
thology Beyond the Five Senses.
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